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introduction
direct distribution is one of the most common activities carried out by humanitarian 
ngos, and soLidArités internAtionAL is no exception. the contexts in which direct 
distribution takes place may vary widely, from an acute emergency response following 
a natural disaster to agricultural rehabilitation and situations of chronic conflict. the aim 
of this document is to provide the keys for making decisions and implementing direct 
distribution in a broad range of very different situations. the tools and methodologies 
suggested will need to be tailored to the specific context. For example, when distribution 
takes place in a situation of conflict, protection will be a higher priority a priori than when 
it follows a natural disaster.

Aim
the aim of this Handbook is to provide humanita-
rian teams belonging to different departments and 
sectors with a structured overview of the design 
and implementation of direct distribution as used 
in si projects. it aims to improve teamwork in the 
rapid implementation of quality cash transfer Pro-
grammes (ctPs) throughout the project cycle. the 
standard operating procedures (soPs) define the 
roles and responsibilities of each person as well as 
the key steps in distribution. they are also intended 
to provide users with a common understanding of 
”good enough“ steps and procedures to implement 
in emergency or early recovery situations, and 
thus enable teams and their corresponding mana-
gement lines to better understand their roles and 
responsibilities. 

this Handbook is not intended to replace existing 
general policies and procedures, but rather to sup-
plement them. in particular, it is very closely linked 
to si’s standard operating procedures regulating 
cash transfers.

aim this Handbook covers the full spectrum of si 
interventions, from the critical emergency 
phase to early recovery. 

distribution is a tool or instrument that enables 
humanitarian agencies to meet the objectives 
of a given humanitarian project; it is not an end 
in itself. consequently, the soPs discussed here 
only cover aspects that are specific to distribu-
tion and are based on the design and imple-
mentation stages of humanitarian programmes 
as described in si’s operational Framework. this 
Handbook is not a technical manual and so does 
not cover in detail all the aspects of programme 
design and implementation such as assessment 
or targeting, which are part of the design and 
implementation of every humanitarian pro-
ject. the soPs cover the whole project cycle 
however, including the preparation and analysis 
stages. they can be applied to sudden-onset, 
chronic or slowly-evolving crisis situations. 

this Handbook sets out the steps to follow when 
designing and implementing distribution, either 
directly by si or by its partners. if the project 
is to be implemented by a partner, its ability to 
carry out distribution successfully must be as-
sessed before any collaboration is initiated, and 
any distribution must be carried out in compli-
ance with si’s partnership procedures. 

there are many forms of distribution, but the 
term as used in this Handbook refers only to 
direct distribution (as opposed to distribution 
implemented through a service provider). in 
addition, it only covers in-kind distribution 
(foodstuffs, non-food item kits, seeds, etc.). di-
rect cash grant distribution is regulated by the 
soPs concerning cash transfers.

scoPe
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wHo is tHis 
HAndbook For ?
these standard operating procedures are 
relevant to every sector and to all teams in-
volved in the direct or indirect implementa-
tion of a humanitarian response. they target 
technical teams (working on water, sanita-
tion and hygiene, emergency food security 
and livelihoods, monitoring, evaluation, ac-
countability and learning, gender relations, 
protection and safety) and support teams 
(finance, logistics, funding and audits). the 
soPs are also intended for on-site mana-
gers and programme coordinators, to enable 
them to better coordinate projects that in-
clude distribution by giving them an over-
view of the responsibilities shared by the 
different members of their teams.

How to use 
tHe HAndbook ?
this Handbook was written with readability 
in mind. it has been organised as a series 
of steps that follow the project cycle, and 
contains a wealth of advice, tips and prac-
tical tools. it has been divided into six tech-
nical chapters, each of which can be used 
separately depending on the stage of acti-
vity relevant to the reader. 

to gain a better practical understanding of 
the information provided in the Handbook, 
the first three technical chapters should be 
read before arriving in the field. the techni-
cal chapters that follow should be consulted 
when setting up the implementation of the 
actual activities. the procedures outlined 
are mandatory and must be adhered to for 
every distribution.
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key questions, assessment report templates and other si tools are available 
on the intranet 

the sphere project defines the minimum standards to respect 
in a humanitarian response

good Practices review: emergency food security interventions (HPn, 2008)

A - reminders concerning seLection criteriA 
For beneFiciAry HouseHoLds

“beneFiciAries” oF distribution
in the vast majority of cases, the aim of 

direct distribution is to enable households 
to access a certain quantity of food, agri-
cultural inputs or non-food items, so in 
distribution we usually talk about “benefi-
ciary households” rather than “beneficiary 
people”. 

A household is commonly defined as “a 
group of individuals living under the same 
roof or in the same concession, who have 
their meals together or in small groups”. 
in contexts where there are polygamous 
households, the definition of a “benefi-
ciary household” will need to be carefully 
determined in cooperation with the tar-
get community.

As in any humanitarian response activity, de-
fining the criteria to use to select the individ-
uals/households that are to receive a direct 
distribution is a particularly complex stage 
that requires the best possible understand-
ing of the context. selection criteria must, 
wherever possible, be based on an under-
standing of the livelihoods, vulnerabilities 
and resilience strategies of the communities 
in the zone where the distribution is to take 
place.

si operational Framework

it wiLL be mucH eAsier to cHoose reLevAnt criteriA iF tHere Are “vuLnerAbiLity” (And 
“bAseLine”) studies AvAiLAbLe concerning tHe intervention zone tHAt Pre-dAte tHe emer-
gency situAtion. tHis wiLL enAbLe you to determine tHe situAtionAL vuLnerAbiLities 2 
(tHose resuLting From tHe emergency situAtion) more quickLy And AccurAteLy.

2. And not include criteria based on structural vulnerabilities...

tHe inFormAtion in tHe FoLLowing tecHnicAL 
cHAPters is bAsed on tHe Premise tHAt A 
PreLiminAry Assessment oF tHe HumAnitAriAn 
situAtion HAs been cArried out, enAbLing you to 
determine tHe reLevAnce And need For direct 
in-kind distribution1 in tHe zone Assessed. 

As FAr As PossibLe, tHe Assessment wiLL HAve:

•	 tAken into considerAtion tHe PotentiALLy negAtive imPActs direct 
distribution mAy HAve, notAbLy: 
 » destructuring the local economy: reduced demand, lower prices, collapse of the 

economic fabric (through lack of demand), weakened local businesses, etc.;
 » Potentially endangering  a community’s means of subsistence and its resilience 

strategies, especially by developing a “handout mentality” and creating de-
pendence on outside aid on the medium/long term;

 » causing deterioration in the community’s level of protection (see  chapter 2), etc.
•	 incLuded An exit strAtegy, since direct distribution is by deFinition 

strictLy Limited in time, esPeciALLy to Avoid tHe sPreAd oF negAtive im-
PActs; 

•	 evALuAted tHe FeAsibiLity oF working witH A PArtner/LocAL ngo.

tHis Pre-imPLementAtion Assessment wiLL ALso identiFy:

•	 tHe grouP(s) to tArget And tHus enAbLe you to deFine tHe initiAL 
seLection criteriA For HouseHoLd/individuAL beneFiciAries;

•	 tHe tyPe oF items to distribute

1. rather than some other type of response activity (for example: cash for work, Food for work, vouchers, cash 
distribution, nFi fairs or seed fairs...), a longer term activity or no activity!
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seLection criteriA sHouLd be deFined, esPeciALLy in An emergency situAtion, 
According to A rAtio oF:
•	 quALity: reLevAnt to tHe context
•	 sPeed: eAsiLy understood by tHe community
•	 AccePtAnce by tHe PoPuLAtion
•	 Protection/security: Avoiding Pre- And Post-distribution tensions witHin 

tHe community And endAngering tHe teAms/ProPerties.

•	 As clear and as simple as possible, in order 
to avoid misunderstandings (and potential 
tensions) as well as long periods spent provi-
ding information to the population.

in the same way, the choice of criteria and 
methods of selecting beneficiaries should 
reflect a balance between errors of exclu-

sion (which could put lives at risk), errors of 
inclusion (potentially disruptive and waste-
ful), speed and cost.

For tHe reAsons discussed Above, in Acute emergency situAtions (Food, sHeLter due to 
bAd weAtHer etc.), due to A sudden crisis (simiLAr Losses For most HouseHoLds) or iF tHere 
Are signiFicAnt Access ProbLems (notAbLy due to security issues), A generAL distribution 
mAy be PreFerAbLe (At LeAst initiALLy).

 si example in the uélés region of the drc, expe-

rience showed that for short term distribution of nFis, 

it was preferable to target either the entire population 

(general distribution) or less than 40% of the popula-

tion, in order to avoid the serious misunderstandings 

or tensions that would result from excluding a minority 

of households. From a social perspective, a household 

that did not meet the selection criteria and would thus 

be excluded from the distribution would be more ac-

cepting of the situation if the majority (over 50%) of the 

population were in the same situation. if only 10 to 20% 

of the population were excluded, their feelings of in-

comprehension would be exacerbated (and might well 

result in heightened tensions that could severely dis-

rupt implementation of the distribution).al perspective, 

a household that did not meet the selection criteria and 

would thus be excluded from the distribution would be 

more accepting of the situation if the majority (over 

50%) of the population were in the same situation. if 

only 10 to 20% of the population were excluded, their 

feelings of incomprehension would be exacerbated 

(and might well result in heightened tensions that could 

severely disrupt implementation of the distribution).

Potential financial, logistical and/or contractual 
constraints (for example, when distributing 
items to more than 1,300 beneficiary households 
would be impossible) must be systematically 
taken into consideration in the very early stages 
of the targeting process. if this is not done, the 
maximum number of beneficiary households 
may be exceeded once the targeting has been 
carried out according to the defined vulnerabi-
lity characteristics.

in emergency situations, the following crite-
ria are the most frequently used:

•	 no criteria: the entire population of the 
target zone (village, camp, route…) are 
beneficiaries. in this case we talk about 
“general” or “blanket” distribution.

•	 status-based criteria: “simple” - such 
as refugees/displaced persons, or more 
“complex” - such as host families lodging 
at least 2 displaced households for more 
than a month.

•	 so-called “social” criteria:  for example, fe-
male heads of households, disabled peo-
ple with no family support, households 
with more than 5 children, etc.

•	  so-called “material” criteria: for exam-
ple, the level of non-food items in the 
household, the state of seed supplies, 
the amount of food consumed daily, the 
presence of malnourished children in the 
household, etc.

•	 A combination of several more or less 
complex criteria: for example, a household 
in which the ratio of “dependent” mem-
bers to “productive” members is less than 
0.7, and which has less than 2 weeks” sup-
ply of cereals, or a person returning to find 
that their dwelling has been more than 
50% destroyed and who has an income of 
less than $50 per month, etc.

stAtus-bAsed And sociAL criteriA sHouLd generALLy be Avoided becAuse even iF tHey seem 
simPLe, tHey Are bAsed on A Priori AssumPtions About vuLnerAbiLity (in otHer words, As-
suming tHAt tHe disPLAced Are more vuLnerAbLe tHAn tHe indigenous PoPuLAtion or tHAt 
FemALe HeAds oF HouseHoLds Are more vuLnerAbLe tHAn “normAL” HouseHoLds) tHAt rAre-
Ly Prove to be tHe cAse since individuAL situAtions vAry so greAtLy, And ALso oFten creAte 
tensions witHin tHe community (since tHey not ALwAys understood And AccePted by tHe 
PoPuLAtion).

the so-called “material” criteria are more ob-
jective but require each household to be indi-
vidually surveyed (to determine, for example, 
its nFi score, its food consumption score, etc. 
see the examples given page 14), a process 
that can be:

•	 Particularly long and therefore hardly 
compatible with an emergency situation;

•	 conducive to fraud once the community 
has understood the system (giving delibe-
rately incorrect answers, hiding non-food 
items just before the survey, etc.)

As much as is possible in an emergency si-
tuation, the selection criteria for beneficiary 
households should be:

•	 based on a pre-existing population  
typology in order to identify which groups of 
households are more vulnerable than others 
so as to be as relevant as possible; 

•	 discussed with representatives3 of the 
community, so that they will be accepted 
by the population as easily as possible. if 
time permits, these discussions should 
take place via discussion groups with the 
population;

3. Provided that the representatives of the community are legitimate and respected (administrative authorities, 
traditional figures, religious leaders...)
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 si example in drc, the distribution of mosquito nets in 

nFi kits is accompanied by a number of usage demonstra-

tions on the day of distribution (theatre, banners and me-

gaphone messages…). Post-distribution follow-up is also 

carried out to ensure that the mosquito nets are not being 

used as fishing nets, and additional awareness sessions 

on how to use them are given if necessary. moreover, the 

packages containing the mosquito nets are opened when 

the nets are given out, to prevent households from keeping 

them as ‘precious objects’ and not using them!

in emergency situAtions, ‘innovAtions’ must be Avoided. For exAmPLe, incLuding Feminine 
Hygiene kits (FHk) For women in nFi distribution in tHe drc Proved to be A FAiLure in some 
zones. tHe striPs oF cLotH intended to be used As sAnitAry toweLs were sewn togetHer by 
tHe women to mAke cLotHes, even tHougH cLotHing HAd ALreAdy been distributed And An 
inFormAtion session on using tHe sAnitAry toweLs HAd been HeLd. tHe cHoice oF items in 
tHe FHks simPLy did not tAke into Account tHe diversity oF Feminine Hygiene PrActices in 
tHe vArious regions oF tHe drc.

•	 Adapt kit contents to climate and 
seasonal constraints

while contingency stocks of standard kits are 
totally appropriate for use in certain emergen-
cy situations, their “standard” contents must 
be adapted to reflect current constraints. 
some items are more appropriate than others 
to certain seasons (what we term “seasonal 
needs”) or to certain situations.

For example, for nFi/shelter kits: 

•	 in winter, blankets and heating fuel may 
need to be added to the standard kits.

•	 in hurricane season, distributing tents/tar-
paulins may be useless as they will be des-
troyed by the first onset of severe weather.

•	 in epidemics where there is a high popu-
lation density, hygiene kits (containing 
soap, jerry cans, etc.) may have a higher 
priority than cooking kits, etc.

•	 during a single distribution, avoid having 
different kits for different beneficiary 
household profiles, so as to avoid (i) po-
tential misunderstandings and tensions 
during and after distribution (ii) compli-
cating the logistical aspects (see below).

 However, if there are significant diffe-
rences in the size of households, the quan-
tity of certain items may be adapted to the 
number of family members. For example, 
the quantity of food or the number of blan-
kets should be proportionate to the size of 
the household.

 one or a maximum of two items could 
be optional and distributed depending 
on the specific situation of the recipient 
household, but only if (i) the specific situa-
tion is very clearly identifiable by the com-
munity and will not appear to be arbitrary 
and (ii) the assessment methodology used 
to select beneficiary households has taken 
this constraint into account (preferably 
using a door-to-door survey - see chapter 
4, paragraph b) and distinguishable cou-
pons are used (see chapter 4, paragraph c). 
examples: receiving a tarpaulin when the 
household’s shelter has been destroyed, or 
distribution of specific children’s rations for 
households with young children. if one of 
these methods is to be used (optional items, 
or quantities in proportion to household 
size), do not give this information out be-
fore/during the population survey so as to 
avoid fraud.

For an example of a nFi household score survey using the method uniceF drc 
rrmP - rapid response to Population movements, see Appendix 1; for an example 
of a score card analysis, see Appendix 2

explanation of the Food consumption score methodology by Action against 
Hunger (AcF) - Appendix 3

Protection - an ALnAP guide for humanitarian agencies - Appendix 4

targeting food aid in emergencies (enn - 2004)

the type and quantity of any items distri-
buted must first and foremost answer the 
needs of the target communities. items 
should meet the standards laid out in na-
tional legislation and by national coordina-
tion mechanisms (such as clusters). global 
humanitarian standards, such as those de-
fined by sphere, may also be used as refe-
rence guides4. 

beyond these standards, the following ele-
ments should be taken into consideration 
when choosing items for distribution:

•	 in an emergency situation, the 
composition of kits must reflect local 
practices and habits 

A crisis is not the appropriate time to intro-
duce new varieties of seeds, foodstuffs or 
household articles that the population is not 

familiar with. to be effective, the introduc-
tion of something new requires significant 
resources (in manpower and time) to train 
and follow up the beneficiary communities, 
neither of which is compatible with an emer-
gency situation.
nb: seed distribution is not strictly speaking an emer-

gency activity. it must always be preceded by an assess-

ment of local agricultural practices and sowing systems.

 However, if the situation requires the 
distribution of specific items which do not 
correspond to current local practice (such 
as mosquito nets or unfamiliar foods5) you 
will need to plan for a significant period of 
familiarisation with the use and/or con-
sumption of the items during and after dis-
tribution, and follow up the beneficiaries to 
ensure the items are used properly.

b - reminders concerning items 
For distribution

4. http://www.spherehandbook.org/fr/
5. For example, in most countries where si works, wheat flour or tinned foodstuffs are unknown.
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in ALL cAses, AscertAin tHe AverAge HouseHoLd size in tHe intervention zone (eitHer 
tHrougH existing dAtA or by A rAPid survey oF one Hundred FAmiLies) so As to size tHe 
distribution correctLy.

in emergency situations, where other organ-
isations (ngos, un agencies, local govern-
ments, etc.) are planning to distribute similar 
items in zones close to your intervention zone, 
coordinate with them in order to try to dis-
tribute more or less identical/homogeneous 
items, to avoid tensions between villages, 

neighbourhoods, etc.6 it is useful for nFi and 
food security clusters to publish a list of the 
contents in ‘standard’ kits to facilitate harmo-
nisation between humanitarian agencies

distribution And coordinAtion 
between HumAnitAriAn Actors

the issue of coordination among humani-
tarian actors is far too broad to be broached 
in the following chapters, but it is of course 
essential in order (i) to avoid “double” distri-
bution and (ii) to let any other actors know 
about planned si distributions, so that they 
will not re-intervene again afterwards! 

to avoid duplicating assistance, si staff must 
participate in the coordination meetings 
(bi-lateral, informal, sector clusters etc.) 
that are held.

coordination between actors can also ena-
ble everyone to (i) harmonise the selection 
criteria for beneficiary households within 
the same zone and (ii) divide the interven-
tion zones geographically so that human-
itarian organisations can work in the most 
complementary way and thus avoid dupli-
cation as far as possible. 

in phases of acute emergency, where 
there are simultaneous or concomitant 
responses by different organisations within 
the same zone (for example, the wFP plans 
to distribute food, si to distribute nFis and 
caritas, agricultural tools, in the same zone), 
identical survey lists should be used or 
there may be misunderstanding within the 
local population.

nb: coordinating with other humanitarian 
actors does not necessarily mean accepting 
methods that do not respect si principles! 
therefore, while a certain flexibility might 
be acceptable in an emergency, do not 
hesitate to carry out your own survey in 
order to ensure its quality (and to ensure 
that the response will take place in good 
conditions).

6. tensions may arise if communities do not understand why one zone has received items of lesser value or 
interest or in a smaller quantity than another.

However, kits with contents that vary de-
pending on the specific household may be 
distributed at different times (for example, 
a first distribution of similar foodstuffs to 

all beneficiaries, followed by a second dis-
tribution of food supplements specifically 
for pregnant or breastfeeding women and 
children under five).

tAking sPeciFic needs into con-
siderAtion in direct distribution

taking into consideration the specific 
needs of certain population groups, es-
pecially those termed “at risk”, is both ap-
propriate and relevant. this could mean, 
for example, distributing an extra blan-
ket to those who are unable to be phys-
ically active (the elderly, disabled, etc.), 
feminine hygiene items to menstruating 
women, extra food rations to those who 
have Hiv/Aids, etc.

in practice, however, this can quickly be-
come very complex. taking into account 
the diverse profiles of the beneficiary 
households vastly complicates the survey 
process and the logistical management of 
items for distribution, as well as the actual 
distribution itself (each household needing 
to receive different items).

moreover, the criteria used for this “extra 
aid” are not always understood and ac-
cepted by the population and can thus be 
a source of tensions, but above all they may 
not achieve the desired effect: for example, 
the extra blanket or food ration might be 
used by the head of the household instead 
as their health could be seen as a family pri-
ority because of their economic impact on 
the household.

it might also happen that, in the haste of 
the distribution, the target groups are stig-
matised or even humiliated - for example, 
by revealing to the community that such 
and such a person is entitled to a supple-
mentary food ration because they have Hiv/
Aids or by explaining to women, in front of 
men, how to use sanitary towels, etc.

therefore, during large-scale distribution in 
emergency situations, it is often advisable 
to integrate these specific needs into the 
standard kits, for example, by distributing 
feminine hygiene items to all households 
(even those without women). while it mi-
ght, at first glance, appear financially was-
teful (ineffective), this approach is often the 
most efficient (in terms of saving time, etc.).

Finally, to reach certain specific target 
groups, it is best to use existing need-speci-
fic structures - for example, going through 
the health centre to distribute extra food ra-
tions to those with Hiv/Aids and using the 
elders’ committee to reach older people, 
etc. this will not only limit fraud but also 
have a greater impact (the vulnerability of 
the target group will be better understood; 
there is direct access to targeted indivi-
duals, etc.).
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notes

nFi distribution: examples of the contents of nFi kits distributed by si - 
Appendix 5 

camp management toolkit (nrc - 2008) - chapter 13 Food distribution 
and non-food items, pages 402-409

sphere Handbook 2011 - chapters on ”minimum standards for Food security 
and nutrition“ and ‘minimum standards for shelters, settlement 
and non-Food items’ 

Food distribution: Food and nutrition needs in emergencies 
(wFP, uniceF, wHo & Hcr - 2004)

seed distribution: seeds in emergencies: a technical handbook (FAo, 2010)
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tHe PrinciPLe oF “do no HArm”*
the “do no harm” principle means 

“taking steps to avoid exposing those af-
fected by a catastrophe to further harm 
as a result of humanitarian responses”. it 
entails “all those involved in a humanita-
rian response taking the necessary steps 
to avoid or minimise any adverse effects 
of their intervention, in particular the 
risk of exposing people affected by a ca-
tastrophe to increased danger or abuse 
of their rights.” 

this principle includes the following 
ele ments:

•	 “the form of humanitarian assistan-
ce and the environment in which it is 

provided do not further expose people 
to physical hazards, violence or other 
rights abuse.

•	 Assistance and protection efforts do 
not undermine the affected popula-
tion’s capacity for self-protection;

•	 Humanitarian agencies manage sensi-
tive information in a way that does not 
jeopardise the security of the infor-
mants or those who may be identifiable 
from the information.”

*the Humanitarian charter and minimum standards 

in Humanitarian response, Protection Principles, 

the sphere Project, 2011

A - Protection:  
tHe “do no HArm” PrinciPLe
ALtHougH si does not cArry out Activities in tHe Protection sector, 
we Are stiLL obLigAted to resPect certAin PrinciPLes derived 
From tHe concePt oF Protection, And in PArticuLAr ”do no HArm“. 

concretely, in direct distribution this prin-
ciple entails framing protocols to ensure 
that (non-exhaustive list):

•	 the distribution does not create additio-
nal risks of attack or widespread looting 
in the intervention zone;

•	 the households benefiting from the dis-
tribution (especially the most vulnerable) 
do not become the specific victims of 
attacks, looting, theft or other violence 
or pressure on the part of armed forces/

groups (state or rebel), local authorities, 
neighbours, communities or other people 
seeking to seize all or some of the distri-
buted items (or their distribution tokens),

•	 the distribution does not create further 
tension or violence within the community, 
in particular between neighbourhoods, 
ethnic groups, castes, religions, sta-
tus-based groups (for example between 
displaced persons and the indigenous 
population), genders or between aid reci-
pients and non-recipients.

in direct distribution, 
A number oF cross-cutting issues 
require PArticuLAr Attention.

tHese incLude:

•	 reviewing tHe issue oF community Protection beFore, during And AF-
ter A distribution, And in PArticuLAr tHe PrinciPLes oF:
 » “do no harm”
 » respecting the dignity of assisted populations

•	 minimising tHe risk oF FrAud or misAPProPriAtion oF Aid

•	 ensuring tHe sAFety oF tHe teAms emPLoyed by si And oF tHe goods 
intended For distribution

tHese issues Are not oF course unique to direct distribution but tHis 
tyPe oF Activity mAy AggrAvAte tHem. moreover, becAuse in most cAses 
tHe voLumes And monetAry vALue oF tHe items distributed Are HigH, 
tHey eAsiLy Arouse greed And tHus give rise to Abuse. 
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An si teAm must reserve tHe rigHt not to cArry out or to susPend A distribution 
iF it Judges tHAt tHe situAtion is incomPAtibLe witH tHe “do no HArm” PrinciPLe.
tHe si teAm must reLy on its own AnALyses As weLL As on tHose oF tHe Actors 
sPeciALising in Protection wHo Are Present in tHe zone (tHrougH existing 
reLAtions or tHrougH AdvocAcy in order to obtAin A sPeciFic Assessment oF 
tHe zone).

iF tHe context in tHe intervention zone is comPLex, tHe Protection cLuster or otHer sPe-
ciAList orgAnisAtions sHouLd be consuLted to discuss Future distribution Activities, or 
wHetHer to resume distribution Activities, wHen tHese Activities HAve been interruPted For 
reAsons reLAting to tHe Protection oF tHe beneFiciAries.

reminder: carrying out si activities under direct military protection (including by the un) 
is strictly ProHibited (except in somalia). However, advocating for strengthened patrols in 
a zone where a distribution is to take place may be appropriate in certain acute emergency 
situations: any such case must be submitted to the Head of the mission and to the Head-
quarters for validation. Furthermore, any communiques by the armed forces on their role 
must be strictly monitored (in order to avoid messages such as “xx escorted si during their 
distribution”).

Protection: an ALnAP guide for Humanitarian Agencies (2009)

the sphere Handbook 2011, chapter on “Protection Principles” 

 si example in a number of Asian countries, al-

though the caste system has officially been abolished, 

some communities experience difficulties living side-

by-side. it is absolutely essential to take this situation 

into account when planning activities, otherwise the 

distribution may be seriously disrupted. 

therefore, before considering a distribution serving se-

veral castes on the same day in the same location, it is 

important to meet with members of the various sectors 

of the population to discuss the local context and the 

risks that a “multi-community” distribution might incur. 

if the population refuses the principle of a multi-com-

munity distribution, it is generally advisable in emer-

gency situations not to insist but rather to carry out the 

distribution community by community, so as to avoid 

any potential tension arising during the distribution.

on the other hand, a distribution that targets one single 

caste (the most vulnerable, for example) may be per-

ceived as discriminatory and result in reprisals against 

aid recipients by the non-recipient communities.

response protocols should thus include:

•	 An assessment of the context beFore 
starting the survey/distribution process 
in a zone, which may result in deciding 
not to intervene

 si example in one central African country, fol-

lowing an initial assessment conducted by si (con-

firmed by the assessments done by other agencies 

specialising in protection), it was decided not to 

carry out a distribution in an area where the risk of 

looting by local armed groups was judged to be too 

high (frequent attacks in the area, regular armed 

forces poorly organised and not receiving supplies, 

etc.)7. For the population, the likely negative impacts 

of a distribution would have outweighed its benefits. 

several months later, when the situation had im-

proved8, conditions were judged to be appropriate to 

resume distributing food, seeds and nFi.

•	 An ongoing assessment of the context 
during survey/distribution activities 
may lead to the decision to susPend the 
operation.

 si example several hours after a survey was 

conducted by the si teams, the village chief of a 

zone not targeted by the emergency response team 

threatened reprisals against the population and the 

authorities of the intervention zone (where the dis-

tribution was to take place).  it was determined that 

there was a very serious risk of violence and tension 

between villages, and so the decision was made to 

suspend the distribution for several days until a solu-

tion to the conflict could be found.

•	 Awareness-raising and information 
among beneficiaries and especially 
among non-beneficiaries before, during 
and after the distribution in order to mi-
nimise tensions.

 si example in a remote area where nFi kits were 

distributed to the women as the representatives of 

the households, heightened tensions were observed 

within certain couples following the si response. the 

situation did not lead to suspending the distribu-

tion but rather to strengthening and reorienting the 

awareness-raising message to the population and 

authorities (through specific focus groups, strong in-

volvement on the part of the traditional authorities in 

managing family conflicts, etc.).

7. However, other activities such as restoring springs and building latrines could be carried out, because they 
had less direct impact on the protection of the population (and the safety of si personnel was judged to be 
acceptable).

8. Following advocacy on the part of the various humanitarian coordination mechanisms: the regular armed 
forces were receiving their pay and supplies, new battalions had been created and new commanders named, 
no attacks in the past months, etc.
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“transparency, however, does not mean 
communicating everything to everyone. 
in some circumstances, it is important to 
maintain confidentiality or not to commu-
nicate information that is unconfirmed or 
subject to change, for reasons of safety and 
protection as well as simply to avoid confu-
sion and misunderstanding.”

“to create a climate of trust, it is absolutely 
vital to keep the population informed. As in 
any other relationship, not being consistent, 
not keeping promises or obligations, or not 
empowering the others will determine the 
relationship and the level of trust you build 
with each other. ”

*source: manuel de la participation à l’usage 

des acteurs humanitaire, groupe urd / ALnAP 2009 

[in French only]

•	 Paying special attention to certain de-
tails such as (non-exhaustive list):

 » ensuring that shade is available on the 
day of the distribution so that benefi-
ciaries do not have to wait for hours in 
the sun,

 » Forming separate queues so that sick 
people or pregnant women do not have 
to wait for several hours,

 » choosing a site that is at reasonable 
distance from the most remote dwellings 
so that beneficiaries do not lose a day’s 
work in the fields in order to be part of a 
distribution, etc.

•	 ensuring an equitable response that does 
not discriminate on the basis of religion, 
gender, ethnic group, caste, language, po-
litical opinion, etc., by (for example):

 » evaluating the local context when de-
veloping activities (see the “do no 
harm” principle, chapter 2, paragraph A) 
so as to take into account any groups 
marginalised by the community;

 » broadcasting informational messages 
in all of the languages spoken in the 
zone, etc.

•	 integrating the gender issue when de-
signing and implementing activities - 
for example, by designating women to 
represent the household on the day of 
distribution, employing women on the si 
team or involving women in community 
participation activities (day workers).

b - Protection: tHe PrinciPLe oF dignity
direct distribution Activities Are PArticuLArLy LiAbLe 
to Put beneFiciAry PoPuLAtions in A situAtion oF Aid dePendency, 
wHicH cAn eAsiLy be exAcerbAted.  by emPowering communities 
And FrAming ProtocoLs tHAt resPect tHe dignity oF PoPuLAtions, 
Aid dePendency cAn be minimised.

distribution is an activity that unfortunately lends itself to abusive practices on the 
part of humanitarian workers (both expatriates and locals), and more or less isolated 
cases of demanding payment to include someone in a survey, or giving access to day 
work in return for sexual favours, etc. are relatively common. be vigilant!!

the principle of dignity can be applied 
through protocols that aim to respect the 
following elements:

•	 involving the community throughout the 
entire response

 » At the development and planning stages 
of the activity in order to avoid, for exam-
ple, carrying out a population survey at 
a time of day when families fetch water 
or planning a distribution on a day when 
the population is celebrating a traditional 
festival;

 » during the implementation of the ac-
tivity by involving the authorities in the 
selection of beneficiary households, for 
example, or involving the community in 
the preparation of the distribution site, 
etc.

•	 ensuring the most transparent response 
possible  by, at the very least, informing 
the population regarding the criteria used 
in the survey, the contents of the kits dis-
tributed, the possible delays encountered, 
etc. 

so as not to create frustration and dissatisfaction, it is very important not to make 
false promises or to arouse expectations that we cannot meet.

trAnsPArency 
And inFormAtion sHAring*

“Humanitarian agencies do not realise how 
frustrating the way they act or interact can 
be for the impacted population [...] when 
you work with a community, it is very im-
portant to make clear from the outset how 
you and your organisation operate, the 
limitations you have and what you can or 

cannot do. this is just as important when it 
comes to working with the administration 
or government representatives who also 
have responsibilities towards the popula-
tion. [...] Failure to clarify these factors may 
create feelings of suspicion, anxiety and 
frustration, especially among people who 
have gone through difficult or traumatic 
events.”
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si Position Paper: taking gender into account

thematic pack: gender mainstreaming

women, girls, boys and men: different needs, equal opportunities (iAsc - 
2006) - chapters on ”gender and Food distribution in emergencies“ (pages 
65-70) and “gender and non-Food items in emergencies” (pages 89-92) 

building safer organizations Handbook and guidelines (icvA)

gender And direct distribution
integrating the gender issue in direct 

distribution is especially important when 
distributing food and nFis. in many of the 
countries where si works, these items 
are managed by the women. they are 
the ones in charge of harvesting/buying 
the food, preparing the meals, fetching 
the water, washing the clothes, etc. the 
direct distribution of nFis or food has 
a significant impact on the day to day 
practices and work of women affected by 
an emergency situation.

Furthermore, the nrc camp manage-
ment tool kit justifies the strong integra-
tion of women in survey and distribution 
activities as being a question of protec-
tion, particularly given that “when a dis-
tribution is carried out mainly by men, 
there is a greater risk of their asking for

bribes or sexual favours in exchange 
for an item”. moreover, “experience has 
shown that the frustration and aggres-
sivity caused by displacement may leave 
men [more so than women] unable to be-
have appropriately and drive them to sell 
part of their rations”.

it must be kept in mind, however, that an 
emergency distribution is not the time 
to change attitudes... so depending on 
the contexts (customs, religions, etc.), 
the gender issue may be integrated to a 
greater or lesser degree. to facilitate po-
sitioning on the gender issue, we strongly 
advise discussing it with your female na-
tional staff.

consult si’s position paper 
on gender.

•	 Appropriate behaviour on the part of si 
teams and day workers toward commu-
nities: not making discourteous remarks, 
etc.

•	 Fighting abuse of any kind (especially aid 
in return for money or sexual favours)  
through:

 » specific training for si staff concerning 
abuse (with regular reminders) through 
si’s code of conduct, accompanied by 
a clear, enforced, and well-communi-
cated disciplinary system,

 » setting up a complaint mechanism 
to receive and respond to complaints 
made by beneficiary and non-bene-
ficiary groups during distribution (see 
chapter 5, paragraph e),

 » Post-distribution monitoring, carried 
out by an independent team (different 
from the implementation team)9,

 » Paying particularly close attention to 
these issues (individual debriefings of 
team members if necessary) on the 
part of the si management team.

9. in emergency situations a minimum of 50% of all responses must be followed up. in less urgent situations, a 
minimum of 2/3 of the responses must be followed up (standards adapted from the rrmP, drc programmes in 
partnership with uniceF)
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FrAud is common during distribution. ProtocoLs must tHereFore 
be Put in PLAce to keeP FrAud And its imPAct to A minimum, botH For si 
And For tHe community (costs, reduction in tHe number oF beneFiciAry 
HouseHoLds, deveLoPment oF corruPtion, etc.). witHout becoming PArAnoid, 
it is imPortAnt to remAin constAntLy vigiLAnt in tHis regArd 
As it cAn escALAte very quickLy.

•	 From A mAnAgement Point oF view, every ProbLem detected sHouLd be PenALised, wHAtever 
tHe susPected origin (inAttention, deceit, ProFessionAL misconduct, etc.). dePending on 
How serious tHe ProbLem is, disciPLinAry Action mAy be: A sPeciFic meeting to review tHe si-
tuAtion, writing An incident rePort, An Hr disciPLinAry Procedure, FrAming new ProtocoLs 
or Procedures to ensure tHAt tHe ProbLem does not HAPPen AgAin, etc.

•	 Pressure on si teAms From LocAL AutHorities (AdministrAtive, reLigious, miLitAry, etc.) is 
commonPLAce in certAin contexts. it is imPortAnt to be very AwAre oF tHis issue (teAms 
risk being Put in dAnger - see next PArAgrAPH), And PrePAred to susPend A distribution 
iF conditions Are not met rAtHer tHAn cArrying it out At Any cost, wHicH couLd LeAd to 
serious security incidents or mAssive FrAud.

reminder: it is mandatory to submit an incident report regarding any monetary or 
material loss, of whatever size or origin, to both the project coordinators and head-
quarters.

Handbook of good Practices: Preventing corruption in Humanitarian 
operations (2010 - transparency international). 

c - FrAud And misAPProPriAtion
direct distribution is vuLnerAbLe to FrAud, mAniPuLAtion And otHer tyPes 
oF misAPProPriAtion oF Aid. misAPProPriAtion cAn tAke A vAriety oF Forms 
And APPeAr At diFFerent stAges oF A resPonse:

•	 during the population survey: 
 » registering households that do not 

meet the established criteria;
 » registering households in exchange for 

money;
 » registering the same household twice, 

etc.
•	 during distribution:

 » distributing to unregistered beneficia-
ries;

 » Households collecting repeatedly;
 » giving extra items to certain house-

holds, etc.

•	 during reporting:
 » Falsifying numbers (the number of 

beneficiary households, waybills, stock 
management…) with a view to using 
items meant for distribution for other 
purposes (personal use, reselling, etc.).

the table below shows the different levels 
of fraud (see chapters 4, 5 and 6 for further 
information).

origin oF FrAud/misAPProPriAtion And vigiLAnce required

FrAud committed by: vigiLAnce required by:

beneficiaries directly   
example: two different people register the 
same household during  the population 
survey, etc.

si field team  
example: random verification of names; 
setting up a committee to verify lists, etc.

day workers employed by si  
example: Adding names to the survey list, 
giving extra items to friends or relatives, etc. 

si field team  
example: systematically finalising and closing 
survey lists; comparing the number of tokens 
distributed with the number of names on the 
lists, etc.

Authorities involved in the activity  
example: including people in the survey who 
do not meet the selection criteria. 

si field team  
example: triangulating the information 
provided by the authorities with information 
from other local stakeholders in the area, etc.

si employees under external local pressure 
example: A military chief threatening 
employees so as to misappropriate aid for his 
own benefit.

si management team  
example: systematic presence of an si staff 
officer to act as a buffer with the authorities in 
sensitive areas, etc.

si employees acting on their own volition 
example: Falsely increasing the number of 
registered beneficiary households.

si management team  
example: close verification of documentation 
and its coherency (waybills, lists, stock levels, 
complete post-distribution monitoring), etc.
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the items arrive at the site as close to 
distribution time as possible (to avoid 
rumours spreading, etc.);

 » keeping waiting times to a minimum at 

distribution sites and giving the crowd 
something to do, if possible, while they 
are waiting (for example: raising aware-
ness, see chapter 5, paragraph e).

reminder: under no circumstAnces (except in somalia) should armed forces (po-
lice, soldiers, private agencies, etc.) be called in to ensure the security of si sites or 
supplies. in accordance with humanitarian principles (neutrality), security should be 
ensured only by si staff (full-time employees or day workers) and/or directly by the 
communities themselves.

At Any distribution site, si stAFF sHouLd ALwAys keeP in mind tHAt tHey mAy 
HAve to evAcuAte tHe AreA - witH or witHout undistributed items - in tHe 
event, For exAmPLe, oF A sudden AttAck on tHe site by An Armed grouP or An 
uncontroLLAbLe riot in tHe tArget community. it is tHereFore vitAL beFore 
eAcH distribution to drAw uP An evAcuAtion PLAn And mAke it known to 
ALL si teAms, And to cLeArLy designAte wHicH distribution stAFF member is 
resPonsibLe For mAking tHe decision to evAcuAte.

•	 threats to si staff in order to change in-
tervention protocols (example: broaden-
ing selection criteria) or to tolerate fraud 
(example: adding names to lists).

these threats may come from one or two 
isolated individuals or they may be col-
lective (several authorities from the same 

zone, for example). they may thus range 
from “relatively manageable” (if the threat 
comes from an individual, the local author-
ities may intervene) to “very serious” (death 
threats, threats of looting, etc.) and may 
potentially cause activities to be suspended 
(see the box above).

to reduce tHreAts to LocAL emPLoyees in sensitive AreAs, it is HigHLy recommended tHAt 
An si stAFF member From outside tHe LocAL context (nAtionAL mAnAgement, or even An 
exPAtriAte iF necessAry) be Present11 to tAke tHe bLAme For tHe Perceived “rigidity” oF tHe 
Procedures.

11. throughout the period of implementation, if possible. At a minimum, at critical times such as the day before 
the survey and the day of the survey,  as well as the day before the distribution and the day of the distribution 
itself.

d - sAFety oF stAFF And mAteriAL
ensuring tHe sAFety oF si stAFF And HumAnitAriAn mAteriAL is nAturALLy 
An issue we Are ALL concerned About. we wiLL not go bAck over tHe generic 
AsPects oF sAFety mAnAgement Here (evALuAting tHe context10, etc.) but wiLL 
insteAd discuss certAin risks tHAt sPeciFicALLy AFFect direct distribution

10. see section on security, available on the intranet [in French] 

•	 crowd control at a distribution site or 
around supplies/lorries 

mobbing may be the result of beneficiary 
households feeling rushed or stressed, and/
or of non-targeted individuals wanting 
to receive aid anyway. An event such as a 
distribution regularly attracts gatherings 

of dozens or even hundreds of people, and 
these crowds can sometimes be hard to 
control (and can seem overwhelming to the 
handful of si employees present). Although 
generally minor, mobbing can degenerate 
rapidly into dangerous rioting or looting if 
not swiftly contained by the si staff and/or 
authorities on the scene.

iF mobbing does tAke PLAce, it is imPortAnt to determine quickLy wHetHer it is sPontAneous 
(And tHus mAnAgeAbLe A Priori) or orcHestrAted/PLAnned by certAin grouPs or AutHorities. 
in tHe LAtter cAse, work must be HALted immediAteLy in order to meet witH tHe individuALs 
beHind tHe ProbLem And Find A PossibLe soLution, or At LeAst cALm tHe situAtion.

more generally, the risk of an overcrowded, 
chaotic and therefore potentially dange-
rous distribution site can be reduced by: 

 » setting up a well-organised site with 
clear boundaries;

 » ensuring that there are a sufficient 
number of si staff and day workers 
responsible for crowd control present 
onsite;

 » obtaining a good knowledge of the 
local context, so as to identify any 
pre-existing or emerging tensions that 
may compromise site security (see also 
the section on protection);

 » informing the public in sufficient detail 
prior to the survey so as to reduce mis-
understandings (selection criteria, etc.)

 » involving the legitimate local authorities 
heavily in the process leading up to the 
response activity, so as to be able to 
count on the support of some of them;

 » defining response procedures that avoid 
tensions in the community (for example: 
all households receive identical items); 

 » maintaining relative discretion con-
cerning the contents of a distribution to 
avoid mobbing around supplies/lorries;

 » scheduling transport of supplies so that 
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35

notes
•	 incidents related to the transfer of funds 

(theft, robbery, etc.)

organising distribution activities, particu-
larly in isolated areas, may require trans-
porting large amounts of cash to pay for 
supplies, local transport costs, day wages, 
etc. special vigilance must be maintained 
during such operations, including defining 

context-appropriate procedures: defining 
the maximum amount of cash to transport, 
selecting appropriate means of transport, 
varying how and when supplies of funds 
arrive (to avoid predictability), making pay-
ments during activities to avoid accumu-
lating large sums (example: avoid making 
all payments the day before returning to 
base), etc.

during resPonses in remote AreAs, you mAy need to obtAin currency in smALL denominA-
tions beFore you LeAve For tHe zone, so As to be AbLe to PAy smALL costs (dAy workers, For 
exAmPLe)!

	even in emergency situAtions, cArrying out A HigH-quALity distribution
Activity is sensitive And requires time! so it is imPortAnt, For exAmPLe, 
to set Aside A dAy to integrAte LocAL AutHorities into tHe intervention 
Process, rAtHer tHAn Finding oneseLF stymied by tHem during 
distribution.

	remember tHAt tHere is A strong Link between resPecting tHe PoPuLAtion 
Protection PrinciPLes (do no HArm, dignity, etc.) And ensuring tHe sAFety 
oF si PersonneL (better AccePtAnce, reducing tensions, etc.).

	tHe Points discussed in tHis cHAPter Are not set in stone And must be 
bALAnced AgAinst tHe context And tHe urgency oF tHe situAtion (in otHer 
words, How reLevAnt it is to cover A mAximum number oF beneFiciAries in 
tHe minimum Amount oF time). in An Acute emergency situAtion FoLLowing 
A nAturAL disAster, For exAmPLe, wHere A decision HAs been mAde to mAke 
generAL distributions (witHout seLecting beneFiciAry HouseHoLds), tHe 
Protection issue mAy be Less ProbLemAtic And A HigHer LeveL oF FrAud mAy 
be toLerAted. wHAtever tHe situAtion, tHe questions oF FrAud, security 
And Protection must be mAinstreAmed into ALL decisions mAde by si 
teAms.
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b - Procurement: 
PurcHAses And donAtions in kind

once you HAve determined wHAt items Are to be in tHe kits And estimAted 
tHe number oF beneFiciAry HouseHoLds, tHe Procurement Process For 
obtAining tHe goods sHouLd be stArted As soon As PossibLe in PArtnersHiP 
witH tHe Logistics dePArtment. 

there are several possibilities for sourcing 
goods:

•	 From a partner/donor, generally the un, 
through donations in kind (wFP for food, 
uniceF or Hcr for nFis, the FAo for seeds 
and agricultural tools).

•	 From a private supplier at the local, re-
gional, national or international levels. 
reminder: most of the time, the quanti-

ties to be purchased require a procedure 
which can sometimes be very lengthy 
(calls for tenders). in addition, seed and 
food purchases may be subject to strict 
rules depending on the donors or national 
authorities (for example, mandatory phy-
tosanitary certificates, etc.) that can com-
plicate or slow down the procedure.

•	 by using si’s emergency stocks based in 
Paris, dubai or at the mission level.

in An Acute emergency PHAse, remember to: 
•	 APPLy si’s emergency Procedures;
•	 incLude exemPtion requests in your resPonse ProPosALs iF tHe si emergency Procedure 

cAnnot be APPLied;
•	 consuLt HeAdquArters to discuss Any exemPtion Procedures wHicH mAy enAbLe you to 

begin PurcHAsing As soon As PossibLe;
•	 obtAin suPPLies From un Agencies (PArticuLArLy nFis) even iF tHey Are not your donors 

(simPLe donAtions in kind Are PossibLe, PArticuLArLy iF your PurcHAse or deLivery Periods 
Are ‘too’ Long).

origin oF items For distribution
As far as possible, the items intended for 

distribution should be purchased LocAL-
Ly. Purchasing at the local level (rather 
than importing) can reduce the negative 
impacts of direct distribution on the local 
economy (see chapter 1) and, to a lesser

extent, it enables you to avoid distribu-
ting items that do not fit local practices 
(see chapter 1, paragraph b). similarly, 
purchasing from small producers/sellers 
(rather than wholesalers) supports local 
livelihoods (particularly in the case of 
food distribution).

•	 Programmes intended for a particular 
location which has been the subject of a 
detailed assessment, with a preliminary 
determination of the exact number of 
beneficiary households. these are pro-
grammes such as “distribution of food for 
three months to 900 households in the x1 
and x2 slum areas of kabul”.

•	 Flexible programmes intended for an entire 
region, without a preliminary determination 
of the exact number of beneficiary house-
holds per village/neighborhood - for exam-
ple, programmes such as “mobile teams” or 
rrPm (rapid response to Population move-
ment) with objectives such as “distribution of 
15,000 nFi kits to vulnerable populations in y 
department, ivory coast”.

in the first case, the first two phases of a 
response - that is, the logistical preparation 
(chapter 3) and the survey of beneficiary 
households (chapter 4) - can be carried out 
in parallel with no difficulty (since an accu-
rate logistical calibration of the response is 
possible based on the response proposal).

the situation is more complex in the case 
of mobile teams. on the one hand, every 
distribution requires a preliminary assessment 
of the target village or neighborhood; on 
the other, the exact number of beneficiary 
households in each village/neighborhood 
cannot be known in advance and to obtain 
an accurate count will require carrying out a 
survey. thefore:

•	 in an ideal situation (with sufficient time 
and few logistical constraints), surveying 
the beneficiary households (chapter 4) 
would take place before preparing the dis-
tribution (chapter 3).

•	 in an emergency situation, preparing the 
distribution and surveying the households 
generally take place concurrently. in this 
case, the aim of the assessment of the target 
village or neighborhood will be to deter-
mine the approximate number of benefi-
ciary households (based on secondary data 
such as demographic estimates, associated 
with proxy indicators of vulnerability) and 
thus enable the logistical processes of sup-
ply procurement to begin before the survey 
has been finalised.

•	 if there are major logistical constraints 
(such as long distances to get to the in-
tervention zone, for example), the dis-
tribution can be prepared before the 
populations are surveyed in order to avoid 
too long a delay between the survey and 
the distribution itself (high risk of out-of-
date survey figures if there have been new 
population movements, for example).

For further information on the logistical preparation 

and survey phases (and in particular on including a 

safety margin), see chapter 5, paragraph H.

Food distribution with the wFP: 
How to work with wFP - a Handbook 
for non-governmental organizations 
(wFP - 2005)

A - generAL orgAnisAtion oF A resPonse
tHere Are generALLy two tyPes oF ProgrAmmes 
in wHicH distribution Activities tAke PLAce:
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example of a contract for seed purchases - Appendix 6*

example of an nFi purchasing contract - Appendix 7

example of a food purchasing contract - Appendix 8
nb : other sample contracts are available. contact the logistics department at the headquarters 

if you have questions or needs. 

For further information on si purchasing procedures and valuating donations in 
kind, see tab Purchase

* All the tools provided in this handbook serve as examples and are not to be used as si official 

formats. the types of contract depend on the context and we therefore do not present standard 

templates.

it is essentiAL to insPect tHe quALity oF tHe items intended For distribution 
beFore tHe resPonse in order to: 
•	 resPect tHe dignity oF tHe beneFiciAry HouseHoLds;
•	 ensure tHAt tHe PLAnned Activities HAve A genuine eFFect/imPAct;
•	 Prevent discontent Among tHe PoPuLAtion tHAt cAn turn AgAinst si teAms 

And/or Any otHer resPonse teAms in tHe AreA;
•	 ForestALL ProbLems by modiFying tHe tyPes oF items distributed, Providing 

inFormAtion to beneFiciAry HouseHoLds in AdvAnce, etc.

reminder: All donations in kind from a partner/donor must be monitored in order to 
be valued in the project accounts. by working closely with logistics, at the end of the 
project you should be able to state exactly what quantities of each item you have 
distributed.

whatever their origin (including donations 
in kind), it is essential to carry out a de-
tailed verification of the quality and/or 
expiry date of the goods (i) upon reception 
and (ii) before distribution. it is particularly 
important to inspect:

 » easily damaged plastic goods: buckets, 
compressible jerry cans, basins, etc.

 » goods that are useless if the lid or stop-
per is missing: jerry cans and buckets 
for storing and/or chlorinating water;

 » goods received in pre-packaged kits: 
a random selection of the kits should 
be opened to verify that they are com-
plete and uniform;

 » goods purchased by weight and re-
ceived in bags: weigh a random selec-
tion of bags to verify that the weight 
stated on the bag corresponds to reality;

 » Foodstuffs: food is perishable by definition 
and its quality can deteriorate significantly 
if it has been stored incorrectly 
(beneficiaries risk food poisoning);

 » seeds: must be tested for homogeneity 
and germination (i) before purchase from 
the supplier and (ii) upon reception of the 
seeds into si’s stocks before distribution.
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 in general, in emergency situations it is 
simplest to order the items (nFis, food, seeds 
or tools) separately so as to be able to carry out 
modifications in response to developments in 
the context (for example, displaced persons 
returning to their destroyed homes earlier 
than expected; markets gradually reopening, 
enabling a reduction in rations, etc.). if so, a 
packaging bag should be added to the list 
of items distributed so that beneficiaries can 

carry items around at the distribution site and 
back to their homes more easily (cf. chapter 5, 
distribution).

 using pre-packaged kits will be the priority 
primarily when supplying the distribution site 
is logistically complex (to facilitate the many 
handling operations and the management of 
temporary field warehousing).

wHen distributing Pre-PAckAged kits or PAckAging bAgs, remember to HAve tHem cArry: 
•	 si And donor visibiLity
•	 AwAreness messAges (see cHAPter 5, PArAgrAPH e)

 

if the choice has been made to distribute pre-packaged kits, they must be sealed in 
such a way that any opening during transport will be visible (noting any possible theft 
or fraud). 
if packaging has been carried out in si warehouses, it is strongly advised that you ob-
tain a sewing machine to ensure the quality of the closure of bags for nFis, seeds or 
food.

example of a packaging bag with awareness-raising messages used for nFi kits in Pakistan

c - Procurement: PAckAging

goods mAy be suPPLied to A distribution site:
•	 in buLk: ALL tyPes oF items HAve been PAckAged sePArAteLy;
•	 As Pre-PAcked kits or bAskets, witH ALL oF tHe items ALreAdy PAckAged 

togetHer in A singLe contAiner.
kits mAy be AssembLed And PAckAged by tHe suPPLier/donor directLy 
or by si in its wAreHouses (by wAreHouse stAFF).

in tHe cAse oF Food distribution, rAw And deHydrAted FoodstuFFs sHouLd systemAticAL-
Ly receive Priority so As to FAciLitAte tHeir trAnsPort And storAge.

PAckAging in buLk (As comPAred to PAckAging in kits)

AdvAntAges drAwbAcks

smaller transport and storage volumes. distribution requires much more time.

Lower risk of breakage as the items 
are not mixed.

Handling during transport 
and storage is longer and more complex.

Lower costs (no packaging costs 
to pay the supplier) and/or less time lost (no 
need to repackage items into kits 
in si warehouses).

stock management is more difficult 
(greater variety of items and packaging 
to manage).

quality of items can easily be monitored 
before distribution.

Higher risk of fraud/misappropriation 
at the distribution site, in the warehouse 
and during transport (taking a «small» article 
is not as visible as taking a complete kit).

quantity of items can easily 
be monitored before distribution 
(no risk of incomplete or non-uniform 
pre-packaged kits).

no packaging bag that can be reused 
by the beneficiary households.

the types of items to be distributed 
can be modified quickly and easily in keeping 
with the zone and/or the profile of beneficiary 
households.

no packaging bag that can enhance 
the visibility of the donor and/or carry 
messages to raise awareness.
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tHese security And storAge instructions Are PArticuLArLy reLevAnt to Any 
temPorAry FieLd wAreHousing in distribution AreAs And to intermediAte 
wAreHousing during trAnsPort, wHere conditions Are oFten negLected 
(becAuse in tHe Absence oF Logistics FieLd stAFF, it is usuALLy tHe resPonsibiLity 
oF ProgrAmme stAFF).

example of a lease agreement - Appendix 9

For more information on si’s procedures for si storage, see tab stock 
management

e - Procurement: trAnsPort

•	 basic principles of transport

transport conditions to the distribution area 
must be assessed as soon as possible and 
integrated into the initial assessment. this 
will help to prevent unpleasant surprises, as 
transport constraints are one of the feasibility 
conditions for direct distribution.

 After estimating the volumes and weights 
of the quantities to be transported, study the 
transport options available with the logistics 
department in light of local constraints 
(condition of roads and civil engineering 
infrastructures, rivers to be crossed by ferry, 
security etc.) and then begin the procedures 
for renting lorries and chartering planes, boats, 
etc. 

do not forget that some donors (particularly in the case of donations in kind) require si 
to insure stock against loss or theft.

d - Procurement: wAreHousing
tHere Are tHree tyPes oF wAreHousing:

•	 the main warehouse, located at si’s per-
manent base;

•	 A temporary field warehouse, which is 
necessary if the main si stock warehouse 
is located far from the distribution area 
and it is either impossible to have the 
items arrive on the morning of the dis-
tribution or several return trips would be 
necessary to fully supply the distribution;

•	 one or more temporary intermediate 
warehouses may also be necessary if 
supply conditions are complex and re-
quire a chain of several means of trans-
port (three intermediate warehousing 
locations would be needed if supplies are 
first transported by plane, then by lorry, 
then by barge and finally by bicycle).

 the types and quantities of goods - often 
easy to resell - contained in si’s warehouses 
before a distribution make them an attrac-
tive target for robbery and theft. 

it is thus essential to pay particular at-
tention to warehouse security: reinforced 
walls, a minimum number of doors and 
windows, lighted doorways and windows, 
security personnel both day and night 
(with additional security if necessary when 
stocks are high), padlocks, designation of a 
single person in charge, etc.

 moreover, proper storage conditions are 
essential for the correct preservation of 
goods. valuable stock can be destroyed in a 
single night through carelessness.

•	 storing food or seeds outdoors is strictly 
prohibited (risk of rotting/mould), even 
for a single night. in exceptional cases, 
stocks of nFis may be stored outside pro-
vided they are protected by tarpaulins.

•	 Pest control methods must be used to 
protect foodstuffs and seeds against 
pests (rodents and insects): poison, 
mousetraps, cats, etc.

•	 Foodstuffs and seeds must be stored in 
hygienic locations, far away from any 
goods that could damage them (chlorine 
or petrol, for example).

•	 main warehousing must be in clean, well-
aired premises equipped with fire-fight-
ing materials (sand, fire extinguishers); 
goods must be kept out of direct sun-
light, on pallets (to protect them from 
rain/flooding), covered by tarpaulins (to 
protect them from bad weather, leaks, 
etc.).
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exPerience HAs Proven tHAt it is sometimes better to seemingLy wAste one 
or two dAys in negotiAtions witH tHe AutHorities iF it Prevents tHem From 
imPosing ArbitrAry tAxes rAtHer tHAn to give in to Pressure immediAteLy. 
even in An emergency situAtion, AccePting PrActices tHAt Are more or Less 
iLLegAL mAy LeAd to tHe generALisAtion or even to tHe increAse oF sucH 
PrActices, AFFecting not onLy ALL si Activities in tHe zone but ALso tHe otHer 
HumAnitAriAn Agencies Present.

 As a general rule, be as discreet as possible 
with regard to the exact types and quantities 
of goods transported and warehoused in or-
der to minimise the risk of theft, looting, etc.

 the Head of mission/country director must 
decide in the light of the security and political 
situation whether soLidArités internAtio-
nAL logos should be affixed to the various 
means of transport. As each context is unique, 
there are no rules in this regard (a balance must 
be found between discretion and humanita-
rian visibility).

reminder: it is strictly prohibited (except in somalia) to have armed forces escort 
soLidArités internAtionAL convoys (including the un). the use of unarmed un convoys 
must be authorised by the Head of mission And by Headquarters.

•	 use of transport documents: waybills 
and delivery notes

A delivery note is used as a transport do-
cument when si has no direct link with the 
carrier - for example, when transport is en-
sured directly by the seller/producer from 
their warehouse to the distribution site. the 
delivery note must be signed by the distri-
bution manager (the Programme manager, 
if possible) and any disputes regarding the 
cargo (incorrect quantities, broken or da-
maged items, defective packaging, etc.) 

noted in writing on the delivery note. if 
these comments are not made in writing on 
the delivery note at the time of delivery, it 
will be very difficult for si to obtain com-
pensation from the transporter/supplier. 
moreover, if there are any damaged items, 
they are the responsibility of the transpor-
ter, who will return them to the supplier.

 the delivery note is supplied by the carrier. 
it must be signed and annotated in at least 
two copies: one copy will be kept by si, the 
other returned to the carrier.

example of lorry transport contract - Appendix 10
nb: other sample contracts are available. contact the logistics department 

at head office if you have questions or needs.

For more information on si’s procedures for si storage, see tab transport

 we recommend that you differentiate 
between the contractor in charge of sup-
plying the goods and the contractor in 
charge of transporting them to the distri-
bution site. whilst from an administrative 
point of view it may seem simpler for si 
to have the same contractor for both op-
erations, the seller often does not ensure 
transport themselves, but will use a sub-
contractor. if a problem arises (change of 
delivery location, security constraints, etc.), 
the relationship with the subcontractor 

becomes more complex because they have 
no direct links to si.

 si example in one central African country, the 

number of intermediaries involved in the transport of 

food intended for distribution in an insecure area re-

sulted in some of the lorries being unloaded right in 

the centre of villages. this situation not only made the 

planned activities useless but also endangered si staff. 

in a second phase of the project, a repetition of the 

problem was avoided by using transport contractors 

chosen by si directly.

iF LigHt rePAirs to roAds, bridges or runwAys Are needed For Lorries to PAss or AircrAFt 
to LAnd, consider community PArticiPAtion or cAsH For work Activities. “PArticiPAting in 
rendering tHe intervention zone AccessibLe” mAy be set As A condition For imPLementing 
tHe distribution (to be Added to tHe ProtocoL oF Agreement - see cHAPter 5, PArAgrAPH c).

 Anticipate the situation in the field with 
the administrative, traditional and military 
authorities concerning any necessary au-
thorisations for passage or landings, any 
customs fees required, whether the means 

of transport (such as ferries, etc.) can be 
made available gratis or for a pre-nego-
tiated fee, etc., so as not to lose time at the 
critical moment.

Just As For PurcHAsing, tHe Procedures For orgAnising trAnsPort services For A LArge 
quAntity oF goods cAn sometimes be LengtHy. tHis is due to (i) tHe need to resPect inter-
nAL Procedures And (ii) tHe FAct tHAt trAnsPorters mAy sometimes HAve to get inFormA-
tion About tHe condition oF roAds tHey do not use reguLArLy - or tHAt mAy be uncertAin 
becAuse oF tHe emergency - in order to enAbLe tHem to quote A Price. so don’t negLect 
tHis stAge! 
ALwAys drAw uP trAnsPort contrActs And incLude PenALty cLAuses to be APPLied iF de-
Livery deAdLines Are not met And/or goods Are Lost during trAnsPort. FuLL PAyment For 
trAnsPort is onLy mAde wHen tHe service HAs been rendered, never beFore! (see PArA-
grAPH beLow on wAybiLLs.
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ALternAtive meAns oF trAnsPort: bicycLes, donkeys, cAnoes…

AdvAntAges drAwbAcks

may be faster than standard means of 
transport in certain conditions (during the 
rainy season, for example).

outside the rainy season, generally slower 
than standard means of transport.

may be able to get through where standard 
means of transport cannot (uncleared tracks, 
bridges that cannot take the weight of heavy 
vehicles, etc.).

more vulnerable to attacks, theft, pillage, etc. 
because slower.

generally available everywhere, even in the 
most remote areas where no motorised means 
of transport can be found.

Potentially very dangerous for the participants 
(if there are inter-community tensions 
or attacks).

generally more economical. Higher risk of fraud/misappropriation 
by the people in charge of the transport, 
and of the transporter disappearing with 
the goods (the value of the goods being 
significantly greater than the transport fee).

may enable participation by the community if 
the means of transport belongs to them.

monitoring the goods is more complex 
(increase in the number of intermediaries).

may be a source of cash for the local economy 
(indirect positive effects).

requires training si personnel to ensure 
administrative and logistical management of 
the transport, which is more complicated than 
if done by a professional carrier (see above).

 Alternative means of transport do have 
certain advantages and thus should be 
considered in some situations. However, 
their use will need to be organised very ri-
gorously on the logistical and administra-
tive levels:

•	 select transporters based on the same 
criteria applied to day workers, in or-
der to avoid tensions. Allocate positions 
by geographical zone (between villages, 
neighbourhoods, zones to cross through, 
zones served etc.), ethnicity, caste, reli-
gion, etc. depending on the context.

•	 implement a logistical process identi-
cal to the one used for normal transport: 
negotiate the price before the start of 
transport, draw up a contract, use way-
bills and pay in full only when the service 
has been carried out..

•	 before departure, check the condition of 
the bicycles, canoes, or draught animals 
belonging to each participant in order 
to avoid breakdowns and breakages en 
route.

signing A wAybiLL or deLivery note engAges tHe resPonsibiLity oF tHe signAtory, wHo At-
tests tHereby tHAt tHey HAve received tHe quAntities stAted. it is tHereFore imPortAnt 
to veriFy in PArticuLAr tHAt no bundLe/bAg HAs been oPened during trAnsPort.

For tHe reAsons mentioned Above, tHe use oF wAybiLLs And/or deLivery notes 
is mAndAtory, wHAtever tHe meAns oF trAnsPort. moreover, tHese trAnsPort 
documents mAy ALso constitute contrActuAL documents For Auditing 
PurPoses, so it is essentiAL tHAt tHey be PrePAred AccurAteLy And in detAiL 
(FiLL in ALL tHe boxes!) even during An emergency situAtion.

waybill format (si tool) to be printed in three copies 
(one for the recipient, one for the sender and one for the carrier) - 
see tab transport

•	 Alternative means of transport

in zones where no quality transport in-
frastructure is available, alternative means 

of transport (such as bicycles, canoes, don-
keys, etc.) may be necessary for certain 
journeys12.

12. For example: between an intermediate warehouse supplied by lorry and distribution sites located in remote 
villages.

A waybill is the document used for any 
transport between two si warehouses/
teams. it is drawn up in three copies, always 
in the presence of the transporter (who takes 
responsibility for the goods and must there-
fore ensure that the quantity of goods they 
are responsible for is accurate).

when the goods depart, the first copy of the 
waybill is kept by the si warehouse/base 
sending the goods, while the other two co-

pies are delivered to the carrier. on arrival, 
the quantity of goods is recounted and the 
quality inspected by the si team receiving 
the goods. Any dispute (see delivery note) 
concerning the cargo is to be noted at this 
time on both copies of the waybill. Finally, a 
signed and annotated copy of the waybill is 
delivered to the carrier, who submits it for 
payment (the last copy is kept by the recei-
ving si team).
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F - recruitment oF tHe si ProgrAm teAm
direct distribution generALLy requires A LArge number oF dAy workers.
tHis ALLows tHe si resPonse teAm(s) to be reLAtiveLy smALL And mobiLe. 
tHe tecHnicAL skiLLs required by si emPLoyees resPonsibLe For surveys/
distribution Are generALLy Low. tHe mAin seLection criteriA For emPLoyees 
Are: tHe AbiLity to mAnAge crowds And negotiAte witH LocAL AutHorities, 
seLF-suFFiciency, common sense, tHorougHness in mAnAging Logistics 
And AdministrAtion in tHe FieLd, knowing How to reAd And write, etc. 

it is possible to set up separate teams for distribution and surveying. However, this 
is not recommended in most cases, because this type of organisation may in fact 
contribute to (i) a loss of knowledge and understanding of the zone and (ii) disrup-
ting the community (trust would need to be re-established with the authorities, 
etc.). separate teams are only recommended in calm contexts and for large scale 
programmes covering several tens of thousands of households, which would justify 
team “hyperspecialisation”.

•	 tasks and responsibilities of an si response 
team

to carry out an nFi or food distribution in a 
zone, a team of 4 or 5 si employees is often 
sufficient. the team will consist of a team 
leader and 3 or 4 survey/distribution staff. 

distribution of agricultural inputs, which are 
less sensitive, may require fewer personnel 
(a team of 3 people is often sufficient), but 
in this case the team will have to be more 
qualified in order to be able to train and/or 
advise recipients appropriately on the use 
of the inputs distributed (hire agronomists 
in this case).

 some survey/distribution staff may have 
specialist profiles:

 » A field logistician will be responsible 
specifically for receiving goods, organi-
sing any field warehousing, local trans-
port, etc.

 » An education officer if the distribution 
is to be the opportunity to raise aware-
ness on hygiene, how to use mosquito 
nets or how to prepare the foodstuffs 
distributed (see section on awareness 
raising, chapter 5, paragraph e).

 » in certain specific contexts where pro-
tection is an issue (mainly in conflict 
zones), a member of the team may also 
be trained in gathering information 
concerning protection (see chapter 2, 
paragraph d).

•	 travel in convoys for security reasons and 
designate a convoy manager. the convoy 
manager will be responsible for the smooth 
running of the transport convoy, ensuring 
that no one leaves the convoy or loses it en 
route, possibly participating in selecting 
participants, making the individual 
payments, etc. if bicycles are used, each 
convoy will also need to include a bicycle 
repairman, equipped with the appropriate 
tools and spare parts. convoy managers 
and repairmen will receive additional pay 

in return for their increased responsibilities.

•	 where applicable, draw up individual de-
tailed waybills on departure, with strict 
verification on arrival (weighing foodstuffs, 
verifying packages).

•	 Anticipate the means and conditions of 
payment (group or individual).
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For further information on monitoring and evaluation, 
please refer to the internal note for evaluating the quality of programs at si.

•	 monitoring and evaluation

Although this handbook does not cover the 
issue of post-distribution monitoring and 
follow-up of beneficiary households, these 
tasks must be included in human resource 

planning. in principle, the programme teams 
are responsible for monitoring and evalua-
tion but in certain specific circumstances 
specialised monitoring and evaluation teams 
could be set up. 

monitoring of activities means verifying the quality of the response - in other words, 
(i) verifying that distribution took place in compliance with si norms and standards 
(respecting distribution procedures, absence of fraud, etc.) (ii) noting the positive and 
negative effects of the distribution.
Following up beneficiary households consists in supporting communities in how to use 
the items distributed: post-distribution training/awareness, personalized advice if 
required, etc.

in practice, for food or nFi distribution, 
the monitoring and follow up of activities 
and households are often conducted at 
the same time by the same team13. when 
agricultural inputs are distributed, the ne-

cessary follow up of beneficiary households 
is much longer and more complex, so the 
team responsible for monitoring activities 
may be separate from the team in charge of 
following up households.

13. For example, if a team finds during its follow-up that the mosquito nets that were distributed are not being 
used or are being badly used, it can immediately set up community support measures to remedy this 
(awareness, training, etc.).

•	 recruitment criteria

At the time si national survey/distribution 
personnel are recruited, their “origin”  is ge-
nerally examined with regard to the risk 
of fraud (and of endangering employees).  

Personnel hired may come either from the 
targeted community directly or from other 
zones or regions. while the issue is not spe-
cific to direct distribution, it can exacerbate it.

 the team leader has a key role in the flow of 
operations, with responsibility for: managing 
his team, ensuring that all si procedures 
and principles are complied with (from 
paying for intermediate warehousing and 
implementing the protection principles to 
monitoring logistics), acting as the focal point 
of the si framework, ensuring security, etc. it 
is very important to pay particular attention 
to this role and to ensure a high standard of 
recruitment.

 distribution teams will spend most of their 
time in the field (approximately 80 to 90%) 
and will only be in the office for briefing, de-
briefing and distribution reports. so, when 
preparing the budget, do not underestimate 
potential field per diem costs!

iF you wAnt to Process tHe survey dAtA For stAtisticAL PurPoses (AverAge Age, geo-
grAPHicAL origin oF reciPients, etc.), we recommend tHAt you recruit A dAtA coLLection 
secretAry sPeciFicALLy Assigned to tHis tAsk, or consider mobiLe dAtA coLLection.

si reference* job profile for a team leader - Appendix 11

si reference* job profile for a survey/distribution officer - Appendix 12

si reference* job profile for a field logistician - Appendix 13
the reference job profiles are excerpted from the si Professional Frame of reference. contact the 

national Admin/Hr department for more information if necessary.

example of a recruitment test for a team leader** - Appendix 14

example of an interview format for a team leader** - Appendix 15
** the examples given here are for a rrmP protection advisor responsible for distribution And 

needs assessment (these examples should be adapted to your contexts and needs)

example of a recruitment test for a survey/distribution officer specializing in 
protection*** - Appendix 16
*** the example given here is for a rrmP protection advisor responsible for distribution And needs 

assessment (these examples should be adapted to your contexts and needs).

example of a ”quick“ interview format for a survey/distribution officer - 
Appendix 17
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•	 si Personnel training

si personnel training should focus on the 
following points:

 » Humanitarian intervention principles

si operational Handbook

 » Protection, gender and prevention of 
fraud/corruption issues (see chapter 2),

 » si survey procedures (see chapter 4),

 » si distribution procedures (see chapter 
5),

 » si administrative procedures and field 
logistics (refer to logistics-administration 
departments),

 » Archiving procedures and possibly re-
porting procedures (see chapter 6).

g - scHeduLing And overALL scALing 
oF A resPonse 
nb: details of the implementation process for each phase (surveying and distribution) are given in chapters 4 
and 5. Here we give a macro view of the overall organisation of a direct distribution operation.

between tHe initiAL Assessment And tHe stArt oF tHe First distributions, 
count At LeAst one to two weeks to PrePAre tHe distribution From A 
LogisticAL Point oF view (in tHe ideAL cAse oF stocks ALreAdy Pre-Positioned 
by si, tHe un or existing LocAL wHoLesALers) And, At tHe sAme time, to recruit 
And Provide bAsic trAining to tHe resPonse teAm(s).

As noted Above, tHe time required For PurcHAsing And trAnsPort cAn sometimes be mucH 
Longer And deLAy tHe stArt oF Activities (uP to 1 or 2 montHs). work in cLose cooPerAtion 
witH your Logistics dePArtment And remember to AnticiPAte certAin stAges (quotAtion 
requests, For exAmPLe).

with a little experience, a 5-person sur-
vey/distribution team is capable per day, 
on average, of:

•	 surveying 600 beneficiary households on 
site*,

•	 surveying 100 to 200 beneficiary house-
holds door-to-door*,

•	 verifying* 100 beneficiary households,

•	 distributing goods for 500 to 1,000 house-
holds. this number varies greatly depen-
ding on the type, quantity and packaging 
of goods to be distributed (food distribution 
generally takes longer than nFi distribution).

* explanation of each survey method in chapter 4.
.

si emPLoyees From tHe community 
(comPAred witH emPLoyees From otHer zones)

AdvAntAges drAwbAcks

negotiating with the authorities and 
population is generally facilitated due to 
better knowledge of the local context and how 
the community functions (notably quicker 
awareness of who the key players are and of 
the levers that will facilitate the response).

subject to varying degrees of local 
pressure that could possibly result in fraud 
(misappropriation, addition of beneficiary 
households during surveying...) or endanger 
the staff member if they do not give in to the 
pressure.

better accepted in the field than personnel 
from outside the community, since bringing 
in workers from outside is generally viewed 
poorly by the population (minimized risk of 
rejection).

Potential source of corruption if the si staff 
member presents themselves as the person 
” thanks to whom “ the response is taking place.

Potentially less expensive as there are no 
relocation costs.

Personnel may be less well-trained than 
personnel from outside and may thus require 
more training.

nb: For the advantage/drawbacks of personnel from other zones, read the table in «reverse»

Here AgAin, tHere is no mirAcLe soLution - it very mucH dePends on tHe LocAL context (in 
PArticuLAr, tHe risk oF FrAud by outside or exPAtriAte PersonneL cAn be Just As HigH As 
For LocAL PersonneL14). to mitigAte risk, we strongLy recommend mixing LocAL And out-
side PersonneL in tHe sAme teAm.
iF tensions Are very HigH, it is PreFerAbLe tHAt tHe Person resPonsibLe For ensuring Pro-
cedures (i.e. tHe teAm LeAder) be From outside tHe zone so tHAt tHey cAn eAsiLy Act As 
A buFFer (And iF necessAry be evAcuAted From tHe zone in tHe event oF tHreAts AgAinst 
tHem PersonALLy).

14. but in some complex contexts, however, it has happened that the day workers employed during a distribution 
were from outside the response zone so as to minimize the risk of fraud..

15. see chapter 2, paragraph b.

in addition to the geographical origin of 
members of the si survey/distribution 
teams, it is also important to consider is-
sues of ethnicity, caste, local languages   
mastered, gender15, etc. women must be 
included on the team if the recipients of the 
distribution are women, and all the more so 
if the distribution includes items specifically 
for women, such as Feminine Hygiene kits.

 si example in a west African country, during dis-

tributions following a conflict that had an ethnic com-

ponent, the composition of the teams was a key factor 

in the survey of beneficiary households. because there 

were no “ethnically mixed” si teams, the initial survey 

lists were unusable, as the si personnel had found it 

difficult to remain objective in their selection of bene-

ficiaries (due to emotional issues, social pressures etc.).
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tyPicAL scHeduLe For A moderAte emergency in A somewHAt tense context

dAy 1 •	 making contact with the authorities and the population 
•	 Agreeing on the selection criteria for beneficiary households 

dAys 2 And 3 •	 informing the populations on a large scale concerning surveying 
•	 Preparing the survey 

dAys 4 And 5 •	 on-site surveying of beneficiary households

dAy 6 •	 receiving goods
•	 Preparing the distribution 
•	 informing the population concerning distribution 

dAy 7 •	 distribution

tyPicAL scHeduLe For A moderAte emergency in A comPLex context

dAys 1 to 3 •	 making contact with the authorities and the population 
•	 explaining and agreeing on the selection criteria for beneficiary 

households 

dAys 4 to 7 •	 informing the populations on a large scale concerning survey 
•	 Preparing the survey 

dAys 8 to 12 •	 door-to-door surveying of beneficiary households with strict verification 
of criteria

dAys 13 And 14 •	 receiving goods only when the survey has been completed 

dAy 15 •	 Preparing distribution and informing the population concerning 
distribution

dAy 16 •	 distribution

•	 scenario 3: moderate emergency in a  
complex context (for example:  post-
conflict, people displaced on site or in host 
families) - approximately 16 days for 1,000 
persons.

targeted distribution with complex selection 
criteria (for example,  all households having 
lost at least 50% of their stock of seeds + 
all host families housing at least 2 displaced 
families for at least one month). significant 
logistical constraints, authorities of doubtful 
legitimacy, high community tensions with 
moderate risk of looting. no existing survey 
list and high risk of fraud.

Although the survey and distribution 
schedules and times obviously vary greatly 
from one type of distribution to another and 
one context to another, the three following 
standard scenarios can be envisaged: 

nb: scenarios for approximately 1,000 beneficiary 
households grouped in the same zone

tyPicAL scHeduLe For An Acute emergency in A cALm context

dAy 1 •	 making contact with the authorities/populations 
•	 obtaining the existing survey lists
•	 informing the populations on a large scale concerning the verification of the 

existing lists 

dAy 2 •	 verifying 10% of the proposed list (100 households)
•	 receiving goods
•	 Preparing the distribution site 
•	 informing the population concerning distribution  

dAy 3 •	 distribution (if the list verification was positive)

nb: in an extreme emergency situation and with an experienced team, days 1 and 2 could be merged.

•	 scenario 2: moderate emergency in a  
somewhat tense context (for example: 
post-hurricane, displaced persons are 
housed by host families in a village) - ap-
proximately 7 days for 1,000 persons.

targeted distribution with simple, status-
based selection criteria (for example, all host 
families). Few logistical constraints, some 
conflict among authorities, minor community 
tensions, with low risk of looting. no existing 
survey list and moderate risk of fraud.

•	 scenario 1: Acute emergency in a calm  
context (for example: a camp of flood  
victims) - approximately 3 days for 1,000 
beneficiary households.

general or blanket distribution with few 
logistical constraints, legitimate authori-
ties, few protection issues (see below) and 
a low risk of community tensions. survey 
lists have been done before the arrival of si 
teams and a high risk of fraud is accepted.
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notes
when a survey/distribution operation has to take place in several locations (in several 
villages along a highway, for example), the time required for implementation increas-
es greatly, even if the number of beneficiary households is no higher. the above sched-
ules have to be repeated for each location. 
even if it is possible to carry out the different stages of the response simultaneously 
to speed up the process, some timeframes cannot be shortened (the time needed to 
inform the population, etc.)!

 si example in the drc, the distribution of 1200 nFi 

kits in a dozen isolated villages by well-trained and ex-

perienced personnel required over a month to prepare 

(excluding purchasing - kits already pre-positioned) 

and nearly a month to implement (survey/distribution)!

time for following up beneficiary house-
holds must be added to each of these inter-
vention schedules. the time required varies 
greatly depending on the type of items dis-
tributed.

For example, for an nFi distribution, we 
recommend carrying out (i) a quick initial 
follow-up two weeks after distribution (d+15) 
particularly in order to check that no looting 
has taken place and that the items are being 
used correctly (ii) and then a second, more 
thorough follow-up 3 months later (m+3). 
when seeds have been distributed, follow-
up will be at much more regular intervals, 
especially at certain key stages of the farming 
cycle: sowing, germination, replanting, 
harvesting, etc.

H - equiPment required

in order to be carried out in good conditions, 
a survey/distribution response operation re-
quires certain materials which must be ob-
tained before the start of activities: visibility 

materials for the teams, printing out the ques-
tionnaires, setting up the database, etc.

example (to be adapted to your context) of a list of materials that a survey/
distribution team should bring with them - Appendix 18
nb: please refer to chapters 4, 5 and 6 for an explanation of the usefulness of each item.

tHis List must oF course be muLtiPLied by tHe number oF teAms working simuLtAneousLy 
in A resPonse oPerAtion.
moreover, tHis List does not cover tHe teAms’ individuAL equiPment, sucH As mAttresses, 
wAterProoF geAr, cAndLes, mosquito nets, etc. nor does it incLude tHe equiPment nee-
ded to trAnsPort tHe teAms (cArs, motorcycLes, rePAir kits, etc.).
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in particular, the targeting protocol must 
answer the following questions:

•	 what are the targeting criteria (normally 
defined during the assessment)? who is 
excluded? why?

•	 is there a maximum number of beneficia-
ry households that must not be exceeded 
due to logistic, contractual or financial 
constraints17? if so, what should be done 
so as not to go over this limit?

•	 which local authorities and organisations 
should be involved? which ones should 
not be involved? if problems arise, who 
can we turn to for support?

•	 is it possible (time, local context) to consult 
the population? who? How?

•	 what targeting method has been chosen 
(see below)? what are the possible va-
riants?

 » which representatives of local authorities 
or organisations will be participating? will 
they be paid to participate?

 » How will the community be involved?

 » which day workers will be employed? 
will they be paid to participate?

 » where (in the case of on site targeting)? 
what zones should be avoided? 

 » How will the zone be divided geogra-
phically? who to begin with (if the sur-
vey is to last for several days or if the 
zone is large)?

 » when? what days should be avoided? 
what time should it start? what time 
should it finish?

 » what definition of “household” is to be 
used in the zone? who will the primary 
representative of the household be?

 » what method will be used to identify 
beneficiaries? what information is there 
on this means of identification that we 
must be collect? 

 » Has any other organisation already car-
ried out a response activity in the zone? 
if so, are si methods compatible with 
the ones used previously that the popu-
lation is already familiar with (selecting 
beneficiaries, payment of day workers 
or authorities, etc.)? if not, what can be 
done so that the differences will be un-
derstood and accepted?

Although every zone has its own particula-
rities and every targeting process must be 
adapted to the local context, you will find in-
formation enabling you to answer the above 
questions in the following paragraphs.

17. especially when the logistical procurement process was begun prior to targeting.

A - deFining A tArgeting ProtocoL
tHe surveying or tArgeting oF beneFiciAry HouseHoLds is designed to 
identiFy, Prior to A distribution, tHe individuALs wHo Are to beneFit From tHe 
AssistAnce.
it is imPossibLe to undertAke A distribution witHout HAving First determined 
wHo tHe beneFiciAry HouseHoLds wiLL be And communicAting tHis decision 
to tHe community: iF tHis is not done, tHere is A signiFicAnt risk oF rioting 
And oF reAcHing onLy tHe most PowerFuL/inFLuentiAL And not tHe most 
vuLnerAbLe PoPuLAtions, etc. 

concreteLy, tHis meAns tHAt it is deFiniteLy not AdvisAbLe to bring Any ‘Just in cAse’ items 
witH you in tHe Assessment Lorry And to distribute tHem bAsed on tHe situAtion on tHe 
FieLd. tHis tyPe oF disorderLy And uncoordinAted distribution is LikeLy (i) to creAte more 
tension tHAn AnytHing eLse As it is imPossibLe to sAtisFy ALL needs, And (ii) to JeoPArdise 
Any new LArge-scALe resPonse Activity sHouLd it be needed (tensions witH AutHorities, 
riots, etc.).
However, in certAin diFFicuLt contexts wHere tHe PoPuLAtion is esPeciALLy disen-
cHAnted witH HumAnitAriAn Activities (PArticuLArLy true oF viLLAges tHAt HAve been 
Assessed muLtiPLe times by A number oF ngos witHout Any subsequent resPonse Activity 
occurring), it mAy be reLevAnt to bring items witH you tHAt cAn be immediAteLy donAted 
to A PubLic structure so As to buiLd A reLAtionsHiP oF trust witH tHe community And be 
AbLe to cArry out An Assessment in tHe rigHt conditions16. tHis couLd be, For exAmPLe, 
mAttresses And mosquito nets to equiP 10 beds in A HeALtH centre, soAP And cLeAn Jerry 
cAns For A scHooL, etc.

the targeting process includes: defining the 
targeting criteria, choosing the method or 
combination of methods to be used for the 
targeting, drawing up a list of beneficiaries 
and communicating it before any distribu-

tion activities take place, determining the 
methodology for identifying the targeted 
beneficiaries and distributing beneficiary 
cards if the latter is the chosen identification 
method.

esPeciALLy iF teAms Are inexPerienced, we recommend tHAt you FormALise tHis Process 
tHrougH tHe drAFting oF A tArgeting ProtocoL tHAt tHe teAm cAn reFer to wHen it is in 
tHe FieLd.
in Any cAse, tHe si mAnAger wiLL conduct A brieFing, or A sHort trAining session, For tHe 
teAm LeAder And/or tHe entire teAm beFore tHey LeAve For tHe FieLd.

16. if the assessment confirms that this is in fact a need.
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variant 1.1: if no list exists for the zone, you 
may request that local authorities or a local 
organisation draw one up on an ad hoc ba-
sis. this list will be verified using the same 
process described above. to ensure the 
quality of the survey, we recommend that si 
participate in selecting the members of the 
“committee” responsible for the list (so that 
it will be representative of the population) 
and that you devote enough time to training 
(definition of household, selection criteria, 
etc.). it is also possible to delegate the task of 
surveying to several local committees19 (one 
per district, for example). this variant saves 
human resources, and enables the authori-
ties to be more involved than they would be 
using standard methods, etc.

variant 1.2: 100% of the names on the 
list are checked, either (i) door to door, or 
(ii) on site (more usual, see method below) 
through a roll call of household represen-
tatives using the list provided. this variant 
enables you to verify the selection criteria 
in more detail and to distribute vouchers, 
whilst maintaining a strong involvement 
of the local communities in the surveying 
process.

19. with the risk of increasing fraud by multiplying the number of stakeholders (registering the same household 
with several committees, for example).

botH vAriAnts Are AttrActive As Processes. iF tHere is enougH time, it is even PossibLe 
to combine tHem: (i) LocAL AutHorities And orgAnisAtions cArry out tHe survey, witH 
Prior trAining by si iF PossibLe, (ii) si cross-veriFies tHe Lists tHrougH tHe door-to-door 
survey oF A sAmPLing, And (iii) An exHAustive on-site roLL cALL is HeLd, witH distribution 
oF beneFiciAry cArds. 
tHis combinAtion oF APProAcHes HAs tHe AdvAntAges oF tHe List veriFicAtion metHod 
(neAr-mAximum community AccePtAnce And invoLvement), wHiLst mAintAining controL 
over imPLementAtion (see AdvAntAges oF tHe on-site metHod beLow).
 iF tHe context ALLows it, tHis combinAtion oF metHods, wHicH enAbLes you to triAngu-
LAte inFormAtion, is PreFerAbLe.

b - cHoosing A tArgeting 
And identiFicAtion metHod

survey metHods Are generALLy divided into tHree tyPes: 
by veriFying existing Lists, on site And door-to-door.

•	 surveying by verifying existing lists

this method consists of using a list already 
drawn up by another organisation (un agen-
cies, ngos, neighbourhood committees, 
etc.) or by local authorities (village heads, 
camp leaders, etc.) as the basis of your sur-
vey. because the list was not drawn up by si, 
it is essential to verify it by checking (i) that 

the households exist, and (ii) that the se-
lection criteria have been complied with. in 
practice, we recommend that you verify at 
least 10% of the names on the lists through 
door-to-door visits. the list will be rejected if 
the maximum rate of error18 - defined accor-
ding to the context - is reached (generally 5 
to 10%). if the list is rejected, another survey 
method must be used.

18. errors are: non-existent person/household, the person/household does not meet the selection criteria, more 
than one person represents the household, etc.

surveying by veriFying existing Lists

conditions

•	 the local authority or organisation that drew up the list must be 
legitimate in the eyes of the population. this method cannot be used with 
organisations or authorities that have been accused of fraud, corruption, 
etc.

•	 selection criteria must be simple, or even very simple (as they must 
already be present on the proposed list). this method is primarily used in 
cases of blanket distribution or with status-based criteria.

•	 the local authority or organisation that drew up the list must have the 
same concept of ‘household’ as si (see chapter 1, text box).

AdvAntAges
•	 Fast
•	 major involvement of local authorities/organisations (good acceptance)

drAwbAcks

•	 no vouchers distributed (except in the variant below)
•	 High risk of fraud (registration of several representatives of the same 

household, favouritism on the part of the people who drew up the list…)
•	 significant risk of corruption and exclusion (it is not unusual for certain 

authorities to demand payment for registration on the lists they draw 
up or for certain households to be excluded for political/ethnic/religious 
reasons)

sPeed +  AccePtAnce ++  risk oF FrAud/excLusion ++
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door-to-door surveying

conditions

•	 this is an ”all-purpose’’ method that can be used in almost all contexts.
•	 it does however require resources (primarily personnel and time) that 

may not be available in emergency situations.

AdvAntAges

•	 drastically reduces the risks of exclusion (every household is visited 
systematically).

•	 reduces the risk of fraud.
•	 can be used even with illegitimate authorities or those suspected of 

corruption (accurate monitoring of all registered households by an si 
employee).

•	 can be used regardless of what the selection criteria are: this method is 
especially preferable for complex and/or material criteria (requires visual 
monitoring of the household or a more or less in-depth questionnaire).

•	 this method is the one best adapted to less densely populated rural areas 
(the si teams travel rather than the beneficiaries).

drAwbAcks

•	 Lengthy, cumbersome method that requires large teams in order to be 
efficient, especially in less densely populated rural areas (given the long 
distances to travel).

•	 risk of endangering teams (working in isolation, sometimes over long 
distances, etc.): a good understanding of the security context and 
adequate means of communication are required.

•	 risk of individuals being ‘home-bound’ for several days while they wait for 
the visit of a survey taker. this method cannot be implemented during peak 
periods of activity when people are not available (planting, hoeing…).

•	 risk of fraud, especially by building ‘fake’ new shelters to make it appear 
as though there were more households.

sPeed --  AccePtAnce +  risk oF FrAud/excLusion -

•	 door-to-door surveying

this method consists of sending an si em-
ployee (usually accompanied by represen-
tatives of local authorities or organisations) 

to every household in the zone to verify 
whether it meets the selection criteria and 
if so, to register it on the survey list and give 
it a card.

on-site surveying

conditions

•	 the representatives of local authorities and organisations present on-site and 
assisting si employees in the screening process must be legitimate and know 
the population well. they are the ones able to tell whether two individuals 
belong to the same household or not. this method is therefore not suitable 
when the authorities or organisations are suspected of fraud/corruption or 
when the authorities are too remote from their populations (at levels in the 
social hierarchy that are too high, for example).

•	 the selection criteria must be relatively simple (and in any event 
not based on material  criteria). Hence, this method is used primarily 
in conjunction with status-based or social criteria, or for blanket 
distribution.

AdvAntAges

•	 relatively quick and simple to implement.
•	 significant involvement of local authorities/organisations (fair level of 

acceptance) with moderate control nevertheless by si.
•	 identification cards are distributed, the lists used follow the si model, 

selection criteria and the concept of ‘household’ are globally respected.

drAwbAcks

•	 the risk of fraud remains significant (heavily dependent on the 
representatives of the authorities and organisations).

•	 there are risks of exclusion (i) because part of the population is socially 
excluded and therefore will not dare come to the site, or (ii) because some 
isolated individuals who cannot travel easily (the ill, the disabled, etc.) will 
not be represented, or (iii) because some households will be turned away 
at the entrance to the site by the representatives of the authorities (the 
process is heavily dependent on them).

•	 if the households are scattered over a wide area, either (i) there will have to be 
a number of survey sites, which will take time to organise and implement, or 
(ii) some recipient households will have to walk a long distance to reach the 
site, which raises issues pertaining to the respect of human dignity and may 
lead to the exclusion of the physically vulnerable or most remote households 
(because they will not have received the information about the survey in 
time).

sPeed ++  AccePtAnce +  risk oF FrAud/excLusion ++

this method consists of gathering the 
whole population likely to correspond to 
the selection criteria at a “site” (on a foot-
ball field, for example). with the help of local 
authorities and organisations, the people 
present are screened so that they can be 

registered on the si survey lists and receive 
a beneficiary card. screening ensures that 
the people allowed onto the site meet the 
selection criteria and that only one person 
per household is registered.

•	 on-site surveying
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accustomed to humanitarian aid, where 
frustration is high due to previous “dead-
end” surveys that led to nothing (very high 
risk of tension which may jeopardise future 
response activities). it may not be relevant 
(i) in rural areas with low population den-
sity, because it could result in a significant 

loss of time (due to the door-to-door sur-
vey method). Finally, it is not relevant when 
significant population movements hinder 
obtaining reliable, updated data on the 
number of individuals.

•	 tHere is no “mAgic” or ideAL survey metHod! it must be cHosen in keeP-
ing witH tHe LocAL context, tHe si teAm’s LeveL oF exPerience, tHe se-
Lection criteriA used And esPeciALLy How urgent tHe distribution is 
(wHicH wiLL determine tHe LeveL oF risk oF FrAud tHAt is “AccePtAbLe”).  
in tHe sAme wAy, no survey metHod is PerFect And tHere is no sucH tHing As 
zero risk oF FrAud or excLusion! it is tHus imPortAnt to tHink in terms oF A 
rAtio oF time/eFFiciency/resources committed to it21 but ALso in reLAtion 
to tHe otHer Activities oF tHe ProgrAmme tHAt HAve to be cArried out.

•	 tHe key PrinciPLes oF tArgeting Are: triAnguLAte tHe inFormAtion obtAined 
And use A reLiAbLe metHod oF identiFying tHe tArgeted beneFiciAries.

•	 in An emergency, iF tHere is to be A bLAnket distribution (witHout seLection 
criteriA), on-site surveying is oFten tHe most APProPriAte metHod. in urbAn 
zones, A wortHwHiLe metHod migHt be to combine An on-site survey For ‘cLAs-
sic’ HouseHoLds witH A door-to-door survey For tHe most vuLnerAbLe indi-
viduALs And tHe most remote AreAs.

the method of identifying the targeted 
beneficiaries (identity cards, recognition by 
a local authority, beneficiary cards, etc.) en-
sures that the households that receive aid 
are the ones who have been targeted. given 
the contexts in which si operates, we HigH-
Ly recommend issuing an identification 
card (or distribution tokens) to each benefi-
ciary household. these cards have the fol-
lowing main advantages: 

 » they compensate for the lack of offi-
cial identification documents for cer-
tain groups,

 » they enable targeted beneficiary 
households to be easily identified at 
the distribution site,

 » the cards are verified when the bene-
ficiary comes into the distribution site 
(a mark on the card), which prevents 
the same beneficiary from being served 
twice (reducing the risk of fraud),

 » they may be used in the future (saving 
time) if there is a new distribution by si 
(regular distribution of food, for exam-
ple) or by another organisation.

21. And avoid wasting time during an emergency by attempting to implement complicated strategies, for 
example, that reduce the risk of fraud by only 1 or 2 % in the end.

variant 3.1: the si employees only go to 
households that have been pre-selected 
by the representatives of local authorities 
or organisations accompanying them (thus 
they do not visit all households and in fact 
simply monitor the ones that have been 
pre-selected). this technique saves time 
but gives rise to the same risk of exclusion 
as the two preceding methods.

variant 3.2: the si employees visit all 
households and fill in a survey form for 
each one, without issuing beneficiary cards. 
when all the houses have been visited 
door-to-door, the si team tabulates the 
survey forms and selects the households 
that meet the set criteria. in this way a list 
of beneficiary households can be drawn up. 
the vouchers may then be filled in and is-
sued to the beneficiary households (either 
by going back to their homes or by asking 
them to come to the site).

this last variant is used primarily (i) when there is a very high risk of fraud and the de-
cision has been made not to announce the selection criteria to the population before 
the survey, or (ii) when logistical, contractual or financial constraints permit only a 
very limited number of households to be selected. by setting thresholds and not de-
fining the selection criteria precisely, this method enables the xxx most vulnerable 
households to be selected directly.

•	 Preliminary demographic estimate

in sensitive contexts, where there is a strong 
chance that the authorities won’t cooperate 
fairly and there is not enough time to carry 
out a full door-to-door survey, a prelimi-
nary demographic estimate can be made. 

the estimate is carried out door-to-door 
(like a survey) by an si employee accompa-
nied by a local guide, but does not require 

the inhabitants to be at home20: the guide 
indicates each location (for example, “Here 
there are two displaced households living 
with one indigenous family”). this method 
consists simply of counting the number of 
households (and is thus fairly quick) and 
provides a legitimate basis for discussion 
with the authorities should any problems 
arise (you can determine the maximum 
number of beneficiary households that 
cannot be exceeded - unless there is fraud). 

A PreLiminAry demogrAPHic estimAte, conducted during tHe Assessment or wHen tHe sur-
vey teAm HAs Just Arrived, is ALso A wAy to size Activities LogisticALLy (trustwortHy re-
suLts witHout HAving to wAit For tHe survey).

20. And thus there is no need to inform the population.

the preliminary demographic estimate in a 
complex context is often an effective way 
to save time going forward (reducing dis-
cussions with authorities, avoiding errors 

in logistic sizing, etc.). However, it may not 
always be feasible, especially (i) in zones 
where demographic estimates have signifi-
cant political connotations, and (ii) in zones 
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•	 basic elements

the principle consists of distributing a single 
card to each representative of a beneficiary 
household and matching the card to a name 
on the list. it is therefore mandatory to num-
ber each card so as to facilitate matching the 
voucher and the list.

in addition, the beneficiary list must include 
descriptive elements (household size, sta-
tus, village of origin, current address, age, 
etc.) so as to (i) verify the identity of the 
household on the day of the distribution, 
and potentially (ii) to compile statistics af-
ter the distribution concerning the bene-
ficiary households (for reporting, impact 
studies, a better knowledge of the zone, 
etc.).

tHe beneFiciAry Lists sHouLd ALso incLude A sPAce - most oFten tHe LAst coLumn - wHere 
tHe rePresentAtive oF tHe beneFiciAry HouseHoLd cAn sign or record tHeir FingerPrint 
on distribution dAy, to “certiFy” tHAt tHey HAve received tHe goods distributed.
tHe rePresentAtive oF tHe beneFiciAry HouseHoLd’s signAture/FingerPrint is mAndAtory 
For most oF our cLAssic sPonsors: ecHo, usAid/oFdA, etc.

•	 Forgery, card trafficking and other types of 
fraud

the lists, and especially the identification 
cards, are subject to a high level of fraud, 
particularly in regions where distribution 
is carried out regularly. the main risks are 

stealing cards and forgery22 (used by or sold 
to people who then come to the distribution 
site on distribution day).

 designing and printing the cards must 
therefore be done in a way that minimises 
the chances of fraud. 

the chances of fraud (and the steps to take as a consequence) vary greatly according 
to the context. in remote areas (where no means of photocopying or printing are avai-
lable), simply printing them in colour may be enough… whilst in the capital (where 
“everything is possible”), holograms from europe may have to be used!
we recommend that you always have the cards printed a good distance away from the 
project zone: for example, for a distribution in a medium-sized city, it would be better 
to have the cards printed in the neighbouring regional capital where there are greater 
technical possibilities available and there is less chance that the printer has ties with 
local people!

22. you may also find forged lists being produced along with corresponding forged cards!

•	 tHe bAsic PrinciPLe is As FoLLows: 1 registered HouseHoLd receives 1 cArd 
wHicH wiLL enAbLe it to receive 1 kit/bAsket oF goods on tHe distribution dAy.

•	 PrActicALLy sPeAking, it is not HouseHoLds As sucH tHAt Are being registered, 
but rAtHer one unique individuAL rePresenting tHe HouseHoLd (termed “tHe 
HouseHoLd rePresentAtive”).

•	 eAcH HouseHoLd rePresentAtive must designAte A substitute in tHe event 
tHAt tHey cAnnot go to tHe distribution tHemseLves.

c - Lists And voucHers

most distribution metHods require tHe use oF beneFiciAry Lists 
And beneFiciAry identiFicAtion cArds, wHicH must be Printed Prior 
to tHe distribution once tHe survey HAs been FinALised.

sample voucher and survey list
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example of a survey list format - Appendix 19

example of the format for an 8-card sheet with awareness-raising drawings 
on the back (two tabs on the document) - Appendix 20

example of a waybill for transporting vouchers and survey lists between 
the base and the field - Appendix 21

we Advise you to HAve A mAximum Amount oF inFormAtion concerning tHe beneFiciAry 
HouseHoLd on tHe survey List And mucH Less on tHe cArd itseLF. 
on distribution dAy, by Asking tHe Person cArrying tHe cArd A Few questions And cHeck-
ing tHe Answers witH tHe List, you wiLL be AbLe to quickLy ensure tHAt tHe cArd wAs not 
Found or stoLen And tHAt it does in FAct corresPond to tHe HouseHoLd26.

26. if the information available on the survey list is the same as on the card, a fraudster who has stolen a card can 
simply read what is written on the card.

27. who might use them for non-humanitarian purposes. this is valid even when the context is calm, given that it 
is impossible to know how a conflict or catastrophe will evolve.

 when a distribution will involve distribu-
ting items according to the profile of each 
beneficiary household (see chapter 1, para-
graph b), it is advisable to have a simple, vi-
sual way to differentiate between the cards: 
for example, blue cards for households who 
are to receive an nFi kit + a tarpaulin, yel-
low cards for households receiving an nFi 
kit without a tarpaulin.

 when goods are to be distributed based 
on household size, do not forget to indicate 
this information on the card so as to facili-
tate the distribution.

 cards can also be used as an aware-
ness-raising tool (hygiene, use of mosqui-
to nets, etc.) by printing awareness-raising 
drawings on the back.

in certAin contexts, surveying mAy be A sensitive issue, esPeciALLy in tHe cAse 
oF conFLicts tHAt HAve etHnic comPonents (FeeLing oF being on FiLe, moni-
tored etc.). tHus survey Lists cAnnot be communicAted to LocAL AutHorities27 
witHout tHe Agreement oF tHe HeAd oF mission/FieLd coordinAtor. tHese Lists 
Are tHe ”ProPerty“ oF si.

remember to add sponsor logos to your survey lists and vouchers!

the cards - and lists23 - could, for example:

 » be printed on ” rare” paper: at the very 
least, on coloured card stock24 (pale yel-
low, pale blue, etc.),

 » bear a unique number that will never be 
used again25 in the zone and possibly a 
series which will be changed with each 
new printing run,

 » And/or be printed partially or totally in 
colour (the si logo, for example),

 » And/or bear a special stamp,

 » And/or be printed on both sides,

 » And/or have a raised or embossed ele-
ment (the si logo, done with an embos-
sing stamp, for example),

 » And/or incorporate a hologram,

 » And/or be printed on a plastic card, etc.

 before every survey, it is also possible 
to mark each voucher with a unique ele-
ment - specific to each distribution/zone. 
For example:

 » one or several stamps on the back of 
the voucher,

 » one or several punch marks on the 
voucher,

 » one or several colours (over-printed on 
each voucher or added by hand),

 » A wax seal, etc.

this additional element is especially in-
tended to prevent the use of cards that 
have been misappropriated by the printer 
or stolen (particularly by si employees). this 
additional marking should be done at the 
last minute by one or two people maximum 
(preferably supervisory level staff).

•	 uses

blank cards and survey lists (not yet used) 
must be stored with care (to minimise the 
chances of theft, given their equivalent mo-
netary value), in a lockable strong box at 
the very least, or in a safe if possible.

cards and lists also require transport docu-
ments (just as for cash transfers) and must 
be scrupulously counted before transport 
to the field And on their return. Any unused 
cards or lists must be returned to the si su-
pervisor. Altered cards or cards with era-
sures must also be returned and included in 
the distribution file (see chapter 6). 

these stringent procedures are intended to 
develop the survey team’s accountability 
and ensure that no undistributed cards find 
their way outside si.

 At every steP of the survey and distri-
bution process, si employees must remain 
aware of their obligation to scrupulously ve-
rify the authenticity of the card (by means 
of the printing elements used, any specific 
additional elements, the numbers used in 
the zone, etc.).

23. experience has shown that, in general, lists are less subject to fraud than cards (so the measures taken to 
avoid the lists being copied could be less stringent than for vouchers).

24. regardless of the context, card stock is preferable to ordinary paper because it is more durable (as the card 
must be kept by the households between targeting and distribution).

25. For example, you should not use cards printed with the same numbers 1 to 1,000 for every distribution, but rather have 
the numbers increase incrementally (1001 to 2,000, etc.) each time so as to prevent simple photocopies.
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Protection data collection tool (focus group discussions questionnaire) - 
Appendix 22

Locality evaluation protection tool - Appendix 23

Protection data analysis tool (“scoring” used by the response team to facilitate 
modelling the situation) - Appendix 24

e - community invoLvement

it is essentiAL not onLy to inForm tHe community but ALso to invoLve it - 
esPeciALLy tHrougH its rePresentAtives - in tHe wHoLe tArgeting Process. 
tHis steP wiLL enAbLe you to cHAnge or vALidAte your originAL tArgeting 
ProtocoL (seLection criteriA, metHod, PLAce, dAtes, etc.) And to ensure tHAt 
tHe APProAcH you use wiLL be AccePted by tHe PoPuLAtion. 

under no circumstances should you skip this step, even in acute emergency situa-
tions! not involving the community in the activity may become an obstacle later on 
(no community participation, massive fraud, etc.) or endanger si teams (threats to 
personnel, manipulating the non-targeted population, etc.).
depending on the context, you may vary the length of the meetings, from two hours 
to several days of participatory discussions and consultations.

this step, which is essential to the smooth 
running of the survey, may be carried out 
by:

 » directly consulting the population on 
certain practical issues through focus 
groups30 to determine the best date, 
location of the survey, etc.;

 » setting up a representative commit-
tee. this should include the various ad-
ministrative and traditional authorities 

(but not military authorities) as well as 
representatives of civil society.

the main topics to discuss during this stage 
are: 

 » the selection criteria for beneficiary 
households, as well as any exclusion 
criteria (for example, households that 
have already been targeted by another 
organisation, etc.).

30. who the participants are in the focus groups will depend on who represents the household (for example, if the 
women are to represent their households for the survey, priority should be given to consulting them).

28. informing the authorities of the planned activities also provides the opportunity to (i) link to the assessment 
team’s work - for example, by explaining some of the conclusions of the assessment - and review their 
knowledge of si: presentation, mandate, etc. and (ii) introduce the members of the si response team. 

28. However, you may indicate, as a “means of pressure”, that if the survey does not go well, no other activities 
will be carried out by si in that zone in the future.

d - mAking contAct 
witH LocAL AutHorities

in generAL, As soon As you Arrive in A zone, you must inForm tHe widest 
PossibLe PAneL oF AutHorities And orgAnisAtions Present oF your PLAnned 
survey Activities28, stArting witH tHe most inFLuentiAL And going 
towArds tHe LeAst inFLuentiAL: AdministrAtive AutHorities, trAditionAL 
AutHority Figures, reLigious, miLitAry, HeALtH And educAtion AutHorities, 
internAtionAL ngos, inFLuentiAL LocAL ngos And otHer grouPs beLonging 
to civiL society (notAbLy tHe LocAL red cross, disPLAced Persons/reFugee 
committees, neigHbourHood or district committees iF Any), etc. timeLy 
inFormAtion mAy Prevent Future PossibLe obstAcLes.

in most contexts, it is best to remAin vAgue About tHe reAson For tHe survey And to Avoid 
using tHe word ”distribution“or Hinting At tHe tyPe oF items tHAt you intend to distribute29. 
in no cAse sHouLd Any Promises be mAde to LocAL AutHorities About wHAt tHe survey mAy 
LeAd to or About tHe tyPes oF goods tHAt mAy be distributed.

making contact with the local authorities 
also provides the opportunity to ensure 
that appropriate measures are in place for 
the safety of the population (the principle 

of “do no harm”) and the response teams so 
that activities can be carried out in good 
conditions.

tHe discussions witH AutHorities mAy be suPPLemented by Focus grouPs or inFormAL dis-
cussions witH tHe PoPuLAtion. it is AdvisAbLe not to reLy soLeLy on tHe AutHorities, wHo 
mAy sometimes Present tHe context in A certAin LigHt so As to AttrAct HumAnitAriAn in-
terest. AdditionALLy, discussions witH tHe PoPuLAtion Provide tHe oPPortunity to deter-
mine tHe ”degree oF LegitimAcy“ oF tHeir rePresentAtives (AutHorities Accused oF corruP-
tion, Abuse oF Power, etc.).

As indicated in chapter 2, this protection 
check may lead to the decision to suspend 
or cancel the response activity.

nb: with regard to protection, each region must 

develop its own analysis tools. For example, the 

following tools are used in the uélés region of the drc, 

(warning: do not use these tools, which are very broad 

and generic, as they are. you must AdAPt them to 

your context).
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unLess tHe distribution is to be A generAL one, it is common For tHe rePresentAtives oF tHe 
AutHorities not to meet tHe seLection criteriA For beneFiciAry HouseHoLds. it is diFFicuLt 
For tHem to understAnd tHAt tHey wiLL not be receiving Any goods As ”comPensAtion“ 
For tHeir invoLvement. we strongLy Advise you not to give in to Any Pressure (FeeLing oF 
corruPtion, etc.). A PossibLe ALternAtive is to consider tHe AutHorities not As “voLun-
teers”but As dAy workers For certAin sPeciFic, very time-consuming Activities, And tHus 
to PAy tHem As sucH. However, tHis soLution sHouLd not be APPLied AutomAticALLy And 
tHe unPAid invoLvement oF tHe community And tHe AutHorities is ALwAys PreFerAbLe.

•	 involvement expected from the commu-
nity during the survey: if the survey is 
to be carried out on site, the community 
could provide the site, fencing materials 
(wood, bamboo, etc.) for the site bounda-
ries, tables and chairs for the survey wor-
kers, and prepare the site itself, etc.

•	 it may be possible to find out what the 
maximum number of beneficiary house-
holds to survey will be. if available, this 
information (see preliminary population 
estimate) may be useful in order to “apply 
pressure” on the authorities if necessary 
and thus minimise fraud31.

31. if the maximum number of beneficiary households has been agreed on, the authorities will not be able to accept 
too much fraud, as it might lead to some “genuine” beneficiary households not being surveyed and thus might be 
perceived badly by the public. warning: applying ”social pressure“ should be done very carefully according to the 
context!

reminder: if there are financial, logistical and/or contractual constraints, they must 
be taken into account by the si team during the implementation of the survey, so that 
the maximum number of beneficiary households is not exceeded.
depending on the context, si might decide to be completely transparent with the au-
thorities and indicate that at the moment, “it is not possible to help, and therefore to 
survey, more than xx beneficiary households. so, for si activities to continue properly, 
the selection criteria need to be such that this particular figure is not exceeded. it would 
therefore be best to target the most vulnerable households.” 
wArning: these logistical, financial or contractual constraints may be very poorly 
perceived and interpreted by the authorities or the community. Hence, this argument 
should be used very carefully and with finesse, especially if other distribution activi-
ties are planned for the region.

the discussion with the representatives of 
the community will also provide the oppor-
tunity to remind people of the humanitarian 
principles underlying the response (neu-
trality, impartiality, etc.) which in concrete 
terms means: 

•	 no armed or uniformed men (including po-
lice officers) are allowed to be present on or 
around the survey site and there can be no 
armed escorts during door-to-door visits;

•	 day workers are selected by si and cannot 
be chosen or imposed by the authorities;

•	 the survey site is to be made available by 
the community at no charge (the owner 
will not receive any financial compensa-
tion from si).

we recommend tHAt you do not imPose your “ngo criteriA”, but rAtHer discuss tHe AP-
ProAcH to use, And LeAd tHe discussion towArds certAin criteriA (determined during tHe 
Assessment) in order to vALidAte tHem (or not) And HAve tHem AccePted As Joint initiAtives.

•	 the concept of a household: A household 
is often defined as “a group of individuals 
living under the same roof or on the same 
plot of land, taking their meals together 
or in small groups, pooling part or all of 
their income for the group’s benefit, and 
generally depending on the same au-

thority figure.” this definition is difficult 
to apply in practice, for example, when 
households are polygamous, or living in 
separate groups at the time of the sur-
vey (for example, at harvest time children 
may remain in the villages while their pa-
rents are out working in the fields), etc.

generALLy sPeAking, tHe concePt oF A HouseHoLd is diFFicuLt For communities to grAsP. 
tHus, it is more wortHwHiLe to sPend time determining wHo tHe rePresentAtive oF tHe 
HouseHoLd wiLL be (see beLow), And wHo is usuALLy eAsier to identiFy.

•	 the (primary) representative of the 
household: depending on the context, 
the husband or wife will be chosen. the 
latter is generally preferable for polyga-
mous households (in order to avoid some 
wives - and their children - being left 
out). in any case, do not forget to include 

special cases: the unmarried, widowers/
widows, child heads of households, etc. 
each representative will designate an al-
ternate in case they themselves are not 
available on the day the distribution will 
be held.

tHe cHoice oF HouseHoLd rePresentAtive sHouLd be mAde in A wAy tHAt minimises FrAud 
(one singLe, eAsiLy identiFiAbLe rePresentAtive Per HouseHoLd) And excLusion (see Pre-
vious PArAgrAPHs), but esPeciALLy, in A wAy tHAt does not creAte conFLicts or tensions 
witHin tHe community. An emergency distribution is not tHe APProPriAte time to try to 
cHAnge PeoPLe’s Attitudes!

•	 the survey method to be used and how it 
will be implemented.

•	 the involvement expected from the 
authorities or representatives of local 
organisations during the survey: draw-

ing up lists, providing information on the 
beneficiary communities, being present 
at the survey site for x days, accompa-
nying si employees for x days, etc., as 
well as the terms of any compensation 
for their involvement.
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g - orgAnising work in tHe FieLd
dePending on tHe survey metHod to be used, FoLLowing tHeir discussions 
witH tHe AutHorities And tHe PoPuLAtion, tHe si teAm sHouLd determine 
certAin PrActicAL AsPects:

the number of days needed to carry out 
the survey (depending on the method used, 
the team’s experience, the size of the zone, 
etc. (see the indicative data in chapter 3, 
paragraph g);

For on-site surveys: the number of sites 
necessary. this element should be deter-
mined by taking the following factors into 
account:

(i) How rapid the response needs to be: the 
more sites there are, the longer it will take 
to carry out the survey!

(ii) respecting the dignity of the popu-
lations. we recommend that you do not 
choose a site located more than 5 km away 

from the furthest dwellings, so that bene-
ficiary households can get there easily. in 
an emergency, a distance of 10 km (a total 
of 4 hours’ walk there and back - sphere 
standard 2011) is acceptable. in all cases, 
the household representatives must be 
able to travel from their homes to the site 
and back within the day (including the time 
needed for the survey).

(iii) risk of fraud: using many sites (espe-
cially if there are two survey sites operating 
at the same time) may lead to an increased 
risk of fraud. the same household could 
conceivably go to two different sites on 
the same day and thus obtain two different 
vouchers. 

to minimise this risk, it is advisable to: 
•	 use a clearly defined geographical distribution (one site per district, for example) 

and adhere to it closely.
•	 compare the names on the lists from the various sites to check for any duplicates, 

if possible.

•	 the exact survey dates

survey dates should be chosen in such a 
way as to (i) cause as little interference as 
possible with daily activities and (ii) res-
pect the community’s customs and prac-
tices with the least possible disturbance.

we strongly recommend that you avoid 
carrying out the survey on: a religious or 

national holiday, the day of a local event 
(wedding or funeral), market day (if it is not 
permanent), etc. 

whilst Fridays (in muslim zones) and sun-
days (in christian zones) should therefore 
be avoided, a survey can still be organised 
on those days as long as the time frame is 
adapted so that it does not disturb reli-
gious ceremonies.

tHese discussions witH tHe rePresentAtives oF tHe vArious stAkeHoLders in tHe zone32 Are 
ALso An oPPortunity to “test tHe wAter” And identiFy tHe PeoPLe wHose suPPort si cAn 
count on iF Any ProbLems Arise (conFLict resoLution, crowd controL, etc.) As weLL As 
tHose wHo Are LikeLy to disruPt si Activities.

32. correlated to the focus groups and informal discussions with the population (see section on protection 
checks).

F - signing A memorAndum 
oF Agreement witH tHe AutHorities
And/or tHe rePresentAtive committee

tHis steP is not mAndAtory, but is strongLy recommended. it is oFten useFuL to 
go beyond An imPLicit orAL Agreement by FormALising And recAPituLAting tHe 
concLusions oF tHe discussions witH tHe AutHorities And tHe rePresentAtive 
committee in A document cALLed A ”memorAndum oF Agreement”, signed 
by tHe diFFerent PArties Present (mAke severAL coPies: At LeAst one For tHe 
community And one  For si). tHe memorAndum oF Agreement sHouLd incLude 
most oF tHe Points uPdAted From tHe tArgeting ProtocoL. 

iF PossibLe, tHe document sHouLd be written in tHe LocAL LAnguAge And not onLy in 
FrencH or engLisH, so tHAt it cAn be eAsiLy understood by everyone.

this step has the advantage of: 

 » empowering the local stakeholders 
(especially the authorities);

 » ensuring that the authorities do not 
change their minds nor blame the ngo 
later on (especially if the population is 
unhappy);

 » increasing the ngo’s transparency 
towards the community.

the memorandum of agreement should 
include all the elements indicated above 
(criteria, methodology, etc.). it should be 
drafted carefully and clearly but without 

going into too much detail (for example, do 
not indicate the location or the exact dates 
of the survey, so as to give you some flexi-
bility in case of external constraints).

the memorandum should be signed by the key 
authorities and community representatives 
(of different “levels” and different “types”, if 
possible) so as to ensure the broadest possible 
understanding and adherence.

if an authority refuses to sign the memoran-
dum (refusing to commit to it despite their 
verbal agreement) or if they do not comply 
with its terms, si should suspend its activities 
until a compromise can be reached.
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•	 the exact location of the survey site(s) 
(if the survey is being carried out on site)

choosing a survey site should be done 
carefully. in optimal conditions (sometimes 
only one site is available), the following cri-
teria should be met:

 » A central location close to the dwel-
lings (see above, maximum distance 
from the furthest dwellings);

 » in a safe area (no risk of attack) but far 
from any armed forces posts, for rea-
sons of neutrality (no check points or 
military camps near the site);

 » in an area that the population per-
ceives as neutral. For example, de-
pending on the context, care should 
be taken not to carry out the survey in 
the village chief’s courtyard or in front 
of the administrative authority’s office.

 » in an area that does not disrupt daily 
activities. because a survey usually at-
tracts a large number of people, it can 
cause disturbances that may be more 
or less serious (crowds, noise, etc.), so 
to prevent disrupting their activities, 
you should avoid locating the sites 
near health facilities (health centres, 
hospitals, etc.), educational facilities 
(schools, universities, etc.) or economic 
facilities (open air markets, etc.).

 » easily accessible for the beneficiaries, 
including those with reduced mobility 
(especially following a disaster such 
as an earthquake). Locations requi-
ring crossing a waterway in a canoe34, 
going through a military checkpoint or 
climbing a very steep hill, for example, 
should be avoided. Areas situated close 
to a local transport stop, on the other 
hand, should be preferred (easier ac-
cess). However, sites located near busy 
roads are to be avoided, in order to 
minimise the risk of accidents and of 
crowds disrupting traffic.

the sphere standards 2011 states 
that “Access to distribution is a com-

mon source of anxiety for marginalised 
and excluded populations in a disaster 
situation.”

 » sufficiently safe for si teams (can eva-
cuate at any time): no dead end streets, 
access wide enough for the vehicles to 
leave quickly in an emergency, etc.

 » the site needs to be big enough (half 
the size of a football field is usually a 
good size), as flat as possible and with 
shade available if feasible (depending 
on the local climate).

34. if this is the case, consider negotiating with the authorities to obtain free (or reduced price) transport for the 
beneficiary households.

35. However, as always, the context matters: if there are religious tensions, these sites should obviously be avoided!

sPorts FAciLities (sucH As FootbALL FieLds) or reLigious comPLexes35 (tHe courtyArd in 
Front oF cHurcHes or mosques) Are oFten ideAL LocAtions For survey sites.

iF tHe survey is to tAke PLAce over severAL dAys in tHe sAme viLLAge, it is AdvisAbLe not 
to sPLit tHe survey Period. tHis meAns, For exAmPLe, tHAt iF tHe survey cAnnot be cArried 
out on A tuesdAy becAuse it is mArket dAy, it wouLd be better to do tHe survey on wednes-
dAy And tHursdAy rAtHer tHAn on mondAy And wednesdAy, in order to Avoid Any tension 
(For exAmPLe, rumours tHAt tHe survey HAs been HALted or tHAt sucH-And-sucH district 
wAs deLiberAteLy LeFt out oF tHe survey, etc.).

the survey schedule (start and finish times) 
should be defined using the same criteria. in 
particular, be careful not to finish too late, 
so as to ensure that the household repre-

sentatives have time to return home before 
nightfall, nor begin too early (as often hap-
pens), to give people time to carry out their 
daily tasks (fetching water, for example).

surveys must never be conducted at night under any circumstances, even in an emer-
gency, for obvious reasons of safety and respect for the dignity of the beneficiary 
communities.

•	 organising the survey when it is to take 
place over several days or in several 
zones 

whether the survey is carried out on site or 
door-to-door, it is essential to decide what 
section of the population is to be surveyed 
each day, in order to (i) avoid having too 
many people on the site at the same time, 
and (ii) avoid communities wasting their 
time (waiting at home for the survey officer 
to come or waiting at the site). therefore a 

survey schedule has to be set so as to de-
termine that on day 1, this particular group 
of households will be targeted, and on day 
2, that particular group of households, etc.

to minimize tensions, it is generally advi-
sable to design the survey plan based on 
geographical criteria, (such as day 1: village 
x, day 2: district y), rather than on social 
or status-based criteria (such as days 1 & 2: 
refugees, day 3: local population, etc.).

iF A resPonse is to be cArried out over A broAd zone, it is AdvisAbLe to cArry out ALL tHe 
surveys First And tHen cArry out tHe distribution second33 (so As to Avoid rumours, 
greed And tensions once tHe items HAve been ”seen“).
simiLArLy, For botH surveying And distribution, it is more PrActicAL to stArt witH tHe 
most distAnt/remote AreAs And FinisH witH tHe LArgest viLLAge/district in tHe zone (to 
Avoid giving rise to rumours tHAt mAy sPreAd quickLy, etc.).

33. in practical terms, this means having a plan such as d1= survey village A, d2 = survey village b, d3 = survey 
village c, etc. and then d6 = distribution village A, d7 = distribution village b, etc. (rather than d1 = survey 
village A, d2 = distribution village A, d3 = survey village b, d4 = distribution village b, etc.)
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•	 survey criteria (detailed explanation)

if the team has chosen, because of the con-
text, not to inform the public before the 
survey of the criteria used, it is very impor-
tant to explain the selection system im-
mediately afterwards (just after the survey, 

if possible), so as to give anyone who has 
“missed out” a second chance.

in the majority of situations, however, it 
is preferable to be transparent with the 
public.

reminder: inFormAtion to tHe PubLic sHouLd not sAy tHAt A distribution wiLL FoLLow tHe 
survey, nor sHouLd it sAy wHAt items Are to be distributed (so As to Avoid tensions, ru-
mours, etc.).

informing the public can be done in a va-
riety of ways. in general, we advise com-
bining several methods in order to ensure 
the widest possible coverage. these means 
of communication may be:

•	 si employees convey the information 
to the public, which guarantees that the 
information is accurate, at key times 
and locations: at the market, at weekly 
religious ceremonies at the church or 
mosque, at health centres, etc.

•	 si employees convey the information via 
informal group discussions. this method, 
based on the principle of “word of mouth”, 
should be used especially to reach mar-
ginalised or at risk beneficiary groups 
(women without access to public places, 
isolated castes, etc.)

•	 Posters and displays in strategic places 
(the offices of the authorities, markets, 
schools, etc.)

•	 broadcasting the message publicly via 
outreach workers.

this means travelling throughout the entire 
area (including the most remote zones) with 
a megaphone - provided by si - to broad-
cast the message. the broadcasts are done 
by day workers37 who have been chosen 
and trained by si staff. the outreach wor-
kers are generally either local authorities 
(who participated in the initial discussions) 
or people experienced in awareness-rai-
sing (community liaisons, health outreach 
workers, etc.). once they have been trained, 
the agents should be accompanied for one 
to two hours to ensure that the informa-
tion is not altered or modified by repeti-
tion (which often happens when people are 
inexperienced).

broadcasting should take place at key 
times in order to reach a maximum num-
ber of people. depending on the context, 
this could mean, for instance, broadcasting 
early in the morning (before people have 
left their houses) and/or in the evening just 
before dark (when people have returned 
home).

37.  it is often necessary to section the zone geographically so as to allocate the agents by district, village, etc.
36. depending on the context, the information message may specify that children should not be sent to the survey 

site (unless the child is the head of household) for reasons of child protection.

once the “best” site or sites have been 
identified, you need to:

•	 consult the owner(s) of the site, es-
pecially to ensure the site can be made 
available free of charge;

•	 inform neighbours of the scheduled 
dates of the survey and of any inconve-
nience that may be caused.

consider putting measures in place that will minimise inconvenience, depending on 
the location of the site: negotiate a traffic detour in urban contexts, set up a “hu-
man barrier” of day workers to prevent the courtyard of the neighbouring school from 
being overrun, etc.

H - communicAtion to tHe PubLic 

once tHe memorAndum oF Agreement HAs been signed witH tHe AutHorities 
And tHe PrActicAL AsPects oF tHe survey HAve been determined, tHe PoPuLAtion 
must be inFormed oF tHe survey (by PoPuLAtion we meAn tHose HouseHoLds 
LikeLy to be beneFiciAries And non-beneFiciAries).

informing the public (sometimes called 
“awareness-raising”) is designed to (i) en-
sure that the entire community has the 
same information, (ii) minimize the risks of 

exclusion, and (iii) avoid tensions (especially 
between beneficiary and non-beneficiary 
households).

tHis steP is mAndAtory, even in An emergency! it is vitAL to tHe community’s 
understAnding And AccePtAnce oF tHe resPonse Activity.

the information messages communicated to 
the population should include the following:

•	 Practical arrangements for the survey 
(where? when? who?)

 » Location(s)

 » date(s), start time and “survey schedule” 
if applicable (days and targeted groups)

 » Primary representative of the house-
hold36
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the length of the information stage 
will vary depending on the context and 

the degree of urgency. it should however 
last as long as possible so as to ensure 
that the message has been broadcast 
widely and understood well (especially 
in remote zones where the message can 
take some time to arrive and/or during 
times when people are working in fields 
that are some distance away from their 

homes42. experience has shown that the 
longer the information stage is and the 
more thorough it is (the full message 
broadcast And explained), the better the 
response activity will go.

As a general rule, informing the communi-
ties can take from half a day in camp situa-
tions (emergencies) to 5 days in sparsely 
populated rural areas.

42. the time it takes for the information to get to the people who are away working in the fields and for them to 
come back to their villages.

i - seLection And trAining dAy workers

•	 if the survey is to be done by verifying 
existing lists

no day workers are necessary as the verifi-
cation must be carried out by si staff only.

•	 if the survey is to be done door-to-door 

every si staff member conducting the sur-
vey will be accompanied by one to three 
outside people. there are two possible op-
tions:

 » the day workers may simply be there 
to show the si staff member where the 
various households are (acting as ”lo-
cal guides“) and to ensure the integrity 
of the survey (absence of fraud). in this 
case, the day workers will be chosen 
for their legitimacy: for example, a dis-
trict chief + a member of the local red 
cross.

 » in addition to the above agents, the si 
staff member may also be accompanied 

by a day worker to assist them with the 
survey in order to expedite this step. 
this day survey worker will be selected 
and trained in the same way as on site 
survey workers (see below).

•	 if the survey is to be done on site 

A large number of day workers is required. 
(i) representatives of the authorities and 
civil society to carry out crowd manage-
ment and to assist si staff in screening en-
try onto the site, (ii) survey workers to carry 
out the survey, filling out lists and vouchers, 
(iii) security workers to carry out crowd 
management and ensure the integrity of 
the site.

the representatives of the authorities and 
civil society are usually the same people 
that were present during the participatory 
discussions and/or conveyed the information 
message to the population. 2 to 4 people are  
required per site.

regardless of the means of communication used, the message should be conveyed in 
the local language(s). because translations can sometimes be more complicated than 
they seem, do not hesitate to have the message translated by several people and to 
test it out to ensure that it is coherent!
moreover, whatever the means used or the length of the information phase, the mes-
sage should be verified (every day, if possible) with the public to ensure that it has 
been well conveyed and correctly understood38. it sometimes happens that an out-
reach worker is not qualified to carry out this activity or that the message is not 
adapted to the context. if so, do not hesitate to change workers or to modify/com-
plete the message. 
if the message has been widely misunderstood and the context is tense, it may be 
necessary to extend the information period and put off the survey to ensure that it 
will go well.

38. this can be done by si staff travelling around the zone in question for one or two hours and asking the public 
to repeat the message they heard to them. if the message cannot be repeated correctly, it has not been 
understood!

39. in certain cases, not using the same methods as the last organisation that worked in the area may even 
endanger the si teams or beneficiary households (for example, if soldiers were served during the last 
distribution but the si team refuses to do so this time).

40. reminder: A field warehouse will be needed when the main si warehouse is situated far from the distribution 
zone and it would be impossible for the goods to arrive on site on the distribution day.

41. if necessary it should be reinforced/improved/cleaned. in any case, to avoid theft you must use si’s padlocks and 
not the owner’s.

if si or another agency has already carried 
out response activities in the zone, but 
using different methods or selection cri-
teria, increased vigilance is required. the 
population’s experience of previous inter-
ventions may create “precedents” in their 
eyes and lead to serious difficulties in un-
derstanding the new methods used39. For 
example, the switch from a general distri-
bution with no selection criteria to a tar-
geted one could be a source of conflict if 
the reasons for this change are not clearly 
explained to the communities.

the information stage is also the oppor-
tunity to inform the authorities that were 
not included in the participatory discus-
sions (particularly the police and the milita-

ry) directly and to review the principles of 
humanitarian response with them (in par-
ticular, no armed escorts or men in uniform 
or carrying weapons on site).

the si team should prepare the survey at 
the same time as they are informing the 
population. to do so, si selects and orga-
nises the team of day workers (depending 
on the survey method) and may prepare 
the site (see the two stages below).

during the preparation and information 
phases, it is also advisable to use the 
time available to locate a possible field 
warehouse40, big enough to store the goods 
to be distributed. the warehouse should meet 
si’s current storage and security criteria41.
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iF si HAs A PooL oF PArticuLArLy comPetent dAy workers, you migHt consider in certAin 
contexts HAving tHem cArry out tHe door-to-door survey - in Addition to si stAFF - so As to 
AcceLerAte tHe Process (esPeciALLy iF you Are using vAriAnt 3.2, see cHAPter 3, PArAgrAPH b).

in all cases, the principal criterion used in 
the selection of survey workers should be 
their level of education. if survey workers 
are selected from within the community, a 
short, quick test44 can be conducted to se-
lect the most suitable,

•	 training day workers

once the day workers have been selected, 
they must be trained so that they know 
what to do on the day of the survey.

All workers should receive a short informa-
tion session on the humanitarian principles 
(neutrality, dignity, fight against fraud, etc.). 
the reasons for the response activity and 
the selection criteria to be used during the 
survey will also be (re)explained in detail 
(plan for a question and answer session).

the security workers will be trained in orga-
nising the site, managing crowds, etc. this 
will be supplemented by an explanation of 
each one’s positioning during the prepara-
tion of the site (posting - see next step).

the survey workers will be trained in filling 
in survey lists and beneficiary cards. Fake 
cards and lists, printed on ordinary white 
paper, should be used for this exercise. A 
fictional scenario (filling in a dozen vou-
chers and half a survey list per worker) will 
finish off the training session and give si the 
opportunity, if necessary, to reject certain 
workers (incompetent or too slow).

Allow for about two hours to train security 
workers and half a day for survey workers.

44. comprising in particular of a dictation in the local language to be translated into english/French (to check their 
speed and their ability to transcribe the information on the vouchers and survey lists.

example of a sheet of 8 vouchers + a list for training purposes 
(two tabs in the document) - Appendix 25

•	 Payment of day workers

in most contexts where si works, the com-
munities are accustomed to day work being 
paid. if this is the case, day workers must be 
paid in cash, according to a set wage grid 
(see the administrative department) and 

never in kind with items from the distri-
bution. compensating day workers in kind 
would completely distort the spirit and aims 
of the distribution (distribution based on 
vulnerability criteria, equity in the types 
and quantities of items distributed, etc.)

to be eFFective in FiLtering entry into tHe site, tHe rePresentAtives sHouLd know tHeir 
PoPuLAtion weLL: it is generALLy AdvisAbLe to HAve individuALs From botH tHe uPPer (For 
LegitimAcy) And Lower LeveLs oF AutHority. For exAmPLe, tHe cHieF oF A grouP oF viLLAges 
+ tHe HeAd oF tHe district in question + A LocAL red cross worker Living in tHe district.

survey workers should be literate people 
who can write quickly (and who can 
convert the information provided by re-
presentatives of beneficiary households 
into written english/French). A dozen sur-
vey workers are generally required per site.

security workers do not need any special 
skills. A minimum of a dozen workers are 
required.

•	 selecting day workers

in general we recommend selecting day 
workers from within the community. they 
may come from beneficiary or non-benefi-
ciary households.

the authorities may be asked to suggest 
people that the community recognises as 

legitimate (particularly for security wor-
kers). nevertheless, in all cases the final 
choice is to be made by si staff. to avoid 
tensions, you must make sure to spread hi-
ring equally across ethnic groups, castes, 
religions and geographical regions of ori-
gin (villages, districts), etc. it is also re-
commended to hire women, particularly if 
women are to be the representatives of the 
household (facilitates confidence on site, 
lessens some of the safety risks, etc.).

However, because surveying is a sensitive 
stage (with considerable risk of fraud), it 
may be decided that the survey workers - 
and only them - must come from outside 
the community. in this case, si should have 
a pool of previously recruited and trained 
day workers43 who can be called on for eve-
ry response activity.

43. or better still, a partnership with a local ngo can be set up.

survey workers From outside tHe community 
(comPAred to workers From witHin tHe community)

AdvAntAges drAwbAcks

•	 workers are already trained (saves time 
because there is no need for training in the 
field).

•	 greater efficiency (because they have 
participated in a number of response 
activities).

•	 better comprehension of methodology and 
the survey process (because they have had 
longer training and have participated in a 
number of response activities).

•	 Less risk of fraud and pressure (because a 
priori they do not know anyone or have any 
vested interests at the local level).

•	 Lack of knowledge of the context and the 
inhabitants of the zone.

•	 risk of rejection by the population 
(‘imported labour’) which in turn may create 
difficulties in gaining acceptance of the 
response activity.

•	 cost of transport and lodging borne by si.
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the day before the survey at the very 
latest, the site must be cleaned and cleared 
of brush if necessary, and especially, mar-
ked off following the prepared ground plan 
(see example above). this means driving 
in stakes (provided by the community) for 
the ropes that will be put up the next day to 
cordon off the site.

this task will be done with the security wor-
kers so that everyone understands what 
their role and place will be the next day.

in keeping with the layout of the site, we 
advise you to:

 » Locate the entrance near a shady area 
so that the people waiting their turn are 
protected from the sun;

 » Locate the exit on the side opposite 
the entrance to avoid confusion in the 
waiting queues;

 » cover the survey section with tarpau-
lins to protect it from sun or rain;

 » create a “safety buffer zone” between 
the crowd and the site (in order to li-
mit possible mobbing) by putting an 
outside and an inner rope perimeter in 
place;

 » Put entry portals in place using ropes 
to separate the lines of beneficiaries and 
prevent the site from becoming unma-
nageable if there are delays.

you may also: (i) build temporary latrines 
(separated by gender) near the site - the 
pits should be dug and the shelters pre-
pared beforehand, (ii) install temporary 
hand-washing stations, with soap, for the 
latrines, and (iii) put in water distribution 
stations for the beneficiary communities.

make sure that on the day of the survey, the 
community brings enough tables and chairs 
for the survey workers (who will be working 
in the survey section).

SURVEY AREA 
(COVERED WITH TARPAULINS)

BUFFER ZONE: DOUBLE ROPE PERIMETER

PORTAL

PORTAL

ENTRY

SHADE

EXIT

J - PrePAring tHe survey site
(dePending on tHe metHod)

iF tHe survey is to be done on site

example of a survey site plan

However, beFore you decide to pay day 
workers, you need to ensure that the local 
context does not favour voluntary com-
munity participation. the latter is always 
preferable, especially to prevent (i) disorga-
nising traditional “self-help” mechanisms, 
and (ii) creating a precedent that may jeo-
pardise future activities requiring signifi-
cant community participation.

in all cases, every worker must be informed 
clearly on hiring of what the employment 
terms are (unpaid, with a salary of $x/day, 
etc.) for the sake of (i) transparency and (ii) 
avoiding complications at the end of the ac-
tivity period.
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6

7

8
calculate the “inclusion error rate” 
(number of households “in error” / 
number of households the team has 
visited). 

 in emergency situations, the error rate 
must not exceed 0.1: the list must be 90% 
reliable. in less urgent situations, the maxi-
mum error rate is 0.05: the list must be 95% 
reliable. if the error rate exceeds these levels, 
the list must be rejected.

if possible, also include households 
that were not registered on the list 
provided in order to ensure that 
no one has been forgotten. to do 

this, choose 1 household out of 10 in the 
“streets” of the zone and check that it does 
not meet the selection criteria. if it does, 
verify that the name is in fact on the list. 

if the household is not registered on the list, 
but should be, add the name to the list and 
count it as an “error”.

then calculate the “exclusion error rate” 
(number of households not on the list but 
that should be/number of households visit-
ed at random). For the list to be considered 
as reliable, the exclusion error rate must 
meet the same criteria as the inclusion er-
ror rate (see above).

if feasible, and depending on the 
context, organise a “double check”. 
with at least two community focus 
groups, explain the selection crite-

ria again and give the participants the list of 
names (or a part of the list). the focus group 
members can then approve or reject the list 
(to avoid creating tensions within the com-
munity, do not ask focus group members 
to reject specific names). this process may 
generate new suggestions for names. the 
si team can then verify these households 
and add them to the list if necessary.

cAution: tHe doubLe-cHecking me-
tHod requires cAreFuL seLection oF 
Focus grouP members so As to en-
sure tHAt tHey Are rePresentAtive oF 
tHe community And Are not biAsed45. 
it sHouLd onLy be used by exPe-
rienced And/or weLL-trAined teAms.

For example, if 7 of the 50 households visited were “er-

rors”, the “inclusion error rate” will be 7/50 = 0.14. the 

list must be rejected.

on the other hand, if only 2 of the 50 households are 

“errors”, the “inclusion error rate” will be 2/50=0.04. 

the list is accepted.

optional steps  (7 and 8):

 if the list is considered to be reliable and 
thus is validated, the si team can then pro-
ceed to the next stage (survey results and 
outcomes). if not, another survey method 
must be used (door-to-door or on-site).

if the list is rejected, you may also ask the 
community to draw up the list again from 
the beginning, if the context and the reasons 
for the errors make this a feasible option. in 
this case, variant 1.1 (see chapter 3, para-
graph b) should be used and the new list will 
be re-verified using the same procedure.

45. For example, the presence in the focus group of the son of the village chief, who registered his household four 
times on the list, may prevent the other people in the group from rejecting the list - the group is biased!

k - conducting tHe survey 
you HAve reAcHed An Agreement witH tHe rePresentAtives oF tHe community 
concerning How tHe survey wiLL be cArried out, tHe conditions For tHe 
PoPuLAtion Protection HAve been met, tHe PoPuLAtion HAs been inFormed, 
tHe dAy workers HAve been Hired And trAined, etc. you And your si teAm Are 
now reAdy to cArry out tHe survey!

•	 surveying by verification of existing lists

1

3

2

4

5

get the existing list(s) from the 
people who drew them up. talk with 
those people to understand how 
the list(s) was designed, to ensure 

that it meets si’s requirements (exclusion 
criteria, definition of a household, etc.).

determine the number of house-
holds to verify via door-to-door 
visits: at least 10% of the total num-
ber of names.

conduct a few very quick focus 
group discussions with the popula-
tion to ascertain whether the com-
munity feels that the people who 

drew up the survey lists are legitimate (have 
not been suspected of fraud, corruption, 
etc.) and that registration on the lists was 
completely free of charge.

randomly select the names of the 
households to verify. to do so, de-
fine the “sampling interval”, and 
then choose a number between 1 

and 10 at random.

Locate and visit the randomly se-
lected households, possibly with the 
help of a member of the community. 

make sure that these households really exist, 
that they haven’t been registered on the list 
twice, and that they do meet survey criteria. 
if any one of these requirements is not met, it 
counts as an “error”. After finishing all of the 
visits, count the number of errors.

reminder: if the list does not meet si 
requirements, do not use this survey 
method.

reminder: if this is not the case, do not 
use this survey method.

For example, to verify 50 households on a list of 500 lines, 

you will need to verify one name for every 10 households, 

since 500/50 = 10 (10 is thus the “sampling interval”). if the 

number chosen at random is 7, the first household that the 

survey workers will visit will be the 7th household on the 

list, then the 17th, (17=7+10), then the 27th, up to the 497th!

 
 consult si’s guide on sample  
 methodologies and the calculation  
 of a sample size

For example, with a team of 3 si staff: each staff mem-

ber is responsible for verifying 16-17 names (out of 

the total of 50 households). the team leader travels 

throughout the zone to check that the verification is 

going well for the three members of the team.
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on the morning of the survey (1-2 
hours before the scheduled start-
ing time), set up the survey site: tie 
the ropes around the stakes set up 

the day before, put up tarpaulins over the 
survey section, put the tables and chairs in 
place for the survey workers, set up any wa-
ter points and hand-washing stations, etc.

Position each day worker at their 
assigned post and ensure that they 
have fully understood their roles 
(see below). give out pens and 

writing stands (if necessary) to verification 
workers.

using a megaphone, the team leader, 
accompanied by representatives of 
the authorities (and by an interpreter 
if necessary) introduces the survey, 

reviews the selection criteria and explains 
how the site works49.

the introduction may be repeated several 
times during the survey, as warranted by the 
arrival and flow of the crowds.

ensure that all the expected day 
workers are present (do a roll call). 
you must provide them with visibi-
lity aids so that you can easily dis-

tinguish them from the beneficiaries: high 
visibility vests, (fluorescent stickers with si 
and donor logos), an si badge/sticker or a 
piece of si scotch tape (attached to the sleeve 
of their t-shirts). si staff will wear si t-shirts 
that allow them to be easily recognised both 
by the team leader and members of the 
community.

1

2
4

5

3Prior to the survey (preferably the 
day before), it is essential to num-
ber the survey lists (based on the 
approximate number of households 

to be surveyed) as well as the no. column 
on each survey list48. the role of each si 
employee on the site must be clearly de-
fined (see below).

on tHe dAy scHeduLed For tHe survey, 
iF tHe weAtHer is very bAd or tHere 
HAs been A LocAL crisis (sucH As tHe 
deAtH oF tHe viLLAge cHieF) And iF tHe 
context wArrAnts (For exAmPLe, iF 
tHe inHAbitAnts do not usuALLy go 
out wHen it rAins), tHe teAm sHouLd 
consider PostPoning tHe survey.

48. idem penultimate footnote.
49. the representatives of the households are screened at the entrance. (2) Anyone allowed into the site should exit 

it with a filled-out card. (3) Any person who has received a filled-out card must keep it safe and be alert for new 
information campaigns. (4) Anyone committing fraud will be excluded, etc.

•	 on-site surveying

Prior to the survey (preferably the 
day before), it is essential to num-
ber the survey lists themselves and 
the no. column (the furthest to the 

left) on each survey list46. on the morning of 
the survey, provide each team with x sur-
vey lists and x vouchers, based on the tar-
get number of households to be surveyed.

every evening, each team reviews the 
day’s work: it counts the number of 
names on its lists. the si team leader 
collects the lists from the teams, com-

piles the data, and reviews the day’s work with 
his or her colleagues (problems encountered 
during the day, progress/delays, changes to be 
made, etc.).

each team is responsible for covering 
the entire area assigned to it and 
thus visits all of the households47. the 
households that meet the selection 

criteria receive a filled-in voucher and are re-
gistered on the list. the team should explain 
the selection criteria again to households 
that do not meet the selection criteria.

the si team leader moves between teams 
and ensures that the survey is going well 
(monitoring that the lists are filled in pro-
perly, that the selection criteria are applied 
coherently, etc.). if problems or tensions 
arise, the team leader is responsible for 
finding solutions. if the survey is going 
smoothly, the team leader can help the 
team that is the furthest behind.

•	 door-to-door surveying

1

2 4

3the day before the survey, orga-
nise the mobile survey teams and 
assign each to a precise area (ac-
cording to the schedule that was 

given out to the community). define a mi-
nimum target number of households to 
survey (minimum: 40 households per day 
per team).

ensure tHAt tHe geogrAPHic “borders” 
oF eAcH AreA Are quite cLeAr to every-
one, As it is essentiAL to Avoid regis-
tering tHe sAme HouseHoLds twice. 
cHoose borders tHAt Are eAsy to iden-
tiFy, sucH As streAms, Avenues, etc. iF 
necessAry, don’t HesitAte to trAveL 
Around tHe zone witH your teAms so 
tHAt everyone cAn Agree on wHere 
tHeir own AreA borders Are.

so As to FAciLitAte identiFying tHe 
PHysicALLy vuLnerAbLe PeoPLe on dis-
tribution dAy (see cHAPter 5) we re-
commend registering tHe nAmes oF tHe 
HouseHoLd rePresentAtives on two 
tyPes oF Lists. (i) one List wiLL be used 
to register eLderLy rePresentAtives, 
PregnAnt women, tHe disAbLed, etc., 
wHo sHouLd receive Priority treAt-
ment on distribution dAy, wHiLe (ii) tHe 
otHer List wiLL be used For ALL otHer 
HouseHoLds.
ideALLy, tHe two tyPes oF Lists couLd 
be Printed on diFFerent coLoured PA-
Per, but in PrActice, LAbeLLing one 
List “Priority HouseHoLds” mAy be 
suFFicient.

 when the entire target zone has been 
covered, the survey is complete.

46. numbering the survey lists and columns (i) 
facilitates counting later on, and (ii) enables 
cardholders to be identified (as this information is 
copied onto the card). it is thus essential that each 
list and each line in the same zone have a unique 
number (no duplication!). 
For example: for 1000 households, the lists should be 
numbered from 1 to 50 and the lines from 1 to 1000.

47. the members of each team must stay together and 
not separate, and the si staff member must visit 
each household in person.
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the people who have gone through the 
verification screening wait in the entry 
portal area. 

si staff member “b“, assisted by secu-
rity workers, organises a queue of 20 
households52. the si staff member - 
and only the staff member53 - gives out 
a single blank card to each household 
representative. 

the queue of 20 households is then led 
to a survey worker in the survey area.

security worker “z“ is present spe-
cifically to help the si staff member 
do this, and to help household repre-
sentatives who have difficulty moving 
around the site (the blind, for example).

when their turn comes, the representa-
tive of the beneficiary household gives 
their blank card to the survey worker. 
the survey worker then asks them 
questions and fills in the blank card and 

the survey list with the information 
provided. the survey worker then gives 
the filled in voucher to the representa-
tive of the beneficiary household.

the representatives of the authorities 
and civil society also help to organise 
the queue outside the site.

it is strongly recommended to priori-
tise screening the representatives of 
households for whom a long wait would 
be difficult: the disabled, the elderly, 
pregnant women or women with small 
children51, etc. specific survey lists are 
used for the physically vulnerable so as 
to facilitate calling them forward on the 
day of the distribution. 

you may also set up a specific queue 
(step ) for late-coming physically vul-
nerable people (so as to keep their wait-
ing time to a minimum).

we also recommend that priority be 
given to the households living the far-
thest away (so that they have the time 
to return home).

51. Just the same, be careful of fraud: for example, it does happen that a woman will lend her baby to a number of 
other women so that they can move in front of the other people waiting to be surveyed. 

52. 20 households corresponds to a full survey list (based on the format suggested above).
53. because of the risk of fraud, this task cannot be entrusted to a day worker: one si staff member keeps the supply 

of beneficiary cards and distributes them individually to the representatives of the beneficiary households.

si staff take up their positions and 
wait if necessary until the crowd 
present is relatively calm before 
they begin the survey. the survey 

takes place as follows:

6

BUFFER ZONE: DOUBLE ROPE PERIMETER

A SI STAFF MEMBER

SECURITY WORKER

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE AUTHORITIES, 
CIVIL SOCIETY, ETC.

SURVEY WORKER

E

D

B

C

Z

example of how a survey site is organised

si staff member  “A”, with the support of 
representatives of the local authorities 
and civil society, screens entry into the 
site. the si staff member and the au-
thorities must ensure (i) that the per-
son who wishes to enter the site is the 
correct representative of a household50, 
(ii) that the household in question does 
in fact meet the selection criteria and 
is not from outside the target zone, (iii) 
that no other member of this house-

hold has already entered the site. to do 
this, the person wishing to enter the site 
should be questioned briefly and their 
answers validated by the representa-
tives of the community. 

this step is essential but complicated, 
so screening must be entrusted to an 
si staff member who is experienced in 
distribution, skilled at handling crowds 
and used to detecting fraud.

50. For example, if it has been decided that wives are to represent their households, husbands will not be accepted! 
However, be aware of special cases (for example: the wife is ill, a man is a widower, or single, etc.) so as not 
to prejudice these households. At this stage, the role of the authorities is to validate that this man is in fact a 
widower and has not remarried, or that this man’s wife really is ill and cannot come, etc. special attention is also 
required to ensure that children do not represent their parents (only child heads of households are accepted).
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the team leader is thus the “conductor 
of the orchestra” and ensures that the 
site does not become unmanageable. 
the team leader must also take care 
that queuing goes smoothly: if there is 
mobbing, the team leader should not 
hesitate, with the help of the authori-
ties, to use the megaphone to calm the 
situation.

it is up to the team leader to decide 
to suspend the survey if necessary (if 
there is a risk of rioting, for example) 
and to make any decisions needed to 
ensure the safety of si staff, day wor-
kers, and the communities present at 
the site. the team leader is also res-
ponsible for ending the survey at the 
scheduled time.

if, for any reason, no one on the 
survey site has the rank of team 

leader, one of the si staff must be 
designated to act as “site leader” 
and will have the same prerogatives

on-site as a team leader would. wi-
thout someone in charge of coordi-
nating the different stages, a site can 
very quickly become unmanageable.

the configuration described above requires five si staff members. if there are 
four staff members, positions “b” and “d” should be combined - the si staff 
member will both distribute the blank vouchers and support the survey workers.
if there are three staff members (not recommended), the team leader will take 
on the combined “b/d” role and take occasional breaks to monitor the pro-
gress of the survey.
with fewer than three si staff members, the site cannot be managed properly.

the survey is closed at the sche-
duled time, even if there are still 
households waiting to be surveyed. 
For reasons of security, the time-

table must be complied with, both for the 
safety of the si team and to enable people 
to return home before nightfall. if there are 
still households to register, the survey must 
continue the following day.

7

iF tHe survey HAs not been comPLe-
ted, tHe teAm LeAder must exPLAin 
tHis And, witH tHe suPPort oF tHe 
AutHorities, emPHAsise tHAt it wiLL 
continue tHe FoLLowing dAy. Howe-
ver, communities oFten interPret tHe 
Promise tHAt tHe survey wiLL cArry 
on tHe next dAy As being Just AnotHer 
“PHony excuse” And tHAt in FAct tHe si 
teAm HAs no intention oF ever coming 
bAck!

the site is then entirely dismantled 
and cleaned. to avoid theft, only 
the stakes are left in place. All items 
(pens, etc.) and forms (blank survey 

lists, etc.) are collected. every evening, the 
day workers must hand in the visibility aids 
they were issued with, otherwise they will 
not be paid55.

8

55. to prevent possible misuse of the si logo: fake 
surveys, false information, etc.

during the information stage in certain politically calm contexts, you may re-
quest that the representatives of the households bring their identity or voter 
cards with them to facilitate filling in the lists.
while this would be ideal to help make the survey faster, in practice it may 
sometimes cause tensions, especially:
•	 if having an identity or voter card has political or ethnic connotations54 

(principles of neutrality and impartiality, and to prevent the risk of si being 
associated with the government);

•	  if many people do not have these cards (communities feel excluded).

54. either some sectors of the population do not have cards for political/ethnic reasons, or the card may contain 
ethnic, caste, religious, political or other sensitive information that may be prejudicial to the beneficiary 
households (when they are in front of the survey workers or representatives of the authorities).

si staff member “d“ is present to verify 
that the survey is going well. At the be-
ginning, survey workers generally make 
a lot of mistakes and need help. the 
si staff member is also responsible for 

collecting the full survey lists and dis-
tributing blank lists to survey workers 
(to prevent fraud, each survey worker 
should only have one list at a time, if 
possible).

HouseHoLd rePresentAtives mAy sign tHe survey List using A FingerPrint, wHicH 
enAbLes HouseHoLds tHAt HAve ALreAdy signed tHe List to be identiFied quickLy 
(tHAnks to tHe ink stAin on tHe Person’s LittLe Finger).

Having obtained their card, the 
household representative goes to the 
site exit, where si staff member “c” ve-
rifies that every card is properly filled 
in (no omissions, no confusion, etc.). 
this verification is mandatory, and may 
onLy be done by an si staff member. 
As each beneficiary exits the site, they 
should be reminded to keep their vou-
chers safe.

the team leader (si staff member “e”) 
does not stay in a fixed location: the 
team leader is the only one who can 
and must move around the site. the 
team leader is responsible for verifying 

that every stage in the survey goes well. 
the team leader is also responsible for 
(i) maintaining the smooth flow of the 
survey process: if, for example, regis-
tration is falling behind, the team lea-
der must go to the entrance to request 
that the entry rate be slowed; (ii) with 
the help of the security workers posted 
around the site, the team leader must 
ensure that the only people inside the 
site are survey workers and beneficia-
ries, and that no one comes into the site 
other than through the entrance, and 
(iii) that no armed or uniformed persons 
are in or near the site.
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L - survey resuLts And outcomes 
wHen tHe survey HAs been comPLeted, regArdLess oF tHe context And tHe 
metHod used, it is mAndAtory to Provide tHe community witH tHe resuLts oF tHe 
survey, in otHer words, witH tHe number oF HouseHoLds tHAt were surveyed. 
tHis is An imPortAnt steP, not onLy to ensure tHe trAnsPArency And 
community AccePtAnce oF tHe resPonse Activity (it wiLL FAciLitAte tHe 
distribution) but ALso out oF resPect For tHe communities.

reminder: it is forbidden to give the survey lists to the community because in a con-
flict situation the lists may be used for non-humanitarian purposes.

the representatives of the authorities/civil 
society and si formalise the results by sign-
ing the survey report(s)59. Just as for the 
memorandum of agreement, we recommend 

obtaining as many signatories as possible so 
as to ensure the local partners’ adhesion to 
and validation of the process60 (especially to 
limit any later claims or accusations).

59. if possible, and depending on the context, it should be drawn up in the vernacular language as well as in French 
and english so that everyone can understand it.

60. if possible, we recommend that you have the same signatories on both the memorandum of agreement and the 
survey reports.

tHe signing oF tHe survey rePort sHouLd not be seen As A mere AdministrAtive FormALi-
ty but As A steP concLusiveLy demonstrAting tHe PArticiPAtion And invoLvement oF tHe 
community in tHe HumAnitAriAn Activity. it is tHereFore out oF tHe question, As some-
times HAPPens, to HAve tHe AutHorities sign bLAnk rePorts or to mAke cHAnges to tHe 
rePorts AFter tHe AutHorities HAve signed tHem.
mAke sure too tHAt you HAve mAde enougH coPies so tHAt every mAin signAtory cAn be 
given one.

we recommend that one survey report  be 
drawn up per day per survey zone/site. 

However, it is also possible to draw up one 
overall report that covers the entire survey.

reminder: remember to pay - or not (see chapter 4, paragraph i) - the day workers 
hired for the survey: information officers, survey takers, security officers and local 
authorities acting as security officers/information officers. see management for in-
formation concerning payment methods and procedures. 

As regards payment, we recommend (i) 
that only one si staff member be respon-
sible for paying day workers - usually the 
team leader; (ii) that there be only one rate 
for all day workers regardless of their role; 
(iii) and that for obvious reasons, payment 

be done discreetly (not directly at the sur-
vey site, for example!); and (iv) that the day 
workers be paid as soon as the survey has 
been completed - do not wait until after the 
distribution (so as not to raise expectations 
about the distribution phase).

the survey is complete when 
all the households have been 
registered. 

if, for any reason, the door to 
door or on-site survey could 
not be carried out 100% by si 
staff58, it is advisable to do a 

cross-check, using the procedures for sur-
veying by verifying existing lists (see me-
thod above). this also applies when there are 
doubts about the si team that was in charge 
of the survey (cross-checking to be done by 
an independent team).

every evening, the team leader re-
views the day with his colleagues: 
strengths, weaknesses, what needs 
to be improved the next day, etc. the 

lists are counted and the number of vouchers 
that were distributed is matched against the 
number of names on the lists. 

incomplete lists (which still have some 
blank lines) are finalised and closed by 
crossing out the empty fields so that no 
names can be added fraudulently after-
wards (and lead to claims of “lost” vouchers 
on distribution day).

10

119

in PrActice, it is usuALLy diFFicuLt to 
cLose An on-site survey: neAr tHe end, 
tHere Are oFten mAny PeoPLe stiLL Loi-
tering outside tHe site, cLAiming to be 
tHe rePresentAtives oF HouseHoLds. 
moreover, oFten tHe AutHorities do 
not seem to HAve A cLeAr-cut oPinion 
concerning tHem. it cAn be diFFicuLt 
For tHe AutHorities Present during 
tHe survey to go AgAinst members oF 
tHeir own communities And cLeArLy 
denounce tHem As ”cHeAters“. tHe si 
teAm LeAder must be AbLe to under-
stAnd wHAt is HAPPening56 so tHAt tHey 
cAn cLose tHe site And not wAit For tHe 
AutHorities to HALt tHe survey tHem-
seLves.
For tHese reAsons (mAny PeoPLe Pre-
sent Around tHe site, even AFter tHe 
survey HAs ended), tHe AtmosPHere 
surrounding tHe dismAntLing oF tHe 
site mAy be tense: tHe teAm LeAder 
must stAy ALert And Protect tHe inte-
grity oF tHe site57 untiL tHe boundAry 
roPes HAve been tAken down (wHicH is 
done LAst).

regArdLess oF tHe survey metHod 
used, don’t Forget to tAke PHotos oF 
tHe survey Activities For (i) rePorts 
to  tHe donor, (ii)  corresPondence 
between tHe mission And HeAdquAr-
ters, And (iii) si mAnAgement.
tAke PHotos tHAt sHow tHe Logos oF si 
And tHe donor(s): stAFF t-sHirts, dAy 
workers’ vests, etc. iF tHe survey is 
done on-site, we recommend Putting 
uP one or more bAnners witH tHe Lo-
gos oF si And tHe donor(s) on tHem.

56. Authorities may sometimes withdraw (for example, 
they may pretend to be tired or weary, and decide 
to go home).

57. this means that no one other than the clearly 
identifiable day workers and si staff members is 
allowed to be inside the site.

58. For example, if the survey was carried out by a local 
partner ngo or by a pool of day workers with too few 
si staff members present.

cross-checking (optional)
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m - AdJusting LogisticAL sizing 
tHe survey PHAse And tHe LogisticAL PrePArAtion PHAse cAn be coordinAted 
in two wAys:
•	 At tHe end oF tHe survey, eitHer tHe goods wiLL not yet HAve been 

disPAtcHed becAuse tHe intervention zone is LocAted FAirLy cLose to tHe 
mAin si or A suPPLier’s wAreHouse (uP to 3 dAys oF trAnsPort);

•	 or, tHe goods Are ALreAdy on tHeir wAy (due to LogisticAL constrAints, 
etc.).

in the first case, the total number of 
households surveyed must be commu-
nicated to si management as soon as the 
survey has been completed so that the lo-
gistical sizing of the upcoming distribution 
can be adjusted -  in other words, the quan-
tities of items to be dispatched to the res-
ponse zone will be calculated. to do this, (i) 
the si manager will fill in a stock withdrawal 
(or stock requisition) form; and (ii)  the lo-
gistics department will take the goods out 
of inventory and prepare transport to the 
distribution site (or to an intermediate field 
warehouse). this approach is the simplest 
and should be used whenever possible.

in the second case, the si programme ma-
nager will already have requested stock 
withdrawal on the basis of the initial assess-
ment and/or a prior demographic estimate 
(see chapter  4, paragraph  b). then, you 
“just” have to ensure that the survey count 
does not exceed than the quantity of goods 
taken out of inventory. should that happen, 
a decision must be made either to postpo-
ne the distribution or to carry it out in two 
stages (and make a request for an urgent 
shipment of additional goods). Fortunately, 
this rarely occurs in practice because the 
si team is supposed to take the maximum 
number of beneficiary households into ac-
count when carrying out the survey (see 
the importance of developing a preliminary 
survey strategy - chapter 4, paragraph A).

regArdLess oF How tHe distribution is to tAke PLAce, we recommend tHAt tHe stock witH-
drAwAL Form incLudes some AdditionAL items so tHAt tHere is A sAFety mArgin in cAse oF 
ProbLems witH PAckAging, quAntities or Loss during trAnsPort. HAving A sAFety mArgin 
meAns tHAt you wiLL not HAve to PostPone tHe distribution becAuse you Are missing 30 kg 
oF Food or 3 Jerry cAns!
tHe sAFety mArgin sHouLd be cALcuLAted in keePing witH tHe context61, but must not be 
too big or tHere wiLL be overstock, wHicH wouLd resuLt in too mucH HAving to be trAns-
Ported bAck to tHe si bAse/wAreHouse AFter tHe distribution. in Addition to being costLy, 
returning A LArge quAntity oF goods migHt be diFFicuLt For tHe PoPuLAtion to under-
stAnd (PArticuLArLy iF tHe distribution is tArgeted And does not concern ALL House-
HoLds) And couLd tHereFore endAnger botH tHe PersonneL And tHe goods.

61. As a general rule, no more than 5% of the total quantity of items to be distributed (empirical figure). in the event of 
a food distribution by weighing or measuring (the scooping method - see chapter 5, paragraph d), a wider margin 
may be necessary (up to 8 to 10% of the total).

example of a survey report - Appendix 26

After the survey has been completed, non-selected or late households often make ap-
peals to the si team. without being too rigid, we recommend in most cases that no 
names be added once the survey has been completed and validated by the authorities, 
even if the appeals seem legitimate (particularly out of respect for the survey process, 
which was validated and closed in the presence of the local authorities).
if there are a large number of households concerned or if the authorities make a direct 
request to si, then a “second chance” survey can be carried out. the decision as to 
whether or not to conduct a second-chance survey must be made in light of (i) the risk 
that it might jeopardise the credibility of the survey process by creating misunder-
standings and jealousy, and (ii)  logistical constraints if the supplies of goods needed 
have already been sized and are being procured (see paragraph below).
in any case, any additional survey must follow the same rules as a normal survey: in 
other words, it must be organised and prepared, and not done “on the sly”.

signing the survey report marks the end of phase 2.
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notesreLAtions between tHe Logistics 
And ProgrAmme dePArtments

distribution activities can create tensions 
between the logistics and programme/
operations departments: 

•	 Lack of understanding regarding each 
other’s constraints: purchasing time 
considered too long, failure to realise 
the impact an incorrect shipment will 
have on a distribution…

•	 Lack of accuracy on the part of both 
teams: stock requisition changing 
every two hours, dangerous loading 
done without any monitoring…

successful distribution activities need 
very close cooperation between logis-
tics and programme staff. this requires:

•	 regular reviews of the situation (if 
possible face to face, or by telephone 
if necessary) so that each team 
understands the other team’s challenges 
and issues and a common ground can 
be found;

•	 An unambiguous division of tasks and a 
clear view of the procurement process: 

 » the programme staff fill in precise, 
detailed Pos in a timely manner,

 » Logistics manages purchasing and 
delivery (if delays are expected, pro-
gramme staff must be informed as 
soon as possible),

 » quality control is carried out only by 
programme staff (who validate the 
delivery bill or entry into inventory 
form),

 » Logistics and programme staff share 
responsibility for inventory monitor-
ing, which is done regularly,

 » Programme staff fill in precise stock 
requisition/withdrawal forms,

 » Logistics staff carry out the removal 
from inventory and organise trans-
port, etc.

both teams draft documents accurately and 
punctually (Pos, waybills, stock withdrawal, 
etc.).
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For distribution in refugee or displaced persons camps 
the camp management tool kit (nrc 2008) - chapter 13 
distribution of Food and Household items, pages 402-409

b - deFining A distribution strAtegy 
tHe si teAm must deFine tHeir distribution strAtegy by tAking into Account 
tHe strengtHs And issues encountered during tHe survey.
iF tHe context HAs been tHorougHLy AnALysed wHiLe tHe survey wAs being 
PrePAred, tHe distribution strAtegy wiLL be reLAtiveLy eAsy to deFine And 
wiLL require LittLe discussion witH tHe rePresentAtives oF tHe AutHorities 
And civiL society (And tHus Few cHAnges).

determining the distribution strategy is 
based on the answers to the following 
questions in particular:

•	 which representatives of local authori-
ties or organisations will be participating? 
who should not be involved? if problems 
arise, who can we turn to for support?

•	 How will the community be involved?

•	 How many day workers will participate? 
which ones? what are the terms and con-
ditions for compensation?

•	 where will the distribution site be located? 
what zones should be avoided? 

•	 How will the site be laid out?

•	 How and when will the goods be trans-
ported to the distribution site?

•	 organisation: How will the zone be divided 
geographically? if distribution takes place 
over several days, who will be served first? 
if the zone is extensive, which villages will 
be served first?

•	 when? what days should be avoided? 
what time should it start? what time 
should it finish?

A - bAsic PrinciPLes oF distribution 
tHe distribution PHAse consists oF Providing A set/kit/bAsket oF nFis/Food/
seeds, to tHe rePresentAtive oF every HouseHoLd identiFied during tHe 
Previous survey «PHAse».

•	 ensuring that each representative of a 
targeted household receives a single 
complete kit safely;

•	 managing the crowd during the distribu-
tion, both the targeted individuals as well 
as those who are dissatisfied.

Although managing a distribution activity can sometimes be a delicate matter, it is the si 
staff’s resPonsibiLity to ensure that it is carried out calmly, without endangering the parti-
cipants (si staff as well as the beneficiary communities).
experience has shown that when targeting has gone smoothly (and was carefully pre-
pared, explained and anticipated), the distribution phase is faster and easier. it is thus 
very important not to neglect the phase that precedes distribution - surveying the 
beneficiary households.
in order to keep complaints, tensions and card trafficking to a minimum, it is important 
that the lapse of time between the survey and the distribution phases be as short as 
possible, particularly if the context is unstable52 (for example, if there is a steady in-
flux of displaced or returning persons).
it is very important to set up a complaints desk next to the distribution site in order to 
handle dissatisfaction without disrupting the distribution itself. 
it is also very important to define an evacuation plan beforehand for each distribution 
site, and make it known to all si staff and employees at the site. the distribution ma-
nager is the only person with the authority to decide to evacuate the site.

62. to prevent the survey from becoming outdated and invalid.
63. when a ”micro-distribution“ is to take place, the items may be delivered to the home of each household or given 

out on an ordinary public square (a location which does not necessarily meet the requirements of a «real» site). 
experience has shown that a distribution site is necessary when there are at least 50 beneficiary households to be 
served in the same zone.

in emergency situations, there is only one 
method of direct distribution: on-site dis-

tribution53. it is modelled on the on-site 
survey method (see chapter 4).

tHe imPLementAtion oF tHe distribution PHAse is very simiLAr to tHe survey Process And 
tHe two HAve mAny Points in common. beLow we wiLL brieFLy review some oF tHese Points 
And tHen Focus on tHe sPeciFics oF distribution. to understAnd tHis cHAPter FuLLy, tHe 
wHoLe survey PHAse sHouLd be reAd beForeHAnd (see cHAPter 4). tHAnk you!

the main difficulties encountered during this phase are:
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if there are to be regular or repeated distribution activities in the same zone, it may 
be best to set up and train formal distribution committees so as to facilitate links 
between si and the population.

d - deciding on tHe PrActicAL AsPects

As tHey did during tHe survey, tHe si teAm wiLL consuLt tHe AutHorities
And tHe PoPuLAtions, iF PossibLe, to determine:

•	 the number of sites needed to implement the distribution, based on the size of the zone, 
the speed required or hoped for and the respect for the dignity of the populations.

reminder: the more sites there are, the more time will be needed to implement the 
distribution; the maximum travelling distance recommended between the most re-
mote dwellings and the distribution site is 10 km in an emergency, 5 km in a “less 
urgent” situation (in all cases, households must be able to travel to the site and back 
home on the same day). 

However, contrary to the survey, setting 
up a number of distribution sites does not 
necessarily lead to an increase in the risk 
of fraud, provided that (i) the card system 
is applied strictly and (ii) that a sufficient 

number of si staff is present at each site. 
Furthermore, running several distribution 
sites at the same time means that fewer 
people come to each one, thus facilitating 
crowd management (smaller risk of rioting).

•	 the number of days required to carry out the entire distribution.

•	 exact distribution dates and times.

reminder: distribution days must cause as little interference as possible with dai-
ly activities (market days, fetching water, etc.) and must respect the communities’ 
practices and customs (no distribution on the day of a religious or local holiday); dis-
tribution must not begin too early, so as to allow time for people to carry out to their 
daily activities and must not end too late, so as to enable them to return home before 
nightfall (distribution never takes place at night), etc.

c - community invoLvement 
And signing tHe memorAndum oF Agreement

As witH tArgeting, it is imPortAnt to invoLve tHe rePresentAtives 
oF tHe AutHorities And civiL society (i) to ensure tHAt tHe PoPuLAtion 
AccePts tHe metHod used, (ii) to Avoid PossibLe obstAcLes, 
And (iii) to mAintAin tHe sAFety oF tHe teAms And goods.

discussions should focus on the following 
elements:

•	 the involvement you expect from the 
authorities and representatives of the 
community: circulating information, being 
present at the distribution site, supporting 
the si team in the event of tensions with 
the crowd, managing the queues, etc.

•	 the involvement you expect from the 
community: providing the distribution site 
at no charge, supplying stakes to mark off 
the site, tables/chairs for checking vou-
chers, assisting with site preparation, etc.

•	 defining the main household representa-
tive on distribution day: usually the repre-
sentative of the household is defined at the 
time of the survey and it is the same per-
son (husband or wife) that fulfils the role 
for the distribution. if the representative 
of the household has not yet been defined 
(when surveying was done by verifying 
existing lists), see chapter 4, Paragraph b.

For further details on these points, 
see the survey phase, chapter 4.

other elements to review during the dis-
cussions:

•	 the exact number of households to be ser-
ved during the distribution (in other words, 
the number of targeted households);

•	 that serving non-targeted households 
during distribution is impossible, even 
if they meet the selection criteria: only 
households that were surveyed will be 
served. Follow-up will be done by si so 
as to integrate these households into the 
project if necessary;

•	 the basic rules of the site: the site is made 
available without financial compensation, 
there are no men with weapons or in uni-
form, etc.

•	 As it was for the survey, involving the 
representatives of the community is 
mandatory.

to meet si’s aim of transparency and to 
empower the authorities, the conclusions 
of these discussions should be formalised 
if feasible in a memorandum of agreement, 
signed by as many stakeholders as possible 
(idem, survey - see chapter 4, paragraph 
F). refusing to sign the memorandum of 
agreement or not complying with its terms 
will result in the suspension of si activities.

example of a simplified distribution 
memorandum of agreement - 
Appendix 27
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while it might be tempting to choose a distribution site in a location enclosed by walls 
(for example, the courtyard of an abandoned hospital, or a small square surrounded 
by buildings) especially in an urban area, as this would indeed eliminate the need to 
cordon off the area and enable maximum security (minimum risk of theft), if a riot 
broke out, or if the si team had to evacuate for any other reason, this site layout could 
be dangerous. because the si staff would have to face the crowd in order to leave, it 
would be very difficult to evacuate the site and even more so to take away the undis-
tributed goods. For these reasons, a partially open site (with several potential exits) 
is preferable!

•	 escorting the most vulnerable 

the beneficiaries of the distribution go 
home with items that may be heavy or awk-
ward to carry, and thus difficult to transport 
by the elderly, the ill, or the disabled. these 
vulnerable individuals should be accompa-
nied by a family member or friend to help 

them carry the items home, as well as to 
prevent them from being assaulted or 
robbed. if people are alone (without rela-
tives or friends), it is advisable to set up an 
escort system for them with a recognised 
local ngo (the local red cross, for example).

•	 distribution methods

there are two possible distribution methods:

 » either by providing an individual kit/
basket of items to each household re-
presentative - a method sometimes 
called “scooping”;

 » or by providing a single kit/basket of 
items to several household represen-
tatives (who then divide up the goods 
amongst themselves) - sometimes 
called “grouping”.

the latter method is generally used when 
distributing food or seeds to a large num-
ber of beneficiary households, primarily 
for reasons of speed: when the goods are 
packaged in bulk, this method makes it un-
necessary to unpack the goods and weigh 
them for each household64. A distribution 
by ‘grouping’ also enables you to (i) reduce 
the risk of fraud on the part of day workers 
responsible for weighing, (ii) reduce the risk 
of loss due to the increased handling of the 
commodities65 and (iii) give the beneficiary 
households choices: for instance, if several 
kinds of seeds are distributed, they can be 
divided up on the basis of each individual’s 
needs.

64. For example, instead of weighing out 10 kg of flour for each beneficiary household, one unopened 50 kg bag is 
given directly to the representatives of 5 households.

65. experience has shown that through mishaps, such as bags being accidentally spilled on the ground, inaccurate 
weighing, etc., it is common to ”lose“ several dozen kilos of food or seeds per distribution day.

distribution must never tAke PLAce At nigHt, under Any circumstAnces or For Any reAson, 
not even in An emergency, For obvious reAsons oF sAFety And resPect For tHe dignity oF 
tHe beneFiciAry communities.

•	 the way the distribution will be organised (if the distribution is to be spread over several 
days).

reminder: determine which households should come on day 1, day 2, etc., in order to 
avoid (i) having too many people at the site at the same time, (ii) beneficiary house-
holds travelling to the site for nothing, and (iii) causing conflict due to long waiting 
times. to do this, organise the distribution by geographical sector; begin by the most 
remote areas and finish in the main village or neighbourhood of the zone; make sure 
the distribution takes place on successive days, with no interruptions, so as to avoid 
tensions (rumours that the distribution has been halted, etc.), etc.

•	 choosing one or more distribution sites

reminder: in optimal conditions (sometimes only one site is available): centrally lo-
cated, far from any military or police camp or check-point, in a place the population 
perceives as neutral, where it will not disturb daily activities (not next to schools or 
health centres), easily accessible for the population, with shaded areas, large enough 
to accommodate the beneficiaries and to pile the items to be distributed, with a wai-
ting area (outside the site) spacious enough to accommodate the crowd, and which the 
owner has agreed to make available free of charge, etc.

A distribution site must also be easy to ac-
cess: close to the field warehouse and/or 
easy for lorries to access.

if the survey was carried out on site with no 
problems, we advise you to use the same 
location (which is already familiar to the 
population).

For further details on these points, 
see the survey phase, chapter 4.
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e - PrePAring tHe distribution

•	 safety surveillance

during the days leading up to the distribution 
and especially the day before, the si team 
must be particularly vigilant with regard to 
protecting the population. the situation can 
and frequently does become tenser and may 
deteriorate during the period just before a 
distribution: rumours of attacks, threats from 
authorities, the unexpected arrival of popula-
tions from outside the zone, restless soldiers, 
repeated attacks on the surveyed households 
to steal their vouchers, etc.

the si team leader must (i) exercise 
constant vigilance regarding security 
(through discussions with the population, 
the authorities, etc.) and (ii) keep in mind 
that the distribution may have to be sus-
pended - or even cancelled - if the situation 
does not meet the necessary conditions for 
ensuring the protection of the population.

For further details concerning protection, 
see chapter 2, paragraph d.

sometimes tHe LocAL AutHorities suddenLy become tHreAtening towArd si stAFF so As to 
obtAin goods tHemseLves. dePending on tHe context, do not HesitAte to susPend tHe dis-
tribution And to exPLAin to tHe PoPuLAtion wHy it wAs susPended. under Pressure From 
tHe community, tHe situAtion usuALLy cALms down quite rAPidLy And tHe distribution 
cAn tHen tAke PLAce smootHLy A Few dAys LAter. be cAreFuL: using sociAL  Pressure on tHe 
AutHorities sHouLd be done very cAutiousLy, bAsed on tHe context!

•	 site evacuation plans

An evacuation plan must be devised for 
every identified distribution site: where the 
si cars will be parked, what routes to take in 
the event of an evacuation, who will go in 
which car, etc.

All si people present at the distribution 
must know the evacuation plan. the distri-
bution manager is the only person with the 
authority to decide to evacuate.

tHe sAFety oF PeoPLe ALwAys tAkes Priority over tHe sAFety oF goods. tHe evAcuAtion 
PLAn must Provide For LeAving tHe goods on site in order to guArAntee tHe teAms’ sAFety. 

•	 receipt of goods

reminder: you should take receipt of the goods on site as close to the date of the 
distribution as possible. 

 “grouping”, while more practical for si 
from a logistical point of view, is only to 
be used in calm zones, where there are no 
intra-community tensions (and where the 
beneficiary households can divide up the 
commodities smoothly without disadvan-
taging certain households).

when the “grouping” method is to be used 
for a distribution, the size of the “group of 
beneficiary households” must be deter-
mined in advance (generally from 2 to 8 
households), based on the packaging con-
straints of the items to be distributed (so 
that the number of items to be unpacked is 
as small as possible). 

most often, the “groups of beneficiary 
households” will be made up by following 

the order on the survey list. if, because of 
the context, groups need to be made up 
according to more complex criteria, the 
method loses its main advantage - speed 
- and in that case, the scooping method 
would be preferable.

An area designated for the household 
representatives to divide up the goods 
amongst themselves may also be set up in-
side the distribution site, under the super-
vision of one or more si workers, to verify 
that all households receive their fair share.

unless the zone is extremely calm, we do 
not recommend having one individual 
represent the whole group of beneficiary 
households on distribution day (high risk of 
unequal apportioning, tensions, etc.).

•	 measuring

when distributing food or seeds using the 
“scooping” method, the distribution work-
ers must measure the quantities of goods 
distributed.

measuring can be done:

 » either by weighing, using an electronic 
scale, balance, suspension scales, etc.

 » or by measuring volume, using cali-
brated (and possibly graduated) con-
tainers.

the second method is faster, but not as 
accurate.

whichever method is chosen, the distri-
bution workers will need to be trained in 
how to do it (see chapter 4, paragraph i) and 
it should be explained to the beneficiary 
households on distribution day (see chapter 
5, paragraph F).
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do not send the lorry back immediately after receiving the goods (but have it remain 
near the site/warehouse). the lorry may prove useful for bringing back undistributed 
goods if some of the beneficiary households are absent or in the event that your safety 
margin was too wide.

to enable monitoring and accurate tracking, 
only one si employee should be responsible 
for the on-site warehouse: he or she will be 
the only person to have the keys to the buil-
ding, will carry out inventory management 

and monitoring, and must be present for 
all entries and withdrawals from inventory. 
this responsibility should be formalised in a 
written contract.

inventory record-keePing (monitoring botH witHdrAwALs And entries) is mAndAtory, 
even For FieLd wAreHouses wHere tHere Are no Logistics PersonneL. monitoring tHe in-
ventory mAy be done on A sPeciFic Form or even in A simPLe notebook.

example of a simplified nFi inventory monitoring form (the form used by 
programme staff in the field to facilitate counting) - Appendix 28
nb: this form is obviously not meant to replace the inventory monitoring records and forms used 

in the main si warehouses (mandatory si form are available on the intranet). the form suggested 

here is simply intended to facilitate the task of monitoring a limited number of types of goods in a 

temPorAry field warehouse.

•	 transporting goods between the intermediary field warehouse and the distribution site

the means that will be used to transport 
the goods between the field warehouse 
and the distribution site must be deter-
mined before the distribution: by lorry, by 
car, on motorcycles, by human porters (hi-
ring day workers), in carts or wheelbarrows, 
etc. the safety of the transport route must 
be verified, particularly if the transport is to 
be carried out by day workers who are liable 
to be robbed. 

A transportation schedule must be drawn up 
if the distribution is to take place over several 
days or if the site is to be supplied on a conti-
nuous basis so that on distribution day, the si 
team knows what needs to be brought on the 
first trip, the second trip, etc. it is vital to plan 
the schedule in advance so as (i) to prevent a 
break in the distribution chain of one or more 
items67, (ii) to avoid having to slow down the 
distribution process and (iii) to prevent ten-
sions that might arise if the distribution has 
to be suspended because of a lack of goods.

67. which happens relatively often when no schedule has been prepared in advance, despite past experiences… 

the goods can be delivered to the inter-
vention zone (i) either directly to the site 
on the morning of the distribution itself, if 

the main si warehouse is located near the 
intervention zone, (ii) or from one day to a 
few days beforehand. 

in certain contexts, it may be necessary to inform the administrative and military au-
thorities that goods are being delivered. Particularly in conflict zones, the authorities 
may also ask to inspect the contents of the shipment. these issues - and whether you 
decide to comply with them or not, depending on the context - must be anticipated 
and thought out in advance so as to avoid administrative complications!

if the goods cannot be delivered to the 
distribution zone on the morning of the 
distribution itself, a “temporary field ware-
house” will be necessary, so that the goods 

do not remain outside in lorries/on bikes/
on planes66 (to prevent rain damage and re-
duce the risk of theft) - see chapter 3, para-
graph d concerning warehousing.

66. in exceptional circumstances, in remote zones where there is no suitable hard-shell structure, the goods may be 
kept in the lorries, which are then be guarded like a ”normal“ storage facility.

iF si HAs no direct Link to tHe cArrier And/or to tHe originAting wAreHouse (For exAmPLe, 
wHen trAnsPort or wAreHousing is ensured by A un Agency), we recommend tHAt you use 
A temPorAry storAge FAciLity in tHe distribution zone And Provide For A sAFety mArgin. 
wHen si does not controL tHe suPPLy And Logistics cHAin, it oFten HAPPens tHAt tHe Lor-
ries do not Arrive on time And/or tHAt tHe sHiPments do not mAtcH tHe suPPLies requested, 
witHout si HAving been inFormed.

 si example during a distribution of food in a 

country in sub-saharan Africa, the lorries arrived on 

the morning of the first day of the distribution with corn 

meal as the only grain product, and on the second day, 

they brought only sorghum. this situation, in which 

the goods distributed were inconsistent, led to a great 

deal of frustration among the populations that received 

either corn meal or sorghum as their grain product (the 

two items do not have the same economic value). their 

frustration nearly degenerated into looting on the se-

cond day, when the households present saw that they 

were not receiving the same thing as the households 

that had been served the day before. if a temporary 

on-site warehouse had been used before the distribu-

tion, the difference in the shipments would have been 

noticed and it would have been possible to change the 

contents of the food packages to be distributed (50% 

sorghum, 50% corn).

in all cases, immediately upon receiving 
the shipment, the si team must ensure that 
the goods received are consistent with the 
waybill or delivery slip from the carrier in 
quantity (no goods missing) and quality 
(goods not broken, bundles not opened, 
etc.). if necessary, any remarks must made 
in writing on the carrier’s waybill/delivery 
slip before it is signed (mandatory), so that 
the team’s responsibility is not engaged 
(see chapter 3, paragraph e).

the si team must also verify, of course, that 
the goods received correspond to the needs 
of the distribution (in quality and quantity).
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For more content, tools and supporting materials, see si’s hygiene promotion 
site. the login and password are the same than those used for the intranet.

distributing unknown foodstuffs68, water 
treatment products (such as Aquatabs or 
chlorine), treated mosquito nets, etc. 

similarly, during an epidemic, when hygiene 
kits (soap, jerry cans, etc.) are distributed, it 
is essential to hold awareness sessions re-
garding hand washing, water purification, 
etc., which should be carried out in part-
nership with the wAsH teams.

if items of an intimate personal nature are 
distributed (for example, personal hygiene 
kits for women), specific awareness sessions 
should be organised, discreetly and tact-

fully, for the targeted groups. Preferably, 
these sessions should take place (i) before 
and after the distribution, outside the site 
and (ii) in small groups or through education 
and awareness outreach workers, in order 
to avoid stigmatising the people receiving 
this specific aid.

Finally, if seeds are distributed69, training/
awareness sessions on best agricultural 
practices must be organised before and 
after the distribution. crop demonstra-
tion plots may also be set up during the 
distribution.

68. to be avoided as far as possible, however.
69. Avoid distributing seeds in emergency situations. However, if it is considered relevant, be careful to focus on 

familiar varieties (amaranth and other indigenous African vegetables) and local varieties.

because the methods and contents of awareness-raising/training activities are specific 
to each humanitarian response sector (wAsH for hygiene, Food security for seeds, etc.), 
they will not be covered in this handbook. Please refer to each sector relevant to you. 
it is nevertheless important to include awareness-raising/training in the distribution 
process, based on the items that are being distributed, and to train the distribution staff 
on these topics (or bring in specialised personnel).

•	 complaints and appeals

we strongly recommend that, during distri-
bution, both beneficiary And non-benefi-
ciary households be given the opportunity 
to lodge complaints and appeals. the aim 

of such a system is (i) to respect the bene-
ficiary communities by taking their com-
ments and suggestions into consideration, 
and (ii) gather information regarding any 
possible abuses on the part of the local au-
thorities or si employees.

ideally, the transport schedule between 
the intermediary field warehouse and the 
distribution site should try to achieve a 
“balanced flow system” with the idea in mind 
of avoiding both stock shortages and over-

stocking the distribution site. over-stocking 
would not only be (i) a source of greed and 
temptation, but also (ii) a major obstacle if 
the si team has to evacuate (as it would be 
impossible to repack everything).

example of a simplified waybill for transport between the field warehouse 
and the distribution site (to be printed on A5 paper in triplicate: one copy 
for the recipient, one for the sender, one for the carrier) - Appendix 29

example of a simplified field contract for vehicle rental
cAution: to be used only for rentals in the field; example to be adapted 
to the context - Appendix 30

in ALL cAses, wAybiLLs must be drAwn uP For eAcH trAnsPort triP, incLuding triPs between 
tHe temPorAry FieLd wAreHouse And tHe distribution site.

•	 Awareness raising

A distribution is an ideal opportunity to 
convey awareness/information messages 
to the population. it has the advantage of 
bringing together a large number of people 
who are relatively open to receiving aware-
ness messages. 

 depending on the context, the distribu-
tion site may be the place to raise aware-

ness of best hygiene practices, how to use 
mosquito nets, etc.

Awareness messages may be communicated 
by banners, messages broadcast by mega-
phone, theatre scenes at certain times of the 
day (before the distribution begins, during 
breaks), songs, pictures on the distribution 
bags, pictures on the back of the cards, etc.

A well-designed awareness-raising programme (theatre or songs, for example) also 
gives the crowd something to do while they are waiting outside the distribution site, 
and helps to curb the impatience of the people awaiting their turns.

A reminder: if you are distributing any items 
that do not correspond to local practices, or 
correspond only partially, you must allow 

ample time before and during distribution 
to raise awareness as to how to use them 
properly. this is particularly true when 
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 » Awareness workers are needed if you 
have planned to carry out any aware-
ness-raising activities during the dis-
tribution (actors for plays on hygiene 
practices, people to do cooking de-
monstrations, etc.).

 » if there is a field warehouse, guards will 
also be necessary: depending on the 
context, you will generally need one 
guard per entry during the day, and 
two guards per entry at night.

 » Finally, freight handlers may be required 
to facilitate the loading/unloading of 
the lorries at the field warehouse and/
or to transport goods between the field 
warehouse and the distribution site if 
needed, and/or to repackage bulk goods 
into kits if needed (from five to ten workers, 
approximately). At the distribution site, 
the distribution workers and some of the 
security workers can unload the lorries 
directly (additional freight handlers are 
not usually needed).

the selection criteria for day workers are the 
same as for survey workers: hiring equitably 
across ethnic groups, castes, religions and 
geographical regions of origin, gender, etc. 
see chapter 4, paragraph i for further details.

the rules for compensating or remunerating 
day workers are the same as for the survey.

Any day workers who have never worked 
for si before must receive training (based 
on the model for training survey workers - 
see chapter 4, paragraph i). if most of the 
day workers were already employed for the 
survey, a refresher training session may be 
held while the site is being prepared and/
or on the morning before the distribution 
begins. 

if foodstuffs or seeds are to be weighed or 
measured, the distribution workers must 
be given a short training session on the 
methods to be followed: using the scales 
and graduated containers (level or rounded 
measurement), etc.

you will need to plan for longer specific 
training and rehearsal time for day workers 
employed for awareness-raising activities 
(for example, actors in a play on using mos-
quito nets, singers for performing songs, 
etc.).

in practice, a complaints desk can be set 
up near the distribution site, but outside 
its boundaries70. the complaints desk can 
be manned by someone from the meAL 
teams, a representative of the local autho-
rities and/or of civil society. A padlocked 
box (like a letterbox), or a basket if a box 
in not available, can also be provided to re-
ceive the population’s complaints. Paper, 
pencils, and sealable envelopes should 

also be made available (while taking care 
that they are not stolen). if the population is 
illiterate, a trustworthy “public writer” may 
also be recruited to write down the popula-
tion’s complaints and appeals.

the complaints should be recorded in a 
notebook and dealt with either on the spot 
or after the distribution.

70. so as to be accessible to non-beneficiary households and to avoid disturbing the distribution.
71. if the survey was done on site, fewer verifiers will generally be needed for the distribution than were needed for the 

survey.

setting up a complaints system is obviously not a substitute for post-distribution 
monitoring.

•	 selection and training of day workers

Like on-site surveying, a large number of 
day workers is required.

 » First of all, the presence of represen-
tatives of the local authorities and 
of civil society is necessary to ensure 
crowd management, contribute to the 
legitimacy of the response process and 
facilitate verifying the identity of the 
beneficiaries at the entrance to the site. 
three to four people are required per 
site. if the survey went well, we recom-
mend that the same representatives be 
present during the distribution.

 » day workers employed as “verifiers” 
are necessary in order to check that 
the information on the cards matches 
the survey lists and to record each re-
presentative’s signature or fingerprint. 
if possible, they should be the same 
workers that were employed as survey 
workers during the survey (and in any 
case should be literate). From six to ten 
workers are needed per site71.

 » A sufficient number of security workers 
must be present in order to ensure the 
integrity of the site and to manage the 
flow of beneficiaries. depending on the 
layout of the site, 10 to 15 people may be 
necessary.

 » distribution workers in charge of giving 
each representative of a beneficiary 
household the items they are entitled to. 
one distribution worker is needed per 
stand for each type of item. For heavy 
goods (such as pre-packaged nFi kits), 
it is advisable to have two workers per 
stand. employ women as much as pos-
sible for certain sensitive items (clothing, 
personal hygiene kits, etc.). two to five 
workers should also be designated to 
assist physically vulnerable individuals in 
transporting their goods within the dis-
tribution site. it is also advisable to assign 
one or two distribution workers to the re-
packing area (see paragraph below) in or-
der to help any people in difficulty there.
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g - PrePAring tHe distribution site 
in order For tHe distribution to run As smootHLy As PossibLe, 
tHe LAyout oF tHe site must be weLL-designed And AdAPted to FAciLitAte 
tHe FLow oF tHe beneFiciAries.

depending on the shape of the site, we 
recommend that you:

•	 Locate the entrance near a shaded area 
(or cover the entry area with tarpaulins) 
so that the people awaiting their turns are 
not exposed to the sun or rain. the waiting 
area, located outside the site, must be large 
enough to accommodate the crowd;

•	 Locate the exit on the side opposite the 
entrance to avoid confusion in the waiting 
queues;

•	 cover the verification area with tarpau-
lins to protect it from the sun and rain;

•	 create a “safety buffer zone” between 
the crowd and the site (in order to limit 
possible mobbing) by putting up an outer 
and an inner rope perimeter;

A distribution site must always be se-
cure - in other words, at the very least 
cordoned off with ropes (and with secu-
rity workers in position on the day of the 
distribution).

•	 Put entry portals in place using ropes 
to separate the lines of beneficiaries and 
prevent the site from becoming unmana-
geable if there are delays in one section.

•	 carry out the distribution itself along a 
“line” (rather than in a corner of the site), 
called a “distribution ramp”, so as to (i) fa-
cilitate monitoring - the whole process is 
visible at a glance, (ii) maintain a smooth 
flow of people, and prevent the benefi-
ciaries from turning around and going 
back;

•	 the distribution ramp must be wide 
enough for the goods to be kept away from 
the boundaries of the site and thus from the 
crowd, to avoid theft during any mobbing 
that might occur;

•	 it is absolutely essential that there be an 
area where the beneficiaries can pack 
up their items before they leave the site, 
to enable them to gather their items to-
gether calmly and safely and thus be able 
to carry them home more easily (and dis-
creetly72). if distribution is carried out by 
“grouping”, the packing zone can also be 
used as the place where the members of 
the group divide up the goods;

•	 remember to define an awareness-rai-
sing area if relevant: this could be inside 
the site - opposite to where people are 
waiting - or outside the site. ideally, the 
awareness-raising programme should 
take place on a stage with its own sepa-
rate sound system;

72. beneficiaries often prefer to wrap up their items in a traditional length of cloth (such as a pagne or sarong), which 
is far less conspicuous than a distribution bag with the logos of the ngo and the donor on it. this helps them in 
particular to avoid being attacked or robbed.

F - inForming tHe PoPuLAtion 
using A modeL simiLAr to tHe community inFormAtion PHAse oF tHe survey, 
you must inForm tHe PoPuLAtions oF tHe distribution.

the information message should contain 
the following elements (where, when, who, 
and how?):

•	 How the distribution will take place: 

 » Location(s)

 » date(s), starting time, and specific days 
per target group if needed (by geo-
graphical sector)

 » A reminder of who the primary house-
hold representative is.

 » the representative must bring the 
voucher (no distribution without a 
voucher)

•	 only targeted individuals should come to 
the distribution site: non-targeted people 
should not come to the site, as they will 
not be served;

•	 Physically vulnerable individuals must, 
if possible, plan to be accompanied by a 
friend or relative to facilitate their return 
home (transporting distributed goods);

•	 children must not represent their parents 
(unless the children are heads of house-
hold);

•	 specify if people have to bring something 
along with them (a bag, a basin, etc.) to 
carry their items home.

to Avoid AttrActing too mAny PeoPLe to tHe distribution site, it is AdvisAbLe not to teLL 
PeoPLe At tHis Point wHAt tHe sPeciFic contents oF tHe distribution wiLL be, but to Limit 
tHe inFormAtion to generic descriPtions sucH As “Food”, “HouseHoLd goods”, “seeds”, etc.

if there were no problems during the survey, 
informing the population should be done by 
the same people, using the same methods, 
as the survey: broadcasting the message 
publicly by outreach workers, posters and 
displays, broadcasting the message at stra-
tegic times and places, word of mouth, etc. 
the population’s understanding of the in-
formation message should be verified (see 
chapter 4, paragraph H). do not forget to in-

form the military and/or police authorities 
if necessary.

unlike the survey however, the information 
period may be much shorter, as the com-
munities will be expecting a follow-up to 
the survey. one half-day to three days is 
usually sufficient, depending on how large 
the zone is.
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•	 think about the order in which the various items will be distributed: for example, if a 
bag or sack (for people to pack their items in) is to be distributed, it should be given 
out first to facilitate carrying the next items;

•	 think about how to organise any weighing or measuring of food or seeds;
•	 remember to bring tools (scissors, box cutters, knives, machetes, etc.) to unpack 

any bales, boxes, etc. be careful to give this equipment to a trustworthy person 
only, so that it is not used for any other purpose.

•	 if a sealed, pre-packaged kit is distributed along with loose items, remember to 
have a cutting tool on hand so that the beneficiaries can open the kit bag and put 
their loose items into it74.

74. this cutting tool should be located in the packing area and only used by a security worker.

example of an ”ideal“ distribution site layout

BUFFER ZONE: DOUBLE ROPE PERIMETER

DISTRIBUTION RAMP

BUFFER AREA FOR LORRY ACCESS

DRINKING WATER
STATION

PORTAL

PACKING
OR DIVIDING UP

GOODS AREA

PORTAL

NORMAL
ROLL CALL

PRIORITY QUEUE 
(PHYSICALLY VULNERABLE 
PEOPLE)

EXIT

VERIFICATION
AREA

AWARENESS RAISING AREA,
WITH STAGE

PUBLIC WRITER
COMPLAINTS DESK

HANDWASHING
STATION

TEMPORARY
LATRINESWAITING AREA

DRINKING WATER
STATION

•	 remember to set up a complaints and 
appeals desk in the shade, close to but 
not inside the site;

•	 Provide for access routes to the site for 
lorries/day workers transporting goods: 
set aside a specific entrance or corridor 
for them, etc.;

•	 Plan for building temporary latrines (by 
gender), hand-washing stations, and 
drinking water distribution stations, if 
relevant;

•	 you may also set up zig-zag queues at 
key waiting points to regulate the flow of 
people;

•	 make sure too that on the day of the dis-
tribution, the community brings enough 
tables and chairs for the verifiers.

the day before the survey at the very 
latest, the site must be cleaned and cleared 
of brush if necessary, and especially, mar-
ked off following the ground plan you have 
prepared (see examples below). this means 
driving in stakes (provided by the commu-
nity) for the ropes that will be put up the 
next day to cordon off the site73.

this task will be done with the security wor-
kers so that everyone can clearly visualise 
what their role and place will be the next 
day.

73. we do not advise trying to save time by putting up the site boundary ropes or installing any other material the day 
before, as they may be stolen.

BUFFER ZONE: DOUBLE ROPE PERIMETER

DISTRIBUTION RAMP

DELIVERY AREA
(removable ropes to enable lorries to enter)

1 M. MIN.

PORTAL

PACKING
AREA

PORTAL

PORTAL

ENTRY

EXIT

ITEM
5

ITEM
4

ITEM
3

ITEM
2

ITEM
1

VERIFICATION AREA,
COVERED

WITH TARPAULINS

PUBLIC WRITER
COMPLAINTS DESK

WAITING AREA: SHADE OR TARPAULINS example of a ”classic“ 

distribution site layout
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on the morning of the distribution 
(1-2 hours before the scheduled 
starting time), set up the distribu-

tion site: tie the ropes around the stakes set 
up the day before, do not forget to provide 
access for the lorries, put tarpaulins up over 
the verification section, and set up the ta-
bles and chairs for the verifiers. Any tem-
porary latrines, hand-washing stations and 
water supply points will have been installed 
in the days preceding the distribution.

ensure that all expected day work- 
ers are present (do a roll call). you 
must provide them with visibility aids 

so that you can easily distinguish them from 
the beneficiaries: high visibility vests, (fluores-
cent stickers with si and donor logos), an si 
badge/sticker or a piece of si scotch tape (at-
tached to the sleeve of their t-shirts). si staff 
will wear si t-shirts that enable them to be ea-
sily recognised both by the team leader and 
members of the community.

1 2

3

by the day before the distribution 
at the latest, the si team leader 
should have determined: 

•	 the roles and responsibilities of every si 
employee75 on the site (see details be-
low), including staffing requirements at 
the intermediary warehouse (presence of 
an si employee for all inventory entries/
withdrawals) if relevant;

•	 the number of target households to be 
served ;

•	 the transport schedule - in other words, 
which supplies are to be delivered to the 
site, and at what time.

H - conducting tHe distribution 
tHe HouseHoLds HAve been surveyed, tHe detAiLs oF tHe distribution HAve 
been discussed witH tHe AutHorities And tHen FinALised, A memorAndum 
oF Agreement HAs been signed, tHe dAy workers HAve been Hired And trAined, 
tHe distribution site HAs been PrePAred... you And your si teAm Are now 
reAdy to cArry out tHe distribution!

75. to facilitate the distribution, it is important for every 
si employee to stay in position and maintain their 
assigned roles throughout the whole day so that (i) 
everyone’s responsibilities are clear and (ii) there is 
no disruption and confusion.

on tHe dAy scHeduLed For tHe distri-
bution, iF tHe weAtHer is very bAd or 
tHere HAs been A LocAL crisis (sucH As 
tHe deAtH oF tHe viLLAge cHieF) And iF 
tHe context wArrAnts (For exAmPLe, 
iF tHe inHAbitAnts do not usuALLy go 
out wHen it rAins), tHe teAm sHouLd 
consider PostPoning tHe distribution.

Position each day worker at their 
assigned post and ensure that they 
have understood their roles fully 

(see below). distribute pens, highlighters, 
ink pads for fingerprinting, and writing 
stands, if necessary, to the verifier workers.

4

simplified example of the layout of a distribution site with two distribution ramps 

(to expedite distribution or if two kits/baskets of different goods are being distributed)

to avoid confusion if kits/baskets with different goods are to be distributed to different 
beneficiary household profiles, we strongly recommend designing the site with at least 
two distribution ramps, and if feasible, setting up two different sites.

DISTRIBUTION RAMP 2

DISTRIBUTION RAMP 1
VERIFICATION

AREA

VERIFICATION
AREA
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using a megaphone, the team lea-
der, accompanied by representa-
tives of the authorities (and by an 

interpreter if necessary) introduces the 
distribution, and reviews/explains the ins-
tructions:

 » the order in which the beneficiaries will 
be called and/or the distribution sche-
dule, if the distribution is to take place 
over several days (so that the people not 
scheduled that day can return home);

 » only those people with a valid card are 
allowed to enter the site;

 » Physically vulnerable people have prio-
rity, while the others must wait to be 
called;

 » to receive their goods, the household 
representatives must first sign the sur-
vey list with their signature or finger-
print;

 » turning around and going back is not 
allowed inside the site (compliance with 
the distribution sequence);

 » complaints and appeals can be lodged 
at one place or dictated to someone;

 » Any failure to observe the rules or any 
attempt to commit fraud will be sanc-
tioned by permanent exclusion from 
the distribution;

 » everyone who has a valid card will be 
served, so the crowd should stay calm 
and wait patiently;

 » if mobbing occurs, the distribution will 
be suspended or even cancelled;

 » beneficiary households must keep their 
cards safe even after the distribution is 
over, in case another organisation has 
arranged to use the si lists for its own 
distribution or si carries out a repeat 
distribution in future. However, the card 
will be punched or marked to confirm 
that the kit has been received. 

it is imPortAnt For si stAFF to remAin 
cALm, FriendLy And resPectFuL during 
distribution. tHe ruLes must tHere-
Fore be very cLeAr And detAiLed From 
tHe very stArt oF tHe Activity, so As to 
Avoid Any misunderstAndings.

 » the exact contents of the distribu-
tion: x kg of a particular type of flour, 
x measures of a particular variety of 
beans, x packets of a particular type of 
seeds, x blankets - so that people can 
check that they have in fact received 
all the items they are entitled to.

stating clearly what is going to be dis-
tributed generally helps to reduce rest-
lessness in the crowd (minimising stress, 
curiosity, etc.).
if there have been any problems with 
the packaging of the goods (for example, 
the contents of the cooking kits are not 
consistent), you should not go into too 
much detail when you describe the items 
that will be distributed. For example, it 
is better to say “a cooking kit with pots, 
cups, plates, etc.” rather than “x pots, x 
cups, etc.”

6take delivery of all or part of the 
goods. ensure that the goods cor-
respond in quantity and quality to 

the waybills (or delivery notes) as well as to 
the transport schedule. write any remarks 
on the waybill or delivery note, and sign it.

the goods must be properly stocked on the 
site:

 » bales, boxes and large sacks should be 
correctly stacked (and not left in a heap 
on the ground) so that you can count 
them easily and immediately note (vi-
sually) if anything has been stolen.

 » when single items are unpacked, they 
are to be put on a clean tarpaulin 
behind each distribution worker.

 » tarpaulins (or other protective mate-
rials) should be made available to cover 
the goods in the event of rain or sand/
dust storms.

 » A specific day worker must be in charge 
of helping to unwrap bales, open boxes 
etc., since this step can easily slow the 
distribution down.

 » bulk sacks of foodstuffs or seeds are 
only to be opened once the distribution 
has started (under the supervision of an 
si staff member so as to prevent fraud) 
and only as required (to avoid goods 
being lost, spilt on the ground, etc.).

 » if food is to be handled (weighing/mea-
suring), it must be done - whenever 
possible - wearing hygiene gloves (of 
the white latex type).

 » if goods are delivered in bulk, you may 
also prepack them into kits on site, be-
fore starting the distribution. However, 
we rarely recommend doing so because 
it takes up a lot of space, unless there are 
many ”small“ articles to be distributed 
(toothbrushes, sanitary towels, etc.).

do not take delivery of any goods on 
site unless the site is ready and secure: 
ropes tied in place and security workers 
in position around the site, etc.
never distribute “off the back of the 
lorry” so as to avoid mobbing and dis-
ruption. the lorry arrives on site, the 
shipment is unloaded, the site mana-
ger signs the carrier’s waybill, the lorry 
leaves the site or is parked in a corner: 
then and only then can the distribution 
begin or be continued.
if there is to be a continuous delivery 
of goods to the site: distribution must 
be suspended every time the lorry ma-
noeuvres to (i) prevent accidents and 
(ii) facilitate counting.
Finally, in contexts where there is a 
high risk that the si team may have to 
evacuate during the distribution (riots, 
violent mobbing, etc.), we advise you to 
unload the lorries gradually so that you 
can evacuate the site with as much of 
the undistributed goods as possible76. 
in practical terms, this means unloa-
ding the items needed for 100 or 200 
households, distributing them, and then 
unloading the items for the next 100 or 
200 households, and so on.

5

76. remember that this may put the carrier and his team 
at risk.
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si staff member “A” has all the survey 
lists in hand at the start of the verifica-
tion process. if possible, they should be 
sorted so that the lists of priority reci-
pients (pregnant women, the elderly) are 
first, along with the lists of the benefi-
ciary households that live the farthest 

away. the lists of the other households 
are placed in a second pile.

si staff member “A” takes the first list 
and, using a megaphone (or any other 
public address system), calls out the 
first name.

iF tHe si stAFF member does not come From tHe resPonse zone, we Advise you to 
Ask A LocAL AutHority to cALL tHe nAmes by megAPHone so As to Avoid Any Accent 
ProbLems, misreAding nAmes, etc.

the first person called shows their card 
at the entrance to the site. the si staff 
member (i) verifies that it is an authen-
tic si card - the numbers, paper quality, 
type of printing, etc. match the cards 
given out during the targeting phase, 
and (ii) by asking a few quick questions 
(address, name of spouse, place of ori-
gin, etc.) also verifies that the person 
carrying the card matches the informa-
tion given on the list. the local authori-
ties are there to invalidate/confirm the 
person’s identity and to provide addi-
tional information if problems arise. if 
everything is in order, the person comes 
into the site, keeping their card with 
them, and waits in the entry portal.

All the names on the first list are called 
and the identities of the people carrying 
the cards are verified one by one in the 
same way.

once the 20 people77 on the first list are 
in the entry portal, si staff member “A” 
gives the list to colleague “b” preferably 
(if not, then to one of the security work- 
ers), and then begins calling the second 
list, etc.

the representatives of the authorities 
and civil society also help to organise 
the queue outside the site.

77. Here, 20 people correspond to one list (using the sample list format given above).

we Advise you to Proceed by First cALLing tHe Priority beneFiciAries For wHom  
wAiting is diFFicuLt And tHen tHe PeoPLe wHo Live tHe FArtHest AwAy so As to mAke it  
eAsier For tHem to go bAck Home.
PeoPLe For wHom wAiting is diFFicuLt wHo Arrive AFter tHe distribution HAs be-
gun stiLL HAve Priority, And must be AbLe to Join A queue reserved For tHem, or 
must be identiFied by si workers And bougHt to tHe Front oF tHe queue. 
iF not ALL tHe PeoPLe on A given List come ForwArd wHen tHeir nAmes Are cALLed 
At tHe entrAnce (two Are Absent, For exAmPLe), tHe 18 wHo Are Present wiLL be 
Admitted to tHe site nonetHeLess. tHe List tHAt is stiLL incomPLete (in tHis cAse, 
two PeoPLe Are missing) wiLL be sent bAck to si stAFF member “A” once it HAs been 
used in tHe veriFicAtion AreA, so tHAt tHe two PeoPLe wHo were LAte cAn be cALLed 
AgAin (usuALLy At tHe end oF tHe distribution).
ProbLemAtic cAses (cArds Lost or stoLen, inconsistencies between tHe cArd And 
tHe List, etc.) must be reFerred to tHe comPLAints desk And wiLL usuALLy be served 
LAst so As to Avoid LAter ProbLems And inconsistencies.

7

8

if awareness-raising activities have 
been planned, they should be car-
ried out at the very least before the 

distribution starts (while the people pre-
sent are calm, not overly tense because the 
distribution has started, and are thus still 
receptive).

the si staff take up their positions 
and wait if necessary until the 
crowd present is relatively calm 

before they begin the distribution, which is 
then conducted as follows:

ideALLy, tHe AwAreness-rAising Ac-
tivities sHouLd be rePeAted At se-
verAL diFFerent times oF tHe dAy or 
tHrougHout tHe dAy, esPeciALLy to 
keeP tHe crowd wAiting to enter tHe 
site busy (so As to minimise tHe risk oF 
PeoPLe Losing PAtience).

BUFFER ZONE: DOUBLE ROPE PERIMETER

ITEM 5 ITEM 4 ITEM 3 ITEM 2 ITEM 1

A

D

B

C Z

Y1
E

SI STAFF MEMBER

SECURITY WORKER

DISTRIBUTION WORKER

REPRESENTATIVE 
OF THE AUTHORITIES/CIVIL SOCIETY, ETC.

VERIFIER WORKER

example of how a distribution site is organised

we would also advise putting up one or 
more information boards with pictures 
of the items that will be distributed 
(types of items and quantity), so that 
everyone can access this information at 
any time. these information boards can 
be set up in the waiting area outside the 
site as well as at the start of the distri-
bution ramp.

the introduction may be repeated several 
times during the distribution, as warranted 
by the arrival and flow of the crowds. 
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 » .beneficiaries never help them-
selves: they are served by a distri-
bution worker who carries out the 
weighing or measuring and checks 
the size of the household (on the 
card) to determine the number of 
items to give them, etc.

 » day worker “y” carefully moni-
tors the exit from the waiting area 
so that there are never too many 
people on the ramp.

 » two security workers “z“ are there 
to help people who have difficulty 
transporting their goods so as to 
avoid congestion along the distri-
bution ramp.

 » the distribution ramp must be 
“clean” so that the si staff member 
always has a clear view of all the 
goods and distribution workers:  
packaging materials and other waste 
must be cleared away or piled up as 
you go along.

After receiving the goods, the repre-
sentatives of the beneficiary households 
go into the repacking area. Here they 
can take the time to pack all their items 
into a bag or other container. one or two 
day workers are also there to help them.

once they are in this area, however, the 
beneficiaries cannot turn around and go 
back for any reason whatsoever.

in order to leave the site, a beneficiary 
must show their card to si staff member 
“d” (a position which must be held by an 
si staff member so as to curb fraud). the 
latter checks that “ok” is marked on the 
back of the voucher and then punches it.

tHe distribution rAmP is usuALLy tHe Point wHere tHe distribution Process sLows 
down. As soon As you run out oF An item, or A bALe is not oPened in time, etc., tHe 
distribution sLows down.

the “ok” noted on the back of the voucher + the punch mark on the voucher + 
highlighting the person’s name on the list enables you to triPLe check that the 
representative of the beneficiary household has gone through the distribution. 
if the person comes forward again at the entrance to the site, their card will be 
rejected if any one of these three signs are there79 (even if the person has tried 
to “skip a step”).

79. be aware though that highlighting the names on the list (a task carried out by day workers) is sometimes done 
incorrectly in the rush (the wrong names are highlighted).

si staff member “d” is also responsible 
for ensuring that physically vulnera-
ble people have someone to help them 
return home. if this is not the case, and 
you have been able to organise an es-

cort system, si staff member “d” will ask 
a member of the local ngo responsible 
for assisting unaccompanied vulnerable 
people to look after the person.

si staff member “b“ asks the 20 people 
waiting in the entry portal to form a 
queue and takes them to a verifier, to 
whom “b“ gives the survey list. the day 
worker must verify that the card num-
ber on the list matches the number on 
the card brought by the person (and vice 
versa).

once the link between the card and a 
line in the list has been confirmed, the 

verifier highlights the whole line on 
the list and puts a clearly visible mark, 
using a highlighter or felt pen, on the 
back of the card78 (“ok”, for example). 

the day worker then asks the represen-
tative of the beneficiary household to 
sign the list in the space provided. if the 
representative is unable to sign, their 
fingerprint will be recorded instead.

78. we do not advise stamping the vouchers because this would require giving stamps and ink pads to the day 
workers (risk of loss, fraud, etc.). A simple mark using a highlighter or felt pen is sufficient.

Although recording the beneficiaries’ signatures or fingerprints is of little prac-
tical value in terms of the distribution (the differences between fingerprints 
or scribbled signatures are not discernible to the naked eye) and even tends to 
delay the process, it is nevertheless mandatory because it is required by most 
of our donors (ecHo, oFdA/usAid etc.), who need to have proof that the distri-
bution took place.
nb: this practice has the advantage of empowering the beneficiary households, 
who certify in this way that they have received the goods distributed.

the representative of the beneficiary 
household then waits in the second por-
tal, keeping their card in their possession.

should a problem arise, the day worker 
calls si staff member ”b“ who is res-
ponsible for ensuring that the verifi-

cation process proceeds smoothly. si 
staff member “b“ is also responsible for 
collecting the processed survey lists: lists 
that are entirely highlighted and signed 
are kept, while those that are only par-
tially highlighted (there are latecomers) 
are given back to si staff member “A“ . 

si staff member “c“, assisted by day 
worker “y“, is in charge of supervising 
the distribution ramp. the distribution 
ramp is one of the critical points in the 
distribution process: it is easy for a dis-
tribution worker there to give a relative 
or close friend two items instead of only 
one, or for a beneficiary to help them-
selves when the ramp is congested. 

therefore it is important that:

 » the flow of people along the distri-
bution ramp be as smooth as possi-
ble: no waiting, no crowding. ideally, 
there should be only one beneficiary 
at a time at a distribution stand
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the configuration described above requires five or six si staff members - five on 
site + one in the field warehouse (an si staff member must be present each time 
inventory is withdrawn or entered).
when food to be distributed must be weighed or measured, it is advisable to 
position an additional si staff member along the distribution ramp to facilitate 
and increase monitoring there.
if there are four staff members, posts “A” and “b” will be combined. if there are 
three staff members (not recommended), team leader “e” will take the place of 
“c” and suspend operations on the distribution ramp from time to time to ob-
serve the other stages of the distribution. with fewer than three si staff mem-
bers, the site cannot be managed properly.
in a tense context or when there are few staff members, we advise you to use 
radio handsets to facilitate coordinating the various stages: the si staff mem-
ber on the distribution ramp could then, for example, ask the colleague at the 
entrance to the site to slow down because the other stages are not keeping up, 
order goods from the field warehouse, or call for help if the situation is becom-
ing difficult to manage, etc., all without leaving their post and supervisory role.

9 the distribution is closed at the 
scheduled time, even if there are 
still households to be served (for 

reasons of security and to enable the bene-
ficiary communities to return home before 
nightfall).

iF tHe distribution HAs not been com-
PLeted, tHe teAm LeAder must exPLAin 
tHis And emPHAsise tHAt it wiLL con-
tinue tHe FoLLowing dAy (idem For sur-
vey sites, see cHAPter 4, PArAgrAPH 4).

the site is then entirely dis-
mantled and cleaned80. to 
avoid theft, only the stakes 

are left in place. All items (pens, etc.) and 
forms (survey lists, etc.) are collected up. 
every evening, the day workers must hand 
in the visibility aids they were issued with, 
otherwise they will not be paid81.

All remaining goods (undistributed) are 
counted, repackaged and returned to the 
si warehouse (with a waybill). to avoid any 
tension or conflict, no surplus goods are to 
be distributed in an unauthorised manner.

the community’s complaints and appeals 
are collected together.

10

80. Particularly as a sign of respect, as the site was made available at no charge.
81. to prevent possible misuse of the si logo: fake surveys, false information, etc.

when foodstuffs or seeds are weighed or 
measured out by distribution workers, 
random quantity checks must be car-
ried out at the exit (to ensure that the 
correct quantities are being distributed 
and to replace any distribution worker 
who has been committing fraud). in the 

same way, if the quantities of certain 
items are to be proportionate to the size 
of the beneficiary household, a random 
check must be carried out at the exit to 
ensure that the size of the household as 
noted on the card matches the quanti-
ties received.

iF grouPing HAs been cHosen As tHe metHod oF distribution, tHe distribution wiLL 
be cArried out According to tHe sAme PrinciPLes As described Above (entry to tHe 
site, veriFicAtion, exit...) - tHere Are cHAnges onLy to stAge  . insteAd oF PeoPLe 
moving ALong tHe distribution rAmP one by one, A grouP oF rePresentAtives oF 
beneFiciAry HouseHoLds comes to eAcH distribution stAnd to receive tHeir goods.

As was the case during the survey, the 
team leader (si staff member “e”) does 
not stay in a fixed location: the team 
leader is the only one who can and must 
move around the site, and “conduct the 
orchestra”. the team leader is responsi-
ble for verifying that every stage in the 
distribution runs well and that the site 
functions smoothly: no one other than 
day workers and beneficiaries may en-
ter the site; goods are delivered properly 
and on time; no men in uniform or car-
rying weapons are present on the site or 
in the vicinity; the distribution ends on 
schedule, etc. the team leader may also 

go outside the site to improve crowd 
management (if the waiting queues are 
poorly organised) or to speak to the 
beneficiary communities directly if 
people are becoming impatient (to re-
store calm). 

should it be necessary, it is the team 
leader’s responsibility to decide to sus-
pend the distribution (when there is a 
risk of looting, for example), to evacuate 
the area if the team is in danger, and to 
make any decision necessary to ensure 
the safety of all the people present on 
the site.

if no cards were distributed during the 
survey (as in the case of surveying by 
means of verifying existing lists, with no 
variant), stage 2 is omitted. staff mem-

ber “A” highlights the representative’s 
name on the list and asks them for their 
signature.

iF, For Any reAson, no one on tHe survey site HAs tHe rAnk oF teAm LeAder, one oF 
tHe si stAFF must be designAted to Act As “site LeAder” And wiLL HAve tHe sAme 
PrerogAtives on-site As A teAm LeAder wouLd. witHout someone in cHArge oF co-
ordinAting tHe diFFerent stAges, A site cAn very quickLy become unmAnAgeAbLe.
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•	 exceptionally, leftover goods may also be 
given to a local ngo to distribute to the 
latecomers or the most vulnerable a few 
days later (in which case a donation cer-

tificate will have to be signed). because 
of the risk of misappropriation it entails, 
this last option should not normally be 
chosen.

For tHese sAme reAsons (mAny PeoPLe Present Around tHe site), tHe AtmosPHere sur-
rounding tHe dismAntLing oF tHe site is oFten tense: tHe teAm LeAder must stAy ALert 
And Protect tHe integrity oF tHe site untiL tHe boundAry roPes HAve been tAken down 
(wHicH is done LAst).

during tHe distribution, do not Forget to tAke PHotos oF tHe Activities For (i) rePorts 
to  tHe donor, (ii)  corresPondence between tHe mission And HeAdquArters, And (iii)  so tHAt 
si mAnAgement mAy see tHe Activities (mAnAging At A distAnce - see cHAPter 4, PArAgrAPH k). 
do not Forget to tAke PHotos sHowing tHe Logos oF si And tHe donor(s): stAFF t-sHirts, dAy 
workers’ vests, etc. we recommend Putting uP one or more bAnners on tHe distribution 
site witH tHe Logos oF si And tHe donor(s) on tHem.

i - PresentAtion oF tHe distribution 
outcomes

once tHe distribution is FinisHed, regArdLess oF tHe context, it is mAndAtory 
to Provide tHe community witH tHe resuLts oF tHe distribution, in otHer 
words, witH tHe number oF HouseHoLds tHAt were ActuALLy served. 
tHis is An imPortAnt stAge, not onLy to ensure tHe trAnsPArency And 
community AccePtAnce oF tHe resPonse Activity (it mAy FAciLitAte otHer si 
Activities in tHe zone) but ALso out oF resPect For tHe communities.

the representatives of the authorities/ci-
vil society and si formalise the results by  
signing the distribution report(s)82. Just as 
for the memorandum of agreement, we re-

commend obtaining as many signatories as 
possible so as to ensure the local partners’  
validation of the process83.

82. if possible, and depending on the context, it should be drawn up in the local language(s) as well as in French 
and english so that everyone can understand it.

83. if possible, we recommend that you have the same signatories on the survey memorandum of agreement, the 
survey report, the distribution memorandum of agreement, and the distribution report.

tHe signing oF tHe distribution rePort sHouLd not be seen As A mere AdministrAtive For-
mALity, but As A stAge concLusiveLy demonstrAting tHe PArticiPAtion And invoLvement 
oF tHe community in tHe HumAnitAriAn Activity. it is tHereFore out oF tHe question, As 
sometimes HAPPens, to HAve tHe AutHorities sign bLAnk rePorts. 

every evening, the si team 
leader reviews the day’s work 
with the team: strengths, 

weaknesses, what needs to be improved the 
following day, etc. when all non-distributed 
goods have been returned, the warehouse 
inventory must be compared with the num-
ber of households that received aid (that is, 
the number of households highlighted on 
the survey lists) so as to ensure that (i) there 
has been no theft or misappropriation, and 
(ii) the distribution can continue smoothly 
(with no items running out).

the distribution is finished 
when all the households on 
the survey lists have been 

called. depending on the situation, you may 
notify the local authorities that “lateco-
mers”, that is, the people registered on the 
survey lists who were absent on the distri-
bution day, can be served at the si office.

11 12

in practice, it is often difficult to close a 
distribution: there are usually many people 
around the site asking to be added to the 
list, begging for one or two undistributed 
items, etc. it is important not to start hand-
ing out “leftover” items or the situation is 
liable to degenerate.

what to do with “leftover” goods:

•	 Preferably, they should be returned to 
the main si warehouse. remember to 
plan for transporting goods back, espe-
cially when (i) the “safety margin” includ-
ed in the quantities ordered was too wide, 
or (ii) certain beneficiary households were 
absent on the day of the distribution.

•	 exceptionally, and with the approval of 
the authorities, they may be given to 
people clearly identified as “exclusion 
errors”. However, it often happens that 
(i) these people are attacked/robbed out 
of jealousy, and that (ii) this type of dis-
tribution to people that were not regis-
tered during the survey creates a vortex 
that is very difficult to manage (and puts 
the safety of the teams at risk). in any 
case, these households must be added to 
the survey list like any other beneficiary 
household.

generally speaking, you need to remember that distribution day is never the appro-
priate time to update the survey lists (lack of time, other problems to solve, risk of 
having to deal with a huge number of requests, etc.). moreover, it has to be accepted 
that a survey can never be “perfect”, especially in an emergency situation.
to prevent a situation where there are too many exclusion errors, the process must be 
designed from its earliest stages so as to (i) inform the population about the survey as 
well in advance as possible in order to avoid absences, and (ii) keep the lapse of time 
between the distribution and the survey as short as possible.
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137

notes
we recommend that that one distribution report be drawn up per survey zone/site. 

signAtories mAy Ask For A coPy oF tHe distribution rePort(s) tHAt tHey signed. tHis is A 
LegitimAte request And must be resPected... so mAke sure you HAve mAde enougH coPies!

if they wish, the authorities may also write a 
letter (thanking the teams or indicating any 
problems) which will be given to si manage-
ment and appended to the distribution file.

 signing the distribution report marks the 
end of si’s distribution response. 

reminder: remember to pay - or not - the day workers hired for the distribution (see 
chapter 4, paragraph i for further information).

example of an end of distribution report - Appendix 31
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84. the logistics department may in turn keep the copy of the waybill submitted by the carrier for payment.

For each response activity, the following 
documents must be archived together in 
the same file folder or box:

 » the distribution team’s copy of the 
waybills (or delivery notes)84;

 » the memoranda of understanding and 
agreement with the community;

 » the survey lists signed by the represen-
tatives of the beneficiary households;

 » cancelled vouchers and cards;

 » the survey and distribution reports;

 » complaints, appeals and letters from 
members of the community;

 » Field warehouse management docu-
ments;

•	 Any incident reports;

together, these documents constitute the 
response file.

the contracts for purchases, rentals, transport etc. must be retained by the support 
departments (administration and logistics).

All of the above documents must be careful-
ly kept throughout the duration of the pro-
ject as they may be requested at any time 
during a field audit or a visit by donor repre-
sentatives.

if the project has been funded by a un agen-
cy (uniceF, wFP, FAo, ocHA, Hcr, etc.) or by 
any other donor that carries out field audits, 
all the documents must be retained by the 
mission (and especially not thrown out) until 
the contract has been closed and any audit 
done.

if the project has been funded by ecHo, 
oFdA/usAid, europeAid or any other do-
nor that carries out their audit at si head-
quarters, evidence of distribution must be 
sent to Paris at the end of the contract: for 
example, survey and distribution reports + 
the survey lists signed by the beneficiary 
households + samples or cards (filled in and 
used during the distribution process) ac-
companied by the distribution report with 
photos (see below).

nb: if in doubt, please consult your coordinator and/or 

headquarters, to find out which documents must be sent 

to Paris for audits.

A - debrieFing
on returning to tHe si oFFice AFter tHe distribution, tHe FieLd teAm mAnAger 
must HoLd A debrieFing session witH tHe entire teAm. 

the si supervisor will conduct: 

•	 A debriefing with the team leader regard- 
ing how the response was implemented;

•	 An additional debriefing with the whole 
team;

•	 if problems have arisen (suspicion of 
fraud, abuse of power, tensions among 
members of the team, etc.), individual 
debriefings may also be organised with 
the various members of the team.

the information gathered during these de-
briefing sessions should be used to improve 
si’s future distribution implementation 
strategies

b - ArcHiving tHe resPonse FiLe 
tHe resPonse teAm must ALso ArcHive tHe documents used during 
tHe survey And distribution Activities. correct ArcHiving is imPortAnt 
so tHAt si mAnAgement cAn monitor How tHe distribution wAs cArried out. 
it is ALso mAndAtory From A contrActuAL Point oF view (tHe donor mAy 
request tHe documents in tHe event oF A FieLd And/or HeAdquArters Audit).

whoever the donor, si must be able to provide them with proof that the distribution 
was implemented properly (and thus show that the aid financed by the donor was not 
misappropriated).
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d - rePorting
dePending on tHe time AvAiLAbLe, tHe resPonse teAm mAy be Asked 
to drAFt An intervention rePort For internAL or externAL use. 
tHis document wiLL be PArticuLArLy useFuL For tHe teAm resPonsibLe 
For FoLLow uP (so tHey wiLL know wHAt wAs done And How).

in some zones, a written intervention report 
may be strongly advised or even mandato-
ry because one or more authorities (provin-
cial administration, Prefect, etc.) require it 
within the framework of ngo and local or 
national government cooperation. Find out! 
And do not hesitate if necessary to produce 
two versions of the report: one internal and 
one external.

the report may also contain a  
statistical analysis of the information  

gathered through the survey lists (average 
household size, zone of origin, etc.), especially 
if the data enables a better understanding of 
the response zone (and its humanitarian im-
portance).

this report, accompanied by a number of 
photos, can serve to draft the final report 
and to provide additional evidence during 
donor audits (the photos constitute proof 
of the distribution process). it can then be 
added to the response file as an appendix.

writing tHe rePort ALso enAbLes tHe resPonse teAm to do sometHing otHer tHAn FieLd work 
And mAke Progress in tHe Acquisition oF rePorting skiLLs (cAPAcity buiLding obJective).

example of an nFi response file used in drc - Appendix 32

security incident report template - Appendix 33

example of a response summary report (for internal use only) - Appendix 34

c - monitoring tHe resPonse FiLe
even iF tHey were Present on tHe terrAin, si stAFF must monitor tHe 
coHerence And consistency oF ALL documents to ensure tHAt tHere HAs been 
no ”visibLe“ FrAud.

this includes:

•	 monitoring the coherence and consis-
tency of the survey reports, survey lists, 
waybills, and beneficiary cards as well as 
crossed out and returned cards, in order 
to ensure that the number of households 
surveyed is consistent with the number of 
cards given out (no misappropriation of 
beneficiary cards);

•	 monitoring the coherence and consis-
tency of the waybills, stock management 
documents and distribution reports (and 
the highlighting on the survey lists) to en-
sure that the quantity of goods that were 

distributed matches the number of bene-
ficiaries that were surveyed (no misappro-
priation of goods);

•	 reading the complaints, appeals and 
letters from the community and ensu-
ring that the issues raised have been 
addressed and a response has been given 
to the complainants;

•	 viewing the photos taken by the team 
and checking that they are consistent 
with the written description of the res-
ponse activity (for example, whether 
the description of the distribution site 
matches the photos!).

tHis must be done in Addition to monitoring tHe cAsH AdvAnce tHAt wAs Provided to tHe 
resPonse teAm: cHecking invoices, contrActs, Lists oF dAy workers And tHeir contrActs85, 
etc.

85. be particularly careful that you did not hire ”too many“ day workers.

Any inconsistency in the response file (loss 
of goods, for example) must be reported by 
the response team in the form of a written 

incident report to both the coordinator and 
headquarters.

distribution files may contain information that is sensitive in certain contexts. in the 
event that the base has to be evacuated, you must be careful to take with you (or des-
troy if necessary) any survey lists that could be used for other purposes by thieves or 
looters.
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145

notes
Although the distribution activity itself ends here, it is vital to remember to follow up 
both the response activity (monitoring the process) and the beneficiary households 
post-distribution (monitoring the impact), depending on the type of items distributed. 
For food or nFis, Pdm (post distribution monitoring) should usually be carried out 
two to three weeks after delivery, so as to monitor whether the beneficiary house-
holds received the correct quality and quantity of goods, how they are being used, and 
whether some of the items have been sold/stolen/lost and why, etc. Follow up may 
also focus specifically on the most vulnerable beneficiaries to ensure that they have 
not been put at a disadvantage by the distribution.

Finally, do not forget to develop an exit strategy (if this was not done during the assess-
ment phase).
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